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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

FOEEWARD

Social and economic advancement is in a large part dependent upon
the vise use of the world's natural resources. The Nigerian
Government has displayed a desire to improve the management and
conservation of the country's vealth of natural resources and has
provided substantial support to development and management programs.

I am pleased that the Bureau of Land Management has been able to
provide technical assistance through an agreement vith the United
States Agency for International Development. The program in which
the Bureau is involved now embraces over one million acres in
Northern Nigeria. The Bureau's part is to provide continued
assistance to Nigeria in planning, organizing, training, and
implementing the development and regulated use of rangelands.
Five projects are now established and are being used for demon-
stration purposes. Assistance is provided in both formal and on
the job training of Nigerian technicians. Selected Nigerians
are also being trained at liniversities and in BLM districts in

the United States.

The field study for this report was conducted during a three month

period April-June I967. Much of the desired data was not avail-

able at that time, especially that which involved economics and
livestock production. Additional Information has been gathered
from secondary sources. The report while not detailed in all

respects points up many tangible as well as Intangible benefits.

It is hoped that it will provide useful guidelines for the

future development of the natural and h\xman resources of Nigeria.

O/Cl/V^'^'-^''^- v'

Director

February 8, I968
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PREFACE

FORMATION OF THE STATES

On Saturday, May 27, 1967, Major -General Yakubu Gowon, the Commander-
in-Chief of Nigeria, declared the Federation of Nigeria as reconstri-
tuted into twelve states. This study was predicated on the Government
of Northern Nigeria being a part of the Federation of Four Regions.
The analysis and recommendations of this report are applicable under
either form of governmental organization. The report is based upon
natural resource management considerations rather than political
considerations. The change in governmental organization may require
some minor changes in the supervisory personnel structure. Also, the

applicable state must assume responsibilities in its area formerly
undertaken by the Government of Northern Nigeria.
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL DIRECTION AND EMPHASIS

1. The present general direction and emphasis, both technical
and economical, given to the existing range management projects
in northern Nigeria is excellent and should be continued.

RANGE MANAGEMENT

2. Range management in its full meaning must be initiated at
the beginning of any public land management program. Range
development, although important, is only a part of the science
and art of range management. The importance of control and
management of livestock in conjunction with any range develop-
ment, particularly water development, cannot be overemphasized.

3. We recommend a simple system of deferred rotational grazing.
Rotation may be designed to meet the particular needs of the

grazing project area. Two schematic operations that could be
applied are offered in the team's recommendations.

BURNING CONTROL

4. It is absolutely necessary that indiscriminate, uncontrolled
burning be completely halted. On the other hand a controlled
burning program on most of the project areas will be necessary
to reduce scrub growth and maintain a grass stand.

EDUCATIONAL APPROACH

5. A strong educational approach needs to be taken towards

local livestock operators to emphasize the needs and reasons

for grazing systems and controlled burning, and the procedures

to be followed for a certain scheme.

RANGE STUDIES

6. Range management studies need to be implemented so that

management procedures can eventually be evaluated.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

7. The feeding of protein supplements will greatly improve

animal nutrition and assist in having the livestock owner

accept dry season grazing. The present practice of encouraging

additional use of salt should be continued.

8. GONN, native authorities and livestock operators should make

further efforts to improve the quality of livestock. More

attention should be given to selection of breeding animals.



Such efforts should largely be confined to native breeds. Young
bulls not needed as breeders should be castrated. Excess older

bulls should be sold. To further encourage culling of bulls, a

higher tax should be assessed bulls over cows and steers. Non-

productive and poor quality cows should be culled and sold for

beef. USAID and Agriculture Extension can assist in this work.

9. GONN, native authorities and management personnel should
emphasize reduction of trailing, improvement of nutrition, allow-
ing the calf more milk and stricter culling for increasing the

percent of calves raised to weaning age.

10. Veterinary centers and clinics as a part of the development
and management of range management schemes have proven successful.
Without disease and insect control, range management programs can-
not succeed. Such centers and clinics should continue to be a

part of grazing schemes. Close coordination is required between
the tsetse fly program and the range management program.

11. As milk is now an important product of range cattle, this must
be given consideration along with beef production in the feeding,
breeding and management of range livestock.

SOIL AND WATERSHED

12. Soil and watershed considerations are basic to a proper land

management program. Close analysis is needed to determine what
problems exist and what additional steps are necessary for cor-
rection. Responsibility for soil and watershed AID technical
assistance programs should remain with the BLM group.

POLICY REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES

13. Basic policy, the necessary administrative organization and
personnel responsibilities for the management of grazing reserves
needs to be more clearly defined. Regulations need to be developed
and further guidelines for field personnel are needed. Regulations
and guidelines, as a minimum, should include the following: grazing
applications and licenses, allocation of grazing use, grazing fees,
livestock movements and trailing, trespass control, marking of live-

stock, grazing systems, range studies, identification of pastures
and control of burning.

ADVISORY GROUPS

14. The use of local advisory groups for the present grazing
schemes has been very successful. These should be expanded to

all grazing schemes and particularly to assist in the establishment
of grazing reserves. Once established, they can give considerable
assistance in the management of grazing reserves.



TRAINING PROGRAMS

15. Existing training program objectives are excellent. They
should be continued and expanded. Student enrollment at the

Livestock Services Training Center, Mando Road, Kaduna, should
be increased to a minimum of twelve new students per year. A
second BLM/PASA instructor will be needed at the school to
provide additional course work in the plant sciences and in
plant ecology. The number of students being formally trained
for a university degree should be increased to a minimum level
of five new students per year for the next five year period.
Six of the best qualified Livestock Services Training Center,
Mando Road, graduates should be selected for intermediate level

or "diploma level" training at Vom or ABU, Samaru. Selection
to be made after the gradutes from LSTC have had a year's field
experience. The intermediate level graduates should then be

considered in the selection of university students.

16. University graduates should receive at least one year's
experience in the field, working with experienced counterparts
and BLM technicians on existing projects before being assigned
to new projects.

SCHEDULING OF PROJECTS - LIMITATIONS

17 o The availability of trained and experienced Nigerian
counterparts is a limiting factor on the scheduling of new

projects. At the present time, there are two diploma level

graduates working for GONN on existing projects. There will be

no university graduates in 1967 or 1968. Four graduates are

scheduled for 1969 and another five are scheduled to graduate

in 1970.

WORK LOAD LIMITATIONS OF BLM TEAM

18. The present BLM team has sufficient work load in fulfill-

ing its responsibilities involved in the existing five projects.

To expand faster than the schedule set forth in the analysis

and recommendations, would jeopardize the success of the existing

projects.

SHIFT TO NIGERIAN RESPONSIBILITY

19. For the future we recommend a gradual shift in emphasis to

increase Nigerian responsibility on the existing projects and

to provide technical assistance to new areas. Expansion to

five new projects during the next five years, but not before

1970 is proposed.



BORNU PROJECT - TRANSFER TO BLM TEAM

20. We recommend that the range management position at Maiduguri
in Bornu Province be transferred as soon as possible to the

BLM/PASA team.

The BLM should be responsible for all of the range management
technical program of AID in northern Nigeria.

DIRECT APPROACH FOR BORNU PROJECT

21. We recommend that the Bornu Project be undertaken, using
a direct approach to the problem areas. Under BLM/PASA, a plan
of action should be developed with action initiated as soon as

possible. The plan should be the first duty of the Range Manage-
ment Specialist under the immediate direction of the BLM Team
Leader.

There is a need for grazing controls. A demonstration project of

400 square miles in the present "Bornu Borehole" area is proposed.

NEW PROJECTS PROPOSED

22. The Tangaza Project in Sokoto Province and Katchia Project
in Zaria Province are proposed to begin July 1, 1970. Two
other projects are proposed for July 1, 1971, with preference
given to locations in the northern belt of provinces. The Yola
and Filinga Projects are listed for budget purposes.

ESTABLISHMENT OF GRAZING RESERVES

23. Northern Nigeria is very actively involved in proposing sites
as grazing reserves under the 1965 Grazing Reserves Law. The
success or failure of a public land management program in northern
Nigeria depends on how the resources are analyzed, how the land is

classified, and how grazing reserves are finally constituted.
The initial analysis should include all of the public land in a

given area. In this way, a public management unit can be developed
that will best meet the needs of the total resource. Any lack of
management facilities should not restrict the "going ahead" on the
establishment of grazing reserves. Three resource management
specialists are recommended as a minimum to provide the necessary
technical assistance. It is of utmost importance that these
positions be filled with well qualified individuals with experience
in this type of work. The principal staff specialist should be
able to work with officials at all levels and at the same time,
inaugurate new guidelines.



GRAZING RESERVES IN TSETSE INFESTED AREAS

24. Where there is a need for grazing and other land use manage-
ment the fact that the area is infested by tsetse fly should not
restrict the establishment of grazing reserves. Grazing reserves
can be managed with the consideration of all needs in a balanced
manner and can be of benefit to the tsetse fly control programs.

NEED FOR LAND USE PLANNING

25. For all future programs, GONN and the native authorities
should give even more consideration to more intensive land plan-
ning. With the centralization of populations, settlement of the
Fulani and increases in village populations, lands should be
reserved for agricultural, residential, commercial and recreational
uses.

ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL NEEDED FOR BLM/PASA

26. We recommend that the following personnel be added to the
present BLM/PASA; Heavy Equipment Specialist (Jos) and Resource
Management Specialist (Bornu) by July 1, 1967. Instructor,
(Mando Road), Program Assistant (Watershed), three Resource
Management Specialists (Grazing Reserves) by January 1, 1968 and
a Resource Management Specialist (Grazing Scheme Project) by
July 1, 1970. One consultant (90 day TDY) September - December
1968; one consultant (90 day TDY) September - December 1969; and
three consultants (90 day TDY) September - December 1970. Addi-
tional consultants may be added if the need arises.

RECORDING EFFECTS OF PROJECTS

27. We urge GONN, Native Authorities and PASA technicians to

begin making note of observed affects of the projects, i.e.,
calving percentages, live weights of cattle, attitudes toward market-
ing livestock, etc. This will greatly facilitate future studies
such as that recommended for the latter part of 1970.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

28. The existing projects are economically feasible, indicating
an over-all - benefit-cost ratio of 3.42. Based on the analysis
of the five existing projects, we conclude that the five proposed
projects are economically and financially sound. We recommend
that any tax or fee system imposed on livestock owners be implemented
gradually as the benefits of the project become understood by the

users. Although a full scale fee is not practical in the near future .



we recommend that the GONN program include the scheduling of an
eventual fee that will ultimately reflect the proportionate share
of revenues returned to livestock operators from the projects.
This is necessary to: a) insure appropriate repayment of project
costs, b) stimulate an active interest in wise resource use by

livestock operators, and, c) provide an impetus to the marketing
of livestock products as an enterprise.

PROGRAM BUDGET NEEDS

29. The summary of the recommended 1968-73 program is shown in

the following tables:
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INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose

The purpose is to analyze and study the technical and economic
aspects of five existing land management projects, as well as the
technical, economic and financial aspects of additional proposed
projects. A further purpose is to analyze and study the relation-
ship of project programs and range management with the total land
management program for Northern Nigeria. Technical feasibility
includes development, operation and management. Economic and
financial feasibility involves the comparison of tangible and
intangible benefits with capital and operating, maintenance, and
overhead costs.

B. Objectives

The objectives of this study are to provide definite recommenda-

tions that will be useful in the planning, programming and budget-
ing for both the Government of Northern Nigeria (GONN) and the
United States Government. The study report includes:

1. Analysis of existing land management projects.
2. Effects to date as a result of existing projects.

3. Projected effects and potential of project programs.

4. Analysis of proposed projects with recommendations.
5. Specific technical recommendations in the field of land

management, including priorities and a chronological
schedule for projects and personnel of GONN and USAID
(PASA)

.

6. Economic analysis of existing projects.

7. Economic and financial analysis of proposed projects.

8. Recommendation of program budget needs for the five

year period 1968-73.

In addition to the above, the study relates the project work to

that which the study team believes are broader land management

problems of Northern Nigeria. In specific, the manner in which
Grazing Reserves are established under the 1965 Grazing Reserves

Law is considered vital to the success of a public land management

program.

The study sets forth certain technical and economic criteria

necessary for the determination of whether or not a loan or grant

for further development, maintenance or management is justified.



II. DESCRIPTION

A. Nigeria

1. Location, Size, Population and Economy

Nigeria is located on the west coast of Africa facing southward on
the Gulf of Guinea. It has an area of about 374,000 square miles,
roughly equal in size to California, Oregon and Nevada combined.
The population according to the 1963 census is 55,600,000. The

economy is based principally on agriculture.

2

.

Topography and Vegetation

Topography and vegetation vary from south to north. A belt along the

coast from 10 to 60 miles wide consists of lagoons, swampland and

mangrove forest. This area merges into a tropical rain forest belt

from 50 to 100 miles wide. Inland from this, lies another belt some

100 miles in depth, consisting of grass savannah and open woodland.

Elevation increases gradually proceeding northward to an average of

2,000 feet while the country becomes progressively more open. The

extreme north portions, particularly in the northeast, border the

Sahara Desert, but still lie within the zone of regular rainfall
during the summer months.

3. Climate

Nigeria has two seasons, wet and dry, having a longer wet season in

the south than in the north. The climate is tropical in southern
Nigeria with high humidity throughout the year and high annual rain-
fall. To the north, humidity is lower and rainfall is less. The
temperature throughout the country is warm and fairly constant
month by month.

4. Government and Subdivisions

Nigeria is a republic headed by a military government. It is divided
into four regions. Northern Nigeria comprising 80 percent of the area

and 54 percent of the population; Eastern Nigeria with 8 percent of

the area and 22 percent of the population; Western Nigeria with 8 per-

cent of the area and 18 percent of the population; and Mid-Western
Nigeria with 4 percent of the area and 5 percent of the population.
The regional governments are exclusively responsible in matters of

local concern, including agriculture and are divided into Provinces.
These are broken down into Divisions and the Divisions divided into
Native Authority areas, the basic units of local government. Native
Authorities vary greatly in area, wealth and population, some cover-
ing an entire Province. They are subdivided into Districts, which



control several villages. There are some areas not covered by Native
Authorities, but they are too small to be of concern in this report.

(Note: On May 27, 1967 Major-General Gowon declared that the Feder-
ation of Nigeria is reconstituted into twelve states. This eliminates
the Regions and Provinces as governmental subdivisions.)

B. Northern Nigeria

1. Size and Population

Northern Nigeria has an area of 299,000 square miles. The 1963 census
figures indicated a population of 29,760,000, which is increasing at
approximately 27o per year.

2. Government

The Government of Northern Nigeria is now headed by a military gover-
nor, who is advised by an executive council made up of the Permanent
Secretaries of the Ministries and some of the leading Emirs. There
are seventeen Ministries to administer the "laws of the land". The
following breakdown of the Ministry of Animal and Forest Resources
shows the typical structure for the Ministries. The Ministry is headed
by a Permanent Secretary. Under him -and responsible for three divi-
sions each are the Chief Veterinary Officer and the Chief Conservator
of Forests. The Chief Veterinary Officer is responsible for the
Animal Husbandry Division, Animal Health Division and Tsetse/Try-
panosomiasis Division, each headed by its own chief. The Division
Chief is aided by a headquarters staff which in the Animal Husbandry
Division consists of a Principal Animal Husbandry Officer and two
Principal Livestock Superintendents, one for range management and

the other for the grazing reserves. Each of the Provinces has its

counterparts within the Ministry, such as in the Ministry of Animal
and Forest Resources, a Provincial Veterinary Officer, Provincial
Conservator of Forests, Provincial Division Chiefs, etc. These
Provincial staffs act as advisors to the Native Authorities in their
particular fields.

Native Authorities provide nearly all the government services at the

local level. They also collect most of the taxes, paying proportions

to GONN and the central Government. Native Authorities, in preparing

their budget estimates, have to comply with certain Government of

Northern Nigeria financial criteria. Financial assistance is given

in the form of grants from Government.

There are two types of police force responsible for maintaining law

and order, the Native Authority Force and the Nigeria Police Force,

a Federal body.



The Nigerian Police Force operates in areas excluded from Native

Authority areas and is available to assist the Native Authority Force

upon request.

3

.

Land Tenure

Luning (1961) states, "All land in Northern Nigeria is, with few

exceptions, held in trust by the Governor who can control land, but

at the same time must have regard to native law and custom. He

can only override native law and custom when it is thought to be

beneficial to the Region for him to do so, but in normal circum-
stances, the Native Authority is left to apply local laws," The
Government may take any portion of the land for purposes such as

Forest and Grazing Reserves, building institutions and farms, but
it must compensate any person or community for the loss of rights.

4. Social Structure

Of a number of ethnic groups in Northern Nigeria, the major tribal
groups are the Fulani and the Hausa, plus the Kanuri situated in

the Lake Chad area. In general, the Hausa and Kanuri are sedentary
farmers and the Fulani are nomadic livestock raisers. The official
language of Nigeria is English, but the commonest language in

Northern Nigeria is Hausa. The Moslem religion predominates in the
north, constituting 73 percent of the population. The remaining is

made up of 3 percent Christians and 24 percent of what are termed
"Pagans" or animists.

5. Economy

Although heavily dependent upon agriculture. Northern Nigeria's
economy shows a growing diversity among other industrial activities.
These include mining, manufacturing, transportation and communi-
cations. Per capita income is lower in Northern Nigeria than in
the south, primarily due to a relative limited production of cash
crops (cotton and groundnuts) in the north compared to the pro-
duction of cocoa, palm oil, rubber, etc. coupled with manufacturing
and oil in the south. Average annual per capita income in the
north was estimated at t25 ($70) in 1960 but raised to about t30 ($85)
by 1965.

Employment in Northern Nigeria is largely in agriculture, that
sector providing about 85 percent of the total employment. Mining
provides about one percent; manufacturing about two percent; and
transportation and communications eight percent.

Agriculture . Among the more important farm crops are groundnuts,
cotton, tobacco, coffee, rice, millet, and Guinea corn. Gross value
of all farm crops in 1964, in Northern Nigeria, was t433,000,000
($1,240,000,000). Approximately 60 percent of the 1964 crop outputwas
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Nigerian farmer working up ground with native

hand tool. Guinea corn, groundnuts, millet,

and cotton are some of the more important

crops.

North of Kaduna June 1967



consumed in the Region, the remainder being either exported to other
regions or out of the country.

Livestock and livestock products represent an increasingly important
part of the Northern Nigeria's agricultural production. In 1960, an

estimated 10,000,000 head of cattle were supported on Northern
Nigeria's range and farm lands, plus about 14,000,000 goats, 1,000,000
donkeys, 300,000 horses, 8,000 camels, and 4,000,000 sheep. Milk
is the largest single item in terms of value in livestock and live-

stock products, amounting to £23,400,000 ($65,500,000) in 1964. In

1964, some 544,000 cattle entered Northern Nigeria's beef markets,
yielding an output value of L15,000,000 ($42,000,000). The total

value of all livestock and livestock products amounted to £66,000,000
($185,000,000). This represents 13 percent of the total value of
agricultural output in 1964.

Livestock Marketing . Livestock marketing in Nigeria is character-
ized by extreme distances between production areas and the major
markets, lack of adequate transportation, and an extremely complex
system of intermediate transactions between the producer and final

consumers. The majority of Nigerian cattle are marketed not as an
enterprise in itself, but to pay taxes or meet other cash obliga-
tions. The great majority of Nigeria's livestock (particularly
cattle) is produced in the tsetse-free areas of Northern Nigeria,
most of them in the extreme north. Although market centers do
exist in Northern Nigeria, some of the larger markets are located
in the extreme south. Transportation in general is a problem through-
out Nigeria, and particularly so in the marketing of livestock.
Because adequate transportation does not exist, cattle are trailed
great distances to market, often all the way from Northern Nigeria
to Lagos

.

The long trek from north to south involves many risks, and to

minimize these risks, the routes have been traditionally subdivided
into short segments connected by intermediate dealers. Up to five
and sometimes seven dealers may be involved in a single market route.
The entire system operates on the principle of mutual indebtedness,
so whoever happens to be in the best financial position is capable
of control over the others, and is thus able to manipulate prices.
Quite normally, the livestock producer himself is the weakest
financial link in the chain, and is thus subject to low prices and
a great deal of uncertainty as far as the demand for his products
is concerned. As might be expected, the livestock producer has
little, if any, knowledge of consumer demand, and is almost com-
pletely insulated from direct market forces.

Grassland cattle are owned primarily by nomadic and semi-nomadic
people, who sell to petty traders. These transactions often involve
household goods and other essentials in trade. The petty trader



purchases one or two head at a time until he accumulates a small
herd of five or ten head. Then, depending upon his ovm finances,
quality of the animals, and prices, he either sells them in a local
bush market or in one of the larger transit markets. Usually the
poorer quality animals are sold and slaughtered in the bush market,
since they are too poor to make the journey to the larger, more
distant markets. The better animals may be sold in bush markets
also, but usually to independent intermediaries or to buying agents
of big wholesale dealers. This transaction is not direct between
the petty trader and the buying agent, but is traditionally through
a local middleman. It is here that the sorting begins between
animals to be sold at wholesale in the larger provincial markets and
those to be sold in local markets for slaughter by resident butchers.
This sorting by quality is the primary function of the intermediary.

Prices received by cattle owners are widely varied and difficult to
determine; however, there is considerable evidence that shows a high
proportionate profit on the opposite end of the marketing chain.
Wehahn, et al, in their 1964 report, "The Cattle and Meat Industry
in Northern Nigeria" summarize three examples in which cattle are
transported by various routes to different markets, and by various
methods of transportation. In all three examples, total trading
profit after transport and marketing charges exceeded t4 ($11) per
animal, and in the case of long distance transport by rail (Kano

to Ibadan), the profit may average t7 ($20). Prices paid to cattle
owners in these examples varied between tl2 ($34) and Ll5 ($42) per
animal, and sale prices at the final market varied between t22
($62) and t28 ($78). Generally, the farther south, the higher the

selling price.

Cattle are bought and sold by the animal, rather than by weight;
however, differentials do exist for quality and size. These dif-

ferentials are reflected to a greater extent, however, as animals

move through market channels, and it is apparent that prices
received by the producer fail to reflect truly proportionate dif-

ferentials as they exist in the consumer market. There is, there-

fore, little incentive within the price structure for the producer

to do much about improving the quality of his animals for slaughter

purposes

.

Beef consumption in Nigeria is extremely low. In Northern Nigeria

for example, annual per capita consumption of beef is only 9.5

pounds. This low consumption level is primarily attributable to

low income levels, since there are no religious or social taboos

regarding beef in the diet. To a certain extent, however, it must

be recognized that the true dietary value of beef is not generally

known among average consumers, and much can be done in this respect

by way of extension education.



Alhaji Saidu Danagui, Cattle Buyer c/o Veterinary

Division Gusau, Nigeria. These big horned cattle

came from Niger and are "trade cattle".

April 24, 1967



Nigeria is a net importer of livestock and livestock products. Im-
ports of cattle for slaughter constitute about 23 percent of the
total cattle slaughtered. It should be noted, however, that the
supply of imported slaughter beef is mainly a result of demands from
a limited higher income sector of the population and does not truly
indicate a net unsatisfied demand after domestic production is

considered. The fact still remains that present meat prices are
out of reach of a large portion of the population with their present
low per capita income.

Because of Nigeria's expanding population and needs for improved
diet, it has been recommended (FAO) that a 20 percent increase in
beef production be achieved by 1970. Effort was to have been through
productive efficiency and not through an increase in numbers.

Market Outlook for Beef . According to available sources, future
problems in marketing beef will stem more from supply than from
demand factors. Improved diets, expanded population and higher per

capita money income will be the principal factors increasing demand.

FAO, in its 1965-1980 outlook (Agricultural Development in Nigeria,
1966) made an extensive survey of the present market system and con-
cluded that based on projected 1980 demands, there will be a need to

approximately double Nigeria's total meat supply from the present
annual production of 430,000 tons to 875,000 tons by 1980. Although
beef is only part of the total meat supply, it does represent a

substantial portion (457o) of the total, and perhaps has the greatest
potential for increase in terms of total quantity. FAO further
estimates that an increase of 55% (from 193,000 to 300,000 tons

annually) in beef is necessary and possible by 1980, simply by a

higher harvesting ratio within the present cattle population. It

must be noted, however, that the present lack of incentive on the

part of livestock producers to sell, and to sell quality meat, must

be overcome if beef supplies are to be increased to any great extent.

At any rate, there is little doubt but that any increase in total

beef output resulting from range management efforts will meet a

more than sufficient demand over the foreseeable future.

Milk Marketing . Northern Nigeria is the only region in Nigeria in

which milk is produced in any appreciable quantities. It is esti-

mated that the annual marketable production of milk in the North

amounts to about 95 gallons per cow, or a total of approximately

125 million gallons per year. Large variations exist in consumption

of milk, but it is assumed that the greatest share of milk is con-

sumed by the Fulani themselves, plus what is sold to local people in

nearby areas. The price of milk, sold locally is about 1 shilling

(140) per 26 ounce bottle, but it is of low quality, being produced

and transported under very unsanitary conditions. Surplus milk

produced by herds more distant from market is processed into butter

(ghee) or cheese. Waste during production and processing is high.



The only milk plant in Northern Nigeria is located at Vom, near Jos.

Milk is collected within an 80 mile radius and transported to the

plant in factory owned trucks. In 1963, 190,000 gallons were col-

lected and processed into 43 tons of butter and 75 tons of skim milk
powder. The price paid to the Fulani producer has been lOd (12<;:)

per gallon, with a government maximum set at Is Id (15c) per gallon
for milk with 4 percent butterfat.

A milk collecting station has recently been established at the

veterinary clinic at Runka. The Fulani are paid 5d (6c) per pint

or 3s 4d (47c) per gallon for whole milk. This is a very small

plant with small scale hand operated equipment. It has not been in

operation long enough for a determination to be made as to its

success, but it appears to give the Fulani the incentive required
to at least produce better quality milk.

Milk Demand . The quantity of fresh milk which would be equivalent
to the dairy products imported by Nigeria in 1964 is about 29,000,000
gallons. This does not present a serious competitive problem as it

is largely the result of demands from a limited higher income sector
of the population. In general, it can be stated that under the

present price structure, milk is a luxury item for many Nigerians, but

forms an important part of the diet of the rural population. Supply
falls short of requirements.

6. Land Use Practices

a. Grazing

Natural vegetation will provide the major source of livestock grazing
for a number of years to come. It has been estimated that the total
area in Northern Nigeria still available for grazing is 100,000,000
acres

.

Roughly 60 percent or more of the livestock are concentrated in the

three northern provinces of Kano, Sokoto and Bornu, in an area of
40,000,000 acres. The northern plains are generally tsetse fly free
and there is little chance of trypanosomiasis, a disease which prevents
the successful rearing of the larger types of stock over three-
quarters of Nigeria.

The Fulani herds trek southward at the end of the rainy season
(October through December), grazing as they go. Practically all
livestock are closely herded, as fenced pastures are almost non-
existent. The animals are bedded down at night at the camp site or
home kraal. The farmers, near whose farms the Fulani pass during
their migrations, fertilize their plots with manure by paying the
Fulani to herd their cattle on the farmland overnight. The trek
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Cattle on migration. Some cattle were used as pack

animals and are loaded with possessions.

North of Kaduna, Nigeria June 1967
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southward to the Niger and Benue Rivers is generally completed by
February through March and the herds are concentrated in the wet
lowlands (fadamas). The return migration northward begins toward
the end of the dry season (May through June) along a route which is

governed by the availability of feed and water, and the incidence of
tsetse fly and epidemics. Grazing during the rainy season in the

tsetse free northland takes place during June through September.
Annual sequence of the treks may vary because of changes in the

weather. There are a number of trek routes, and trek distances vary
depending upon regional differences, customs and changing conditions.
Studies have indicated some migration orbits of 60, 145, 170 and up
to as much as 500 miles.

Although the habit of trekking is traditionally engrained, there
has been and is a tendency to remain in favorable surroundings for

part, or all, of the year. In addition to solely nomadic livestock-
men, there are semi-nomads and mixed farmers. Some cattle raisers
divide their herds by retaining their milk cows in the same area
year round. Also, as population increases and more farmers settle
in areas where water is plentiful, grazing livestock is becoming
difficult. In order to reach pastures and water, herds from bush
grazing grounds have to traverse steadily expanding crop-growing
areas, which makes treks much too long. Some form of modification
results

.

Individual herd sizes vary, but they are usually composed of 10 to

60 head of all ages. It has been estimated that Fulani sheep and
goat numbers often equal 30 percent of their cattle numbers. In areas
of settled cattle owners or mixed farmers, herd sizes generally are
small (less than ten head). Settled raisers generally graze their
stock on the bush fallows which exist around the villages or along
the roadsides wherever they can find forage. In certain places
communal grazing areas are available, but wherever the animals may
graze during the day they are always brought back to the compound
or home farm and kraaled at night.

Distinct vegetational zones cover Northern Nigeria, in a somewhat
horizontal fashion changing from north to south. The following
five zones represent the major areas of grazing lands of the region.
All but the Plateau are characterized by woody growth in varying
density (usually open) and conspicuous grass cover.

Sudan Zone - extends across the northern part of the region, and
has been the most important grazing area because of the partial
absence of tsetse fly. The combination of indiscriminate burning
and uncontrolled grazing has resulted in the disappearance of
perennial grasses from many parts of this zone. The number of
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perennial species adapted to withstand the long dry season is
small, but they are vigorous and compete successfully with the
annuals provided that grazing is regulated. In investigations,
the complete protection of the natural grassland in the Sudan
Zone results after a period of five or six years in the perennial
Andropogon gayanus (gomba grass) becoming dominant on all except
the poorer shallow soils, but after a further period of three or
four years, it appears to become moribund and deteriorates. The
seasonal pattern of flowering of the most prevalent grasses is

less pronounced than in the Northern Guinea Zone due to a shorter
growing season.

Sub-Sudan Zone - extends south from the Sudan Zone and is comprised
of two parts - one each on the eastern and western portions of the
region. This is a relatively new classification introduced in an
attempt to define the confused transition belt between the true
Sudan and Guinea Zones. Grasses include many of those found in
both of the other zones. Tree cover is extremely variable but in
some areas is dense enough to preclude all but a sparse ground
cover. Hyparrhenia spp. is dominant under natural conditions.

Northern Guinea Zone - extends south from the Sudan Zone generally
in the central portion of the region. This is a perennial grass
zone in which Hyparrhenia species are dominant. Cattle are excluded
from much of the zone at least during the rains because of the

presence of tsetse. Complete protection of the natural grassland
results, after a period of three or four years, in a decline in
the vigor of the perennial grasses as dead material accumulates,
and in an invasion by weeds. Seasonal flowering patterns between
the prevalent perennials vary; one flowering before the rains,
one at the beginning of the rains, some at the height of the rains,

while many of the taller growing species do not flower until after
the rains (such as Hyparrhenia rufa and Andropogon gayanus).

Plateau Zone - is a small zone lying south of the Northern Guinea
in the center of the region. Vegetation of the Jos Plateau is

very different from that of the rest of the Guinea Zone. However,
many of the same grass species are found, together with a small

number of endemic species. The flat grassy hills are intensively
grazed and farmed and devoid of woody species apart from low

growing scrub. In view of the climate and altitude it would seem
likely that a woodland community should be the natural climax of

this area.
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Fulani cattleman and wife north of Kaduna, Nigeria,

June 1967
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Southern Guinea Zone - extends all across the southern portion of
the region. Tree cover varies from light forest to open savannah
woodland. A number of grass species are found, dependent upon
the extent of overstory.

The following chart indicates climatic regime for the most important
vegetative zones:

Months Months With
Dry Season With Less Than Rainfall

Zone Rainfall Rainfall No Rain One Inch Maxima
(a) (b) (c)

Sudan 20-UO Aug

Sub-Sudan 30-iiO 0.1-0.3 Aug (d)

Northern
Guinea

iiO-50 0.3-0.7 Aug

Plateau U5-55 1.3 U-5 Aug

Southern
Guinea

li5-55 1.0-3.0 ii-5 Sept(d)

Notes: (a) Mean annual rainfall in inches.

(b) Mean rainfall for November-March inclusive in inches.

(c) Including months with less than 0.1 inches rain.

(d) High percentage of years with two peaks.

All or part of four of the five current grazing projects lie within

the Sudan Zone, a part of one (Yautare) and the fifth project

(Wase) lies within the Sub-Sudan Zone. The southern portion of

the Katsina and Sokoto Schemes borders the Northern Guinea Zone,

and the Wase borders the Southern Guinea Zone.

It has been estimated that one animal, year round (12 Animal Unit

Months) requires 30 acres of natural, unkept pasture within the

Sudan Zone, and 10-l5 acres in the Guinea Zone. A second authority

estimates that, except for areas of climax grassland and the Jos

Plateau, no uncleared land in Northern Nigeria will have, on a year

round basis, a grazing capacity greater than one adult head of stock

per lii acres, and in many areas it will be less (30-UO acres).
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These figures would approximate 1.2 - 2.5 acres per animal unit

month (AUM) maximum grazing capacity. However, these estimates
can give no specific account to the type and condition of the

vegetation, seasons of use, distribution and the system of grazing,
applied both to an individual site or Northern Nigeria as a whole.

Annual cattle requirements for maintenance and production have been
estimated at 5,000 - 6,000 pounds of natural dry matter (Grassland

Research in Northern Nigeria, 1952-62. Samaru Misc. Paper No. 1)

Forage production figures are not readily available. In the Northern
Guinea Zone a maximum annual production of 2,500 pounds dry matter
per acre on average land cleared of scrub was attained. A number
of sites observed within the existing grazing schemes would equal
or exceed 2,500 pounds/acre production.

The annual collection of tax (Jangali) per head of cattle influences,
to some degree, grazing practices Collection (generally 7/-) is

made on a district basis during the wet season when most livestock-
men are in their "home districts". Reports stress the tendency of

lives tockmen to declare fewer animals for taxation purposes than
actually exist. Estimates of percentage of cattle taxed vary from

75 - 957o in closely stocked areas to 25% in bush areas. Cattle
raisers resident in the densely populated provinces of Katsina,
Bornu, Kano and West Sokoto send their herds outside the country to

the Niger Republic where the drier conditions are more favorable and
in some situations because the forage is more plentiful. Double
taxation has been indicated in Sokoto Province on herds which come
into the country from Niger during the dry season to take advantage
of grazing along the Niger River.

No system of management of any sort exists at present and the same

areas in and around villages are used continuously every year for as

long as they will provide forage. Many areas grazed by the Fulani
are heavily stocked year after year and allowed little respite. The
problem is particularly acute in the tsetse free northern provinces
where livestock are concentrated during the wet, growing season.
The grass cover in the north has, or is in many areas, deteriorating
due to uncontrolled grazing. This prevents the more desirable per-

ennial grasses from going through a normal growth cycle, producing
seed and building root reserves The grass cover in the other provinces
of Northern Nigeria is quite well maintained because the majority of
the livestock do not graze it during the wet growing season when
tsetse fly infestation is widespread. Consequently, plants go through
a normal cycle of growth allowing for plant vigor and reproduction.
Exceptions to this are found in areas recently cleared of the tsetse
fly where uncontrolled grazing is practiced.
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If most of Northern Nigeria were cleared of the tsetse fly and
water was made available year round in the arid areas, the total
area available for grazing in Northern Nigeria would support the
present livestock population, and possibly considerably more,
under some system of management. However, complete tsetse fly
eradication is not economically feasible in the foreseeable future.
The majority of the livestock will continue to graze in the northern
provinces, at least during the wet season, and the grazing capacity
of these provinces will continue to be a limiting factor under the
present practices in determining the number of livestock that can
be carried in Northern Nigeria.

Recent increasing demands for cropland have continually restricted
the range available to livestock owners, particularly the nomads.
This has led to further overstocking of available grazing areas.
Progress in the field of veterinary medicine and control of live-
stock diseases has led to increased numbers and demands on grazing
areas

.

Settling of the nomadic herds, coupled with controlled grazing in

particular, is essential to the protection of the potentially pro-

ductive grasslands. The cattle population should be redistributed
over the region to allow for development of a stable and prosperous
livestock industry. Problems of water supply and sufficient nutri-
tion during the dry season, and the clearing of tsetse fly from
enough area in the riverine provinces to relieve the cattle popula-
tion pressure in the north, are yet to be fully solved.

The question of settling the Fulani has been discussed for years.

Government policy has been directed towards eventual settlement.

There is general agreement that wandering herds of cattle roaming
at will and endangering the herbage and soil of settled farmers

must be eliminated if Northern Nigeria is to fully develop its

agricultural resources. Educational contacts through veterinary
and control stations have been successful in achieving some settle-
ment.

The establishment of grazing schemes and reserves has affected to

some extent Fulani grazing practices. The projects are new and not

yet fully developed. Because of their nomadic and cautious ways,

the Fulani have been reticent in making full use of the areas.

Objectives and proposed regulations have had to be explained and

tried prior to acceptance.

Since passage of the Grazing Reserves Law in 1965, considerable

acreage has been proposed for reservation. Proposals are in various

stages. Proposals may develop as either GONN or NA grazing reserves,

depending upon final procedures to be followed in gazetting.
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Grass after about one month's growth. Hyparrhenia

and Andropogon species are dominant. Mando Road

area, Kaduna. Howard DeLano, BLM Study Team Leader,

in foreground. June 1967.
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As of May 1967, the following proposed reservations were in effect
(does not include forest reserves involved with grazing reserve
projects) :

Adamawa Province - sixteen proposals, acreage unknown.
Bauchi Province - nine proposals, four of which contain 400

square miles.
Benue Province * - no proposals.
Bornu Province - forty-five proposals, twelve of which total 382

square miles and one of these is 257 square miles,
Ilorin Province * - no proposals.
Kabba Province - no proposals.
Kano Province - 290 proposals involving 100 square miles.
Katsina Province - 176 proposals, acreage unknown.
Niger Province * - ten proposals, acreage unknown.
Plateau Province - twelve proposals, containing 290 square miles.
Sardauna Province - seventeen proposals, covering 300 square miles.
Sokoto Province - 35 proposals involving 160 square miles.
Zaria Province - proposed tsetse reclaimed area, acreage large.

Northern Nigeria Government - three proposals, all in Bornu Province,
involving 51.5 square miles.

* Tsetse belt areas

With over 600 proposals in effect, involving well over 1590 square
miles, this activity will have a far reaching effect on land manage-
ment programs in Northern Nigeria. The size of proposed reserves
ranges from very small to over 250 square miles.

Within projects or grazing schemes, steps have been taken leading

toward management utilizing an effective grazing system. Multiple
use resource management plans have been developed with objectives
of watershed improvement and sustained proper use. Some assignment
of seasonal use areas has been initiated, along with attempts to

accustom the livestockmen to non-burning and utilization of mature
forage during the dry season. Trespass control has been started.
Areas have not yet been fully stocked, and there is considerable
movement of herds through and about the projects. As per custom,
there is a heavy concentration of cattle during the rainy season,

then many herds move on to farm plots and to the south. However,
reports indicate some reduction in normal treks - that is, some

herds have remained most of the year, some have returned after
grazing farm aftermath and others have moved southward as always.

The beginning of grazing fee collections, and supplementary feeding

and salting programs, have no doubt influenced some change in

customary practices.
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b. Animal Husbandry

Approximately 90 percent of the cattle and 60 percent of the sheep

and goats are located in Northern Nigeria. Beef is one of the

leading agricultural products in value. Yet the human population

of approximately 29,760,000 lives on a diet that is generally ac-

cepted as lacking in adequate protein and low in meat (less than

ten pounds annually per capita). Where cattle are raised, sour

milk and butter fat are important items of the people's diet.

Bullocks are used for work animals. Sheep and goats are used

largely for meat. Donkeys and camels are used for beasts of burden.

Horses (stallions) are largely used for riding. Mares are used for

brood mares and there are few geldings.

There are several major problems involved in the management of
cattle: (1) inadequate nutrition particularly during the dry season
from November through May; (2) general lack of a selective breeding
program; (3) poor calf crops, particularly the loss of calves during
migrations; (4) carrying non-producing bulls and barren cows in herd;

(5) lack of adequate water facilities on grazing lands; (6) lack of

extensive production and use of livestock forage in the farming areas;
and (7) diseases including the tsetse fly problem. All of the pro-
blems are interrelated.

Nutrition - According to Miscellaneous Paper No. 1 of the Institute
for Agricultural Research, Samaru, Shika Station, Nov. 1963, the

crude protein of perennial grasses drops off rapidly from early
growth to maturity. At early growth, 8-9 percent of dry matter;
two months later, 5 percent of dry matter and at the beginning of

the dry season, the tall dry grass contains 1% to 2\ percent crude
protein in the dry matter. The level of digestible protein is con-
siderably less than the crude protein. Livestock are often left on
farmlands long after there remains an adequate supply of crop re-
sidues. Browse and leaves of woody plants offer an added source
of protein during the dry season.

Some supplementary feeding of protein concentrates such as groundnut
cake or cottonseed is practiced. This practice appears to be very
limited. There is some feeding of mineralized salt. Bloodmeal and
groundnut meal supplement at Shika resulted in 300 percent greater
daily gains during the 120 day test period over the gains made by
calves on grazing alone. From observations, the greater part of
the dry grass is burned. Much of this could be used as roughage
along with the feeding of protein concentrates. Very little appears
to have been done to improve or lengthen the nutritive quality of
grasses through grazing management. Haymaking during the rains is

difficult. The haulms of groundnuts and cowpeas are important crop
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residues. Some success has been achieved in planting legumes during
the rainy season in order that it can be cut and cured for hay at
the beginning of the dry season or end of the wet season. Approxi-
mately 4,480 pounds of dry matter per acre have been obtained at
Samaru from Stizolobium hay. Maize, sorghum, millet and mixtures
have been used for ensilage. Inadequate salt available to livestock
creates some nutritional deficiencies. Lack of sufficient water in
some areas creates a nutritional problem. However, availability of
water or lack of it has more of an impact on grazing management.

Breeding Practices - Several breeds of cattle are raised in Northern
Nigeria. The White Fulani is the most numerous and widely adopted.
They are one of the long-horned Zebu breeds and excel other local
Zebu breeds in beef conformation. They also make excellent draft
animals and have fair milking qualities. Other breeds are the
Rahaji, Adamawa Gudali, Azaouak, Wadara, Sokoto Gudali, Kuri, Maturu
and N'dama.

Crossbreeding with imported breeds, such as Brahman, Santa Gertrudis
and Angus, has been tried but has not proved entirely successful.
The cattle experimental station at Shika has crossed a Holstein-
Fresian bull with White Fulani cattle. The first cross offspring
are now coming into milk production with favorable results. Beef
production qualities of the cross shows considerable improvement
over the White Fulani.

With the large number of bulls in a herd of native cattle, selective
breeding practices have severe limitations. Limited culling of
cattle and selectivity of sires is practiced by some cattle owners.

Several breeds of goats are found in Northern Nigeria. The Red
Sokoto found in the Sokoto area are noted for their skins used for

the production of Morocco leather. The Kano Brown Goat is found in

the Kano-Katsina area. Goats are apparently used very little for

milk production.

The sheep found in Northern Nigeria are a West African hair sheep.

These are hardy sheep and are able to thrive under conditions found

in the region. Some crossing with the Merino breed has been tried

to improve the mutton quality and increase the weight. Sheep are
one of the main sources of meat.

Calf Crops - After nutrition and selective breeding, the third

problem is the low calf crop among cattle. The percent of calf

crop dropped is estimated by local authorities to be 60 percent.

Local authorities have further estimated that the Fulani cattle,

that move about, lost 50 percent of the calves dropped. Of every
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five lost, two die while trailing. The calves, that do survive,
weigh 125 to 250 pounds at weaning time, approximately nine months
of age. It has been estimated that a cow lives an average of

twelve years. By dropping four to five calves during a cow's

lifetime with only half of these surviving, the result is a slow
rate of increase.

Nonproducing Animals - According to Alhaji Tijjani Malumfashi,
Principal Livestock Superintendent, Ministry of Animal and Forest
Resources, Northern Nigeria, of an average herd of Fulani cattle,
yearlings and above, 25 percent will be cows with calves. A large

percent of the herd will be bulls. Castration is practiced only
on a limited scale. Very little culling of animals in herds is

practiced. Barren cows and bulls may be kept for the purpose of
recognition and prestige in having numbers. An inventory of cattle
permitted in the Sokoto GrazingProject indicated that 25.6 percent
of the cattle, one year and older, were bulls. This is a lower

percent of bulls than the average percent indicated from other
sources.

Watering of Livestock - Many good grass areas cannot be used because
of a lack of water. Trailing long distances to water and poor
quality of water have detrimental effects on the condition of the

cattle as well as affecting the calf crop.

Beef Fattening - Cattle sold for marketing are generally poor in
flesh. There is a very limited amount of "feeding out" of cattle.
At the present, there is no shortage of cropland for growing sup-
plementary and fattening feeds. There is also considerable potential
for development of irrigation projects. The possibilities for pro-

duction of additional feeds for maintaining weights during the dry
season and for fattening appear nearly unlimited.

Livestock Diseases - Several significant diseases are encountered
in the Northern Region. Trypanosomiasis , which occurs in tsetse
fly infested areas, has been one of the greatest factors in re-
stricting the use of cattle of many of the grazing areas. It is

treated in more detail under a separate heading of this report.
Rinderpest has caused serious losses among the herds of the pastoral
peoples throughout Africa. Nigeria has been participating in an
African program of vaccination of bovine animals with a goal of
ultimate eradication of rinderpest from Africa. Contagious
bovine pleuropneumonia is a serious disease in Africa and is far

less amenable to control than rinderpest. The Nigerian government
maintains testing stations, vaccination, controlled movement of
stock and slaughter with compensation. The disease is relatively
well controlled. Foot and mouth disease does not cause spectacular
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A typical small flock of West African hair sheep.

These sheep are found in settled villages and
also with the nomadic Fulani herds of cattle.
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losses. It is an impediment to international trade in livestock

and livestock products. There exists several types of the disease.

Other diseases are anthrax, black quarter, scab, hemorrphagic
septicaemia and brucellosis. External and internal parasites are

impediments to efficient livestock development.

c. Forestry

Northern Nigerian forests are largely of the northern savannah type.

Firewood represents the major wood product. Poles are used in

building construction. Fan palm is used as a durable splitwood.
The forest vegetation varies from patches of relict forests, wood-
lands, clearings at various stages of regeneration to scattered
brush. There are some 26,000 square miles in Forest Reserves or

communal forestry areas, dating back to the first Forest Law in

1906. A Forestry Ordinance was passed on February 1, 1938, for

the preservation and control of forests.

The multiple use approach to management is relatively recent.

There is a shortage of wood and fuel close to population centers.

Some classification as to land use capabilities has been made.
The Forest Reserves are important watersheds. They can provide
considerable grazing for livestock. They are important habitat
for wildlife. Some of them are being placed under multiple use
management such as in the Sokoto and Katsina grazing projects.
Forest Reserves provide a basis for future development of an
orderly land management program of multiple resource use.

d. Farming

Farming in Northern Nigeria is largely the result of custom. The
farmer's preference for the crops he raises is the result of
centuries of experience and tradition. Climate with the extremes
of rainfall and limited growing season has dictated the types of
crops that could be grown. The farmer, with simple and crude
tools and his own hands, has been primarily interested in pro-
viding his family with a reasonable food supply.

The farmer farms small tracts of land, three to five acres per
year. His land tenure is somewhat insecure. He has little capital
for expansion, for buying new tools, fertilizers, insecticides or
improved seed. His market is limited. He has devoted his time to

crop production. Livestock production has been largely left to

the Fulani.

The cropping system is a combination of bush fallow and mixed
cropping. There has, generally, been enough land in Northern
Nigeria, so that fallow periods were long enough to rebuild soil
fertility.
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Sokoto River after heavy rain in upper watershed.

River was heavy with silt. Flood situation

lasted about two days.

May 23, 1967
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Guinea corn, millet, yams, and maize are, generally, grown for local

consumption. Groundnuts and cotton are the main export crops.

Livestock, mostly goats but to a limited extent cattle, are kept

by farmers and crop residues are used for feed. Some Fulani practice

a combination of cattle raising and farming. Farmers furnish crop

residues for livestock feed to the Fulani cattlemen.

e. Mining

In terms of total land area. Northern Nigeria's mining activities
do not account for a major land use. In certain locations minerals
are actively mined. Perhaps the largest mineralized region is

centered around Jos. This is an important area for tin and colum-
bium, from which about six percent of the world's tin and 95 percent
of its columbium are derived. Other important known mineral deposits
are iron ore near Lokoja (assessed at 160,000,000 tons), limestone
deposits near Sokoto (containing over 100,000,000 tons), and coal

deposits

.

Although oil discoveries have thus far been limited to the Eastern
and Mid-western regions, oil production should not be ruled out as

a future possibility. Known geological structures must be taken
into account before large long-range investments are made for

other land uses.

Building and fill materials, such as stone, gravel, and laterite,
are known to exist extensively throughout Northern Nigeria. Demand
for such materials will increase as building and road construction
progresses, and areas containing these deposits should be delin-
eated at the early stages of any organized land use plan.

Amethyst, moonstone, and agates are numerous in localized areas
and are actively hunted and marketed.

f. Wildlife

The great herds of wildlife as generally ascribed to Africa do not
exist in Northern Nigeria today. In our travels through the area,
very little wildlife was observed. Others (Petrides, 1965) have
seen very little in recent travel. This has not always been so, as
earlier accounts indicate an abundance of game as late as thirty
years ago. There has been a marked decline in wildlife populations
in the last ten to twenty years.

In most parts of the world, authoritative sources attribute the
scarcity of wildlife to the destruction of its habitat through
intensive use. Petrides (1965) states that this is not the case
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in Nigeria. He lists the following principal causes for wildlife
depletion:

1. Year-round hunting, with no closed seasons.
2. Night hunting, often with greater intensity than in daylight.
3. All-species hunting, except possibly for the elephant,

regardless of abundance, reproductive rate, or wariness.
4. Widespread ownership of muzzle- loading guns, which are

unlicensed and with which hunting is unrestricted.
5. Widespread use of traps and snares of several kinds.
6. Hunting of animals of both sexes and of all ages.
7. Regular, open sale of bushmeat for its high market value.
8. Burning of savannah grasses to drive game to hunter, or

to encircle and injure animals with flames.

Petrides ' studies, although published in 1965, were made in 1962.
Since then, the Government of Northern Nigeria has taken some steps
to protect its wildlife. The Wild Animals Law, 1963, was enacted
on April 19, 1963, and regulations to carry out this law were made
effective February 21, 1964.

All Forest Reserves are reserved from hunting, except for persons
living adjacent to them and who had hunted the areas prior to their
inclusion in the reserve system. These latter may only hunt under
permit from the local Native Authority. All Forestry Officers are

empowered as game protection officers to see that the law and
regulations, with regard to wild animals, are enforced. All the

Native Authorities have their own game protection officers, adding

up to an effective staff of about 1,060 for Northern Nigeria. It

is said that there has been an increase in wildlife within the

Forest Reserves. However, poaching is still a serious problem.

Three areas within Forest Reserves have been set aside specifically
for the protection, propagation and enjoyment of wildlife without
hunting. These are the Yankari and Lame Game Reserves in Bauchi
Province and the Borgu Game Reserve in Ilorin Province. A fourth
one is proposed adjacent to Lake Chad in Bornu Province.

g . Recreation

Recreation, as it pertains to the lands which are under considera-
tion here, is practically nonexistent. The majority of people

living within the Region find recreation, mainly, within their own
towns and villages. They are required to devote most of their time

to provide a living. Until the subsistence level of these people

is brought up to the point where they will have extra money and

leisure time, recreation will be an insignificant factor.
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Bee hive in tree. Carl McCrillis, Range Management Specialist

on study team, and Ed Spang, BLM Team Leader, (USAID/PASA)

.

Kaura District, Katsina Province, Northern Nigeria.

May 1967.
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h. Burning

Fire has played an Important role in the development of the vegeta-
tion in Africa, and is regarded by some ecologists as part of the
natural environment. Under a savannah climate, grass provides a

quantity of extremely combustible material which, during the dry
season, may be burned off annually. Practically all of the vege-
tation of the Sudan zone has been so modified by cultivation, fire
and grazing over many years that it is impossible to determine the
natural climax. In Nigeria, little of the perennial grass area
escapes periodic fire, and as a result much of the country that
would probably contain more trees and bush is kept in a relatively
open savannah condition.

Apparently, all fires have been man caused and have been set to

clear land for cropping, to drive game for hunters, and to improve
grazing conditions for livestock. The Fulani burn the dense dry
grass stands to improve access and to provide succulent early growing
grass shoots for their stock at the beginning of the rainy period.
Firing usually begins soon after the rains and continues through
the dry season. Where water is available, burned areas are grazed
as soon as green growth starts. This indiscriminate annual burning
followed by grazing when the grass is only a few inches high has a

particularly detrimental effect on the vigor and results in a

serious reduction in density.

Fire has a strong deterrent action on encroaching woody species
when applied at the end of the dry season (a late burn) and is

favorable to the grass cover, whereas an early burn (at the begin-
ning of the dry season) tends to encourage trees and reduces the

amount of grass growth. Forestry officials prefer to burn early in

trying to promote regeneration or development of natural woodland
vegetation, whereas the range manager endeavors to introduce fire

into his scheme of management as late as possible in the dry season.

Early burning damages the perennial grasses because food reserves
have not returned to the roots and crown. The dormant grass plant
is not seriously damaged by burning although the new growth which
appears after burning is produced at the expense of the plants

'

reserves. Deliberate burning to stimulate this growth, which is

then grazed, may kill the most vigorous plant within two or three
years

.

Many tree species produce new leaves before the beginning of the

rains and are most sensitive to burning at this stage; the grass is

not damaged by this late burning provided it is protected from
grazing after burning. To postpone burning until just after the

beginning of the rains appears to be even more effective in scrub

control than late dry season burning, but if delayed for too long

may cause the death of grass seedlings.
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Late burning may also be of value in reducing tsetse population by
controlling regrowth in tsetse clearings and in encouraging the

growth of grasses. Experiments on the effects of late burning show
that the fire must have destroyed large numbers of G. morsitans,
but their reduction in numbers was soon masked by reinvasion from

from outside. Similarly, the fire caused a significant reduction in
the density of G. tachinoides. Most difficulty in utilizing fire
was the objection of the local people to late burning and in obtain-
ing a clean burn on all of the vegetation.

The amount of material required for an effective burn depends to

some extent on the size of the scrub which it is to control. Low

scrub (2-3 feet) would appear to be checked with 700-1000 pounds

dry matter per acre provided that it is evenly distributed;
1,500-2,500 pounds is required to give control of taller scrub and
small trees. In order to obtain sufficient combustible material
for the burn it is necessary to restrict grazing during the previous
season. Where the tree canopy is dense it may be impossible to

accumulate sufficient grass for a satisfactory burn; in other areas

several seasons' growth may be required. Samaru Miscellaneous
Paper No. 1 Institute for Agriculture Research Ahmadu Bello Univer-
sity, Nov. 1963.

Many tree species in the Northern Guinea Zone are fire resistant
and only the thinnest twigs are completely killed by fire; new
shoots arise on the thicker branches very quickly after the fire

and in some species there is proliferation of short slender branches
which remain on the tree after they have been killed. The fire how-

ever leads to increased termite attack and exposure to decay and it

is these factors that bring about the reduction in the scrub.

However careful and thorough the clearing, scrub regrowth is in-

evitable and provision must be made to control this regrowth.
Under most conditions burning should only he practiced every third
year, but burning alternate years may be necessary in some circum-
stances. Although it has not been investigated, burning two

successive years in every five might prove effective.

The two essential aspects in the use of fire in range management
are that it is carried out at the end of the dry season and that
it is followed by a sufficiently long recovery period. In order
to avoid accidental dry season fires it is necessary to ensure
that adequate fire traces are made at the end of the rains. The
need for a sufficiently long resting period after burning before
grazing cannot be over -emphasized.

On degraded range of the Sudan Zone the use of fire will bring
little advantage and it is not recommended except in a few localities
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where perennial grass growth is good and there is serious scrub
competition. In many areas the indicriminate destruction of
useful browse plants would be a serious loss.

i. Tsetse Fly

The tsetse fly is the carrier or vector for cattle trypanosomiasis
or "tryps". The incidence of tsetse fly exerts a profound effect
on the nomadic patterns of land use adopted by the Fulani cattlemen.
The four common species of tsetse in Northern Nigeria are Glossina
palpalis , G. Tachinoides , G. mors i tans and G. longipalpis . The
first two are riverine tsetse, associated with the woody vegetation
of rivers and streams. As the dry season advances, the vegetation
becomes less lush and turns less favorable for tsetse.

G. morsitans and G. longipalpis are savannah tsetse and are not so
dependent on riverine vegetation. Both are very effective vectors
of "tryps"; much more so than the riverine species. G. morsitans
is the most important species affecting the cattle industry. The
distribution is in blocks or belts being more dense in the undis-
turbed or regenerating woodlands. It occupies about twenty percent
of Northern Nigeria.

During the rainy season, most of the cattle are found north of the

riverine tsetse areas and where they are not exposed to risk from
the savannah tsetse. These areas cover 44 percent of the North and

hold 76 percent of the cattle population during this five month
season. Small communities of "tryps" tolerant cattle are found

within the tsetse infested areas. These are the West African Short-

horn (Muturi) or the Hamitic Longhorn (Ndoma) . In times of stress,

cattle are more apt to succumb to "tryps" infections.

Drugs are used as a prophylactic. A program of fortnightly or

monthly treatments at some 300 veterinarian centers scattered

throughout Northern Nigeria has been developed. A standard fee of

one shilling (14c) per dose is charged. Hominduim is the principal

therapeutic drug in use with a dosage rate of 1 mg./kg. of live

weight. Difficulties arise over ensuring that stock are presented

for treatment at regular intervals, particularly when they still

appear to be healthy.

Vector control isoonsidered as the permanent solution to the

disease problem. The advent of efficient modern insecticides has

opened up new possibilities in this field. In the Sudan Zone,

during the hot season, eradication of G. morsitans and G. tachinoides

has been achieved by applying 2.5 percent DDT wettable powder. This

is applied to the lower two feet of the boles of well-shaded trees,

over nine inches in diameter and to horizontal branches, roots and
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the interior of thickets along water courses. The cost of this has
been about LlOO ($280) per square mile for insecticide and labor.

Destroying the vegetative habitat is another method of controlling
the tsetse fly. This can be done by bush clearing through develop-
ment of farms, woodcutting and, to some extent, burning.

During the dry season, cattle in search of forage and water are
forced, in varying degrees, into the areas occupied by the tsetse
fly. This points up a need for grazing management in the tsetse
occupied zones as well as in the tsetse free zones.
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Nigerian officials on tour of Sokoto Bore Hole near Tangaza

May 24, 1967o Left to right: Local Grazing Patrolman,

Alhajo Isa Anka, Walkili Fulani, Alhaji Tijani Malumfashi,

District Head (Tangaze), next two are District Councilinen,

Alhaji Garba Gusau, and Malam 0. Anne, Sokoto Provincial

Veterinary Officer.
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III. THE COOPERATIVE LAND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

A. Ministry of Animal and Forest Resources

Northern Nigeria can take full advantage of its wealth of natural
resources only through wise development, management and conserva-
tion. Nigeria's First National Development Plan, 1962-68 was
designed to begin a solid and enduring foundation for future ex-

pansion. It is of considerable importance to the development of
the economy of Northern Nigeria that its agriculture and related
production be expanded and modernized.

No other land resource is as extensive in Northern Nigeria as the

range resource. This includes forage, soil, watershed, wildlife
habitat and recreational values. Production of forest products is

a companion use on many of Northern Nigeria's grazing lands. The

land management program was established during the 1962-68 period.

It was designed to demonstrate the beneficial effects of management
on the livestock, vegetation and soil. Through range improvements
and management techniques such as water development and grazing
controls adequate forage can be made available on a year long basis,

At the same time through proper use the resource can be protected
and continue to be used on a sustained yield basis.

Other benefits of a land management program are settlement of the
Fulani lives tockman, better education and health of the people and
an improved economy for Northern Nigeria. One of the purposes of
the five initial demonstration projects (Katsina, Sokoto, Wase,
Yautare and Udubo) was to create interest in range management on
the part of the livestockman and Native Authority. These projects
were to demonstrate proper utilization of forage resources; intro-
duce proper range management techniques and good animal husbandry
practices; provide training facilities; and serve as a basis for
an expanded program in Northern Nigeria.

The Government of Northern Nigeria (GONN) provides counterparts for
the USAID-BLM Range Management Advisors. GONN also provides a

number of range and livestock assistants and other personnel in
the field who assist in the management of the projects. Housing,
office space and office equipment for the USAID-BLM Advisors are
furnished cooperatively by GONN and USAID.

B. U. S. Agency for International Development (USAID )

The USAID livestock development assistance is operative in Northern
Nigeria under Project No. 620-11-130-774 in cooperation with the
Ministry of Animal and Forest Resources. In range management
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USAID technical assistance includes the Bureau of Land Management
Participating Agency Service Agreement (BLM-PASA) covering five
demonstration projects and the Bornu Wells Project. AID assistance
began in 1960 in Katsina Province near Runka to develop a program
of controlled grazing in association with development of water.
This work evolved into the present BLM-PASA program. An AID direct
hire Range Management Advisor is located at Maiduguri on the Bornu
Wells Project. AID furnishes general program and policy direction
and certain services for the team working under the BLM-PASA.

Equipment for the six land management projects, such as crawler
tractors, graders, carryalls and trucks, is supplied by AID under
a PIO/C. AID also furnishes transportation and residential utili-
ties for the BLM technicians.

C. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)

The BLM operates in Northern Nigeria under PASA Control No. AFR(IE)
13-65, as amended, which terminates June 30, 1970, with a final

contribution date of June 30, 1967. The BLM has agreed to provide
the services outlined in the agreement with AID. The Project Imple-
mentation Order/Technical Services (PIO/T) provides for the services
of the BLM specialists to assist the Ministry of Animal and Forest
Resources. The PIO/T also provides that the BLM technicians will
be administratively responsible to the Director, USAID, Nigeria.

Purpose of the PASA is to provide continued assistance to Northern
Nigeria in planning, organizing and implementing a systematic
program for the regulated use of rangelands in Northern Nigeria.
It involves identification and delineation of logical units of
land for management. It involves promulgation of rules and regu-
lations for grazing. The BIM will develop and implement both formal
institutional and in-service training programs for Nigerians and
provide on-the-job training for grazing district administration and
management in the U. So

Specifically, assistance and advice will be provided by BLM in the

following areas :

1. Identification, evaluation and selection of areas feasible for

administration by national and local authorities for systematic
livestock grazing and general multiple use management and develop-

ment in selected areas.

2. Development of plans and programs for administration, manage-

ment and development of resources on areas selected, including

regulations, adjudication, allocation, stocking rates, improvement

and development, and livestock handling practices.
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3. Develop plans and standards for and implement a range improve-

ment program to include water development, fire breaks, boundary

delineation, and such other improvements as may be required to make

full use of the range resources and to enable livestock owners to

practice systematic range management and proper livestock handling.

4. Assist in the organization of a heavy equipment unit within the

range management sections of the Ministry and develop a capability
within this unit for the operation and maintenance of the various

types of construction units required in a range development program.

5. Develop by means of institutional and in-service training a

cadre of range management technicians capable of continuing and

expanding range management of other areas in Nigeria.

6. Provide technical advice to the Ministry of Animal and Forest
Resources, Native Authorities and District Governments in the

Fulani Amenities Program in extending the results of range manage-
ment demonstration areas to adjacent areas.

7. Establish standards and methods for measuring progress and

quantitative results of U. S. assistance to range management
activities in the Northern Region.

8. Assist in the organization and development of a range manage-
ment course including curriculum development at Mando Road School.

9. Under memorandum agreement between AID and BLM this PASA may
be extended to include more comprehensive responsibilities for range
and resource management as the finances, facilities and progress of
the Northern National Government, Native Authorities and Districts
permit. This may include delegation by USAID of complete technical
responsibilities for development of range and related resources in

Northern Nigeria. These technical responsibilities would include
planning and programming assistance to the Ministry, and Provincial
Governments and the Native Authorities as well as assistance in

implementation of plans for execution of works, maintenance of works
and management and administration of resource use. Initial phases
of development will be on priority demonstration range areas mutually
selected and will require intensive assistance in all phases of range
management

.

Continued technical assistance will be provided outside of the
demonstration areas as availability of personnel and other resources
permit during the initial phases of development. In addition to

providing personnel for demonstrations in Bauchi, and Plateau
Provinces comprehensive responsibilities may include continuation
of USAID assistance in the Provinces of Sokoto, Katsina and Bornu.
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As the program advances and Nigerian personnel are trained, the
nature of BLM/USAID assistance should shift from the initial detailed
field supervision to a phase of broader regional land planning, land
management and administration.

The following personnel are included in the present PASA and PIO/T:

lo Four range management advisors:

a. One to be the team leader and stationed at Kaduna. He is

responsible to USAID and the Ministry for planning, implementation
and documentation of the team's activities;

b. one located at Bauchi;

c. one located at Jos; and

d. one located at Gusau.

2. One Agricultural Engineer with responsibility for the design,
layout and supervision of range improvement projects in accordance
with the plans developed by the four range management advisors. He
is stationed at Jos.

3. An Agricultural Engineer (Heavy Equipment Specialist) who is

responsible for assisting the Ministry in the operation and main-
tenance of heavy equipment and smaller units. He also assists in
the training of operators and mechanics.

4. A full-time Range Management Instructor is stationed at Mando
Road School in Kaduna. He is responsible for developing a 2-year
curriculum in range and multiple resource management and teaching
these courses at the school. He also will assist in developing
techniques suitable for Nigerian conditions in determining grazing
capacities, and for measurement of range trend, utilization and

condition.

5. The PIO/T also provides for the BLM to furnish consultants as

needed on all activities covered in the PASA.
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COOPERATIVE PROGRAM FINANCIAL STRUCTURE

The following table shows the breakdown of contributions by GONN and
USAID through 1968:

Year

1952-66

1966-67

1967-68

GONN ±J1/ AID Commodities!./ AID technical!./

Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars

212,235 5914,258

46,730 151,704

42,141 98,398

298,093 834,660 86,052 241,000

1,786 5,000 89,629 250,960

3,214 9,000 90,532 253,489

Totals to Date 301,106 844,360 303,093 848,660 266,213 745,449

AID

GONN

TOTAL

Pounds

569,306

301,106

870,412

Dollars

1,594,109

844,360

2,438,469

1/ Includes salaries and operating expenses of GONN counterparts,
range and livestock assistants and other personnel, and project
development costs. Also includes contribution for housing,
office space and office equipment for USAID - BLM advisors.

2/ Includes purchase of equipment and supplies for development and
maintenance of projects.

3/ Salary and operating funds of USAID - BLM advisors.
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IV EXISTING PROJECTS

KATSINA PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

Area

Location of the grazing project is in the northwest corner of Katsina
Province, entirely within the Ruma, Kukari/Jangari Forest Reserves. It
borders the Sokoto Project to the west.

Size approximates 329,000 acres, or 7% of the total estimated grazing
land in the province.

A three to four month wet season occurs in the north, between June and
September, with a total of 20" to 30" of precipitation. Southward,
three to five months of rain may occur, with a total of 30" to 40".
Temperatures range from 50° to 120°.

Vegetation is open scrub woodland, within the Sudan zone. Range condi-
tion within the scheme for grazing, and for watershed, is generally
good.

2. People and Government

Katsina Province is approximately 6,000,000 acres in sizej, and has a
population of 2,500,000 people. Cotton, groundnuts and cattle are the
basis of the agricultural economy.

Livestock population in the province is estimated at 400,000 cattle,
200,000 sheep, 1,000,000 goats, plus 145,000 donkeys, horses and camels.
There is considerable movement of livestock from the Niger Republic,
because of nomadic grazing and movement of cattle to markets to the

south. The number of cattle recorded as utilizing the Katsina grazing
project for 1966-1967 was 18,885; 1964-1965 was 21,170 and; 1965-1966
was 20,878. These figures average about 5% of the total cattle population
for the province.

The grazing scheme lies entirely within the Emirate of Katsina Native
Authority. The N.A. is to eventually assume all administration of the

scheme and is very interested in it. A grazing committee has been formed
to advise on administration and use of the scheme, consisting of GONN, NA,

district and village representatives. At the field level, local control
is being established. Field personnel regulate use, control trespass and

burning, and aid in livestock licensing and inventory. A dairy project
of centralized milk collection has been inititated. Housing within the

scheme is to be provided for field personnel.
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3. Land Use

The primary land use is grazing. The harvesting of forest products
is allowed by permit from the Native Authority. Such uses include
gathering of firewood, cutting of "farm trees" for construction of
farm implements, hunting, cutting thatching grass, and gathering
honey.

4. Katsina Program

Construction Costs

Accomplishments through March 31. 1967

(Demarcation miles-258; Reservoirs-cu.yds. 150.000 (18); Wells-each-2)

Total Actual Costs

Description

Wells

Reservoirs
Well

Trans p. fuel

lube , labor
Guard qtrs.

Clinic

1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67

1,832
10,950
14,500
14,100
2,500

$

5,130
30,660
40,600
39,480
7,000

Units

Each

No. of Units Total Programmed Costs

1,150

1967-68

2

1968-73

Cubic yd. 112,000
Each 8

2500/yr.

Site

Each

EachHorse Stables

1968-73 Total Capital Costs

400

Subtotal 400 1,150

16,800 47,040
4,600 12,900

12,500 35,000

6,000 17,000

600 1,700

2,100 5,900

h 42,600 $ 119,280
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Annual Costs - Maintenance

a. Demarcation - 230 mi. @ -fc 3/mi

b. Reservoirs - i. 400 /yr.

c. Wells /mi lis

d. Buildings

e. Fences

f. Equipment

g. Labor

h. Transportation, fuel, lube

h i

690 1,932

400 1,120

200 560

500 1,400

100 280

1,500 4,200

1,500 4,200

2,000 5,600

6,890 19,292

Personnel Costs (Permanent)

a. GONN 4,329 12,121

Total Annual Recurrent Costs -1:11,219 $31,413
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GONN Staffing Required for Katsina Project

Position

Provincial Range Officer

Livestock Superintendent

Range Management Assistant

Grazing Control Assistant

Fire Control Officer

Clerk-Typist

Storekeeper

Work Supervisor

Mechanic

Vehicle Driver

Engineering Assistant

Total 19 t 4,329 $12,121

Number Annua

1

Salaries

1; i

1 660 1,850

1 660 1,850

3 594 1,665

6 936 2,620

1 156 435

1 213 595

1 198 555

1 273 765

1 225 630

2 258 721

1 156 435
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5. Manaaement

Establishment of the Katsina Project was begun in late 1960 as a
as a pilot grazing demonstration program. Purpose was to demonstrate
that a sustained high level of livestock production could be achieved
over a long period of time by combining range management techniques,
such as proper stocking and deferred rotational grazing, with live-
stock management practices, such as supplementary feeding, salting
and adequate veterinary care. Development of year long water was a

part of the total program. By 1963 the project had been expanded
to a full fledged grazing program including a second adjoining project
within Sokoto Province.

Grazing licenses have been issued, and grazing fees collected at

1/-(14<:) per head for the season the last two years. Apparently,
the collection of a grazing fee has not seriously affected the number
of livestock using the scheme. There are four districts involved,
and each issues a grazing license. Ear tagging has been done. A
free supplementary feeding and salting program was initiated in 1963.

For the 1966-67 season, feed and salt are being made available at

257o of cost.

The scheme has been divided into six ranges, each to provide 12

months grazing, and each range further sub-divided into four pastures.
Four three month grazing seasons are used under a deferred grazing
system. Pasture A, is utilized July to September; Pasture B, October
to December; Pasture C, January to March; and Pasture D, April to

June, of each year. Development was premised on using natural water
in the wet season pastures (A and B) , and developed water in the dry

season pastures (C and D) . Hence, Pasture D, used for the last three

months of the dry season, required the greatest amount of water
development. The first phase of the development program was completed

in 1966; however, demarcation lines are maintained each year. A base

camp was established at Runka with temporary living facilities for

the AID range management advisor. As the scheme is completely within

existing forest reserves no gazetting is necessary.

The grazing year starts shortly after the beginning of the rainy

season in July. At this time, at least to date, there has been the

greatest concentration of livestock within the scheme. Whether there

is a correlation between estimated grazing capacity and the numbers

of cattle actually using a specific pasture is unknown. Assuming an

average pasture size of 13,700 acres, average annual stocking rate

of the growing season use pasture could be estimated at 1.3 acres

per animal unit month.
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Assuming that complete control could not be achieved and that all

cattle were not taxed plus added grazing pressure from Fulani sheep,

goats and beasts of burden, the estimated use would exceed the

stocking rate of 1.3 acres/animal unit month.

Following 4 to 6 months of wet season grazing many of the herds
drift out of the scheme to utilize farm aftermath and/or trek south-
ward. Some herds remain and are moved to the dry season pastures.
Other herds begin moving back into the scheme towards the end of the

dry season. However, use of pastures C and D has had to be adjusted
to meet the problems of dwindling or lack of water supplies and fields

which have been fully or partially burned. Because of the decrease
in cattle numbers following the rainy season, to date there has been
ample dry season forage to allow for demand and modifications in use.

Cattle are also trailed through various parts of the scheme in moving
from and to outside locations.

Indiscriminate burning is a major problem. Firing usually begins in

early November, and continues through the dry season. Attempts have
been made at increased patrolling of the scheme and control of herds-
men. The extent of burning is difficult to determine. Reportedly,
it is less prevalent now than it was previously.

The entire watershed drains in a northwest direction into the

Burnsuru River or its main tributary, the Gagere. Rivers and streams
are ephemeral, remaining dry from October through early June. Ground
water is found adjacent to the stream channels. With abundant grass,
shrub and tree cover, evidences of erosion are slight; however, some
headcutting has been reported. There is no current erosion control
program, it has been planned to give this program more emphasis.

Forestry programs, if any, for the Ruma and Kukar Jangarai Forest
Reserves are not known. The forests provide firewood for local use.

The forest reserves are also game preserves. Wildlife is present
throughout the area. Elephants, deer, antelope, baboons, monkeys,
bush hogs and various abundant birdlife are known to exist within
the scheme. Recently, large numbers of elephants have moved into
the area, causing concern to local residents. Several game personnel
have been assigned to report elephant movements. All edible wildlife
is hunted for food.

Recreational use of the scheme is not known, but is probably insignifi-
cant at present. Some fishing has been observed within the project.

6. Animal Husbandry

The cattle are largely White Fulani with a mixture of Ayaouak and a

few other breeds. The Kano brown goat is predominate in the area. A
few camel are found in Katsina Province. Present livestock management
on the project is similar to that described for Northern Nigeria.
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7. Tsetse

The Katsina Project is generally a tsetse free area. The northern
limit of G. tachinoides extend into the project. It is free of G.

morsitans. Some problems may occur from cattle moving from tsetse
fly areas in the south.

8. Marketing

The Katsina area, although not linked by rail to other markets, is

near the main highway to Kano, about 110 miles distant. Kano is

one of the largest central markets in Nigeria. Primary crops grown
and marketed in the Katsina area are groundnuts, millet and guinea
corn. 12,473 head of cattle, 10,599 sheep and 11,477 goats were
slaughtered in Katsina Province in 1964. Approximately 36,000 head

of cattle were marketed in the province in 1964. An estimated 5%,

or 1,800 head, can be attributed to the project area. Approximately

430,000 gallons of milk is produced annually in the project.
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SOKOTO PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

1

.

Area

Location of the project is in the northeast corner of Sokoto
Province, entirely within the Zamfara Forest Reserve. It borders
the Katsina Project to the east.

Size approximates 895 square miles or 322,560 acres, or 2% of the

total grazing land in the province.

The climate and vegetation is similar and nearly identical to that
described in the Katsina Project.

2. People and Government

In area and population Sokoto Province is second in Northern Nigeria.
Approximately 4,000,000 people live in an area of 23,345,000 acres.
It is the best watered area immediately south of the Sahara and has

the greatest proportion of land under forest reservation in the
country (58 reserves). Its wealth comes mainly from rice, cotton,
tobacco, groundnuts, and fish, but above all, from its cattle, of

which over 100,000 head are exported annually. Estimates of live-

stock populations within Sokoto Province vary. Roughly there are

a total of 800,000 cattle, 200,000 sheep and 1,000,000 goats plus

200,000 beasts of burden (donkeys and camels). The 1965-66 inventory

showed a cattle population of 9,200 head using the grazing scheme

area. 1966-67 season inventory was 4,600 cattle involving 162

operators. Assuming lateness of the season at the time of inventory,

movement of herds, etc., possibly 10,000 cattle utilized the scheme

at least during parts of the years. This would approximate less than

27o of the estimated total province cattle population. In addition,

the project was utilized by other livestock.

The grazing scheme lies entirely within the Emirate of Sokoto Native

Authority. The NA is to eventually assume the administration of the

scheme and is participating in development and management at present.

NA organization and supervision is similar to that described for the

Katsina project with the exception of the dairy project, and housing

for field personnel.

3. Land Use

The primary use is grazing. The harvesting of forest products is

allowed by permit from the Native Authority. Such uses include gather-

ing of firewood, cutting of "farm trees" for construction of farm

implements, hunting, cutting thatching grass and gathering honey.
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4. Sokoto Program

Construction Costs Total Actual Costs

Description Units

1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67

•fc

7,000
6,500
9,890
2,400
2,900

$

19,600
18,200

27,690
6,720
8,170

No. of Units Total Programmed Costs

1967-68

Demarcation Miles 25

Reservoirs Cu. Yds. 10,,000 (1)

Calf Pasture Acres 80
Well & Windmill Each 1

Windmill Each 1

Subtotal

1968-73

Demarcation Miles 180

Reservoirs Cu. Yds. 252,,000 (34)
Wells Each 12

Trans p., fuel, labor (2, 500 /year)
Range Mgmt. Off. Qrts. Each 1

Range Mgmt. Ass't Qrts. Each 1

Grazing Control
Ass't Each 1

Guard Qtrs. Site 4
Clinic Each 1

Treatment Center Each 2

Recreation Room Each 1

Horse Stables Each 4

375
1,500
400
225
150

2,650

1,050
4,200
1,120
630
420

7,420

3,700 10,360

37,800 105,840
9,300 26,040
12,500 35,000
3,000 8,400
2,000 5,600

1,000 2,800
12,000 33,600

600 1,680
6,000 16,800

600 1,680

2,800 7,840

1968-73 Total Capital Costs 91,300 255,640
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SOKOTO PROGRAM

ANNUAL COSTS

Maintenance

a. Demarcation - 405 miles h 1,215 $ 3,402
b. Reservoirs 600 1,680
c. We lis /Mi lis 330 924
d. Buildings 500 1,400
e. Fences 50 140
f. Equipment 1,500 4,200
g- Transport, fuel lube. 2,000 5,600
h. Labor 1,500 4,200

Total t 7,695 $21,546

Personnel Costs

GONN

Total Annual Recurrent Costs

i 4,329 $12,121

12,024 33,667

GONN Staffing Required for the Sokoto Project

Position Number Annual Salaries

Provincial Range Officer
Livestock Superintendent
Range Management Ass't
Grazing Control Ass't
Fire Control Officer
Clerk-Typist
Storekeeper
Work Supervisor
Mechanic
Vehicle Drivers
Engineering Ass't

1 L660 $1,850
1 660 1,850
3 594 1,665
6 936 2,620
1 156 435
1 213 595
1 198 555
1 273 765

1 225 630
2 258 720
1 156 435

Total 19 -i 4,329 $12,120
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Expenditures through March 31, 1967

Expenditure by GONN

Year -fc §_

1962-63 7,000 19,600

1963-64 6,500 18,200

1964-65 9,890 27,690

1965-66 2,400 6,720

1966-67 2,900 8,120

Total -£28,690 $80,330

Accomplishments through March 31, 1967

Description Units No. of Units

Demarcation Miles 294

Reservoirs Cu. Yds. 135,000 (12)

Wells Each 5
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5 . Management

Establishment of the Sokoto Project began in 1962 and has been
established on the same principle as the Katsina Project. A
written plan has been prepared as a guide to development and
management

.

An Advisory Committee, as on the Katsina side, participates in
administering the scheme. Grazing licenses have been issued and
grazing fees of l/-(14c) per head have been collected on a limited
basis. Tagging of livestock has not been initiated to date. A
subsidized supplementary feeding and salting program has been
initiated, also on a limited basis. Three districts are involved
and each has responsibility of collecting grazing fees.

The scheme has been divided into six ranges and the present grazing
patterns are the same as described for the Katsina Project. There
is a definite livestock trail area from Niger Republic through the
northern part of the scheme.

The first phase of the development program has been completed. De-
marcation lines are maintained each year. A base camp was estab-
lished at Gideon Jaja with temporary living facilities and radio
communication for the AID range management advisor. As the scheme
is completely with a forest reserve no further gazetting is necessary.
However, as the forest reserve boundaries extend beyond those of the

grazing scheme, the NA has indicated an interest in expanding the
scheme to match those of the reserve.

The grazing year generally begins in July. Fulani have been assigned
the range in which they first settled and an attempt has been made
to maintain assignments. Enforcement has been in effect in the

north half for about three years and for less time in the south half.

From estimates available it appears that the Sokoto Project has been
stocked, during the growing season at half of that on the Katsina
side, or 2.5 to 3 acres per animal unit month.

Burning is a problem in the Sokoto Project, the same as on the Katsina
side with some control being initiated.

With abundant grass, shrub and tree cover evidences of erosion are

slight, however, some headcutting has been noted. It is planned to

give erosion control more emphasis.

Forestry programs, if any, for the Zamfara Forest Reserve, are not

known. The wildlife and recreation situation is nearly identical
to that described in the Katsina Project.
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6. Animal Husbandry

White Fulani cattle are the most numerous breed. Sokoto Gudali are

also prevalent. The type of animal husbandry practiced on this project
is similar to that described for Northern Nigeria as a whole.

7. Tsetse

The Sokoto Project is considered a tsetse fly free area.

8. Marketing

The two principal market centers in the area are Kaura Namoda and

Gusau. Both are on the railroad spur line from Zaria and are served
by the main highway as well. Principal export crops are groundnuts,
onions and cassava. Guinea corn and millet are also produced locally
but for the most part are also consumed locally. Animal products
marketed include goat skins, milk and beef. Gusau is the primary beef
market in the area and is the main railroad shipping point and inspection
station. It is estimated that 56,526 cattle were slaughtered in the

province in 1964 and a total of 136,000 head were marketed. Roughly TU
or 1,130 slaughter animals can be attributable to the Sokoto Grazing
Project. It is estimated that about 300,000 gallons of milk are produced
annually within the project. Most of this is either consumed by the

Fulani or in nearby villages.

Significant villages in and adjacent to the project are Gusau, Kaura
Namoda, Zurmi , Gubin Baure, Jibiya, Dumburum and Shamesella. The latter
two are farming enclosures within the scheme. Kaura Namoda is an important
shipping point for cotton, groundnuts and hides. The main road between
Gusau and Katsina traverses the northern most range of the scheme, along
with a major stock trail from the Republic of Niger to the livestock
shipping center and market at Gusau. Gubin Baure and Jibiya are convenient
markets for milk disposal and commodity purchase by the Fulani utilizing
the grazing scheme.
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WASE PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

The Wase Project is located in Plateau Province. It is approxi-

mately 150 miles southeast of Jos by road. The total area encompassed

by the Scheme is about 465 square miles or 297,000 acres, and includes

the Wase Grazing Reserve and Central Wase and Zok-Ga j i Forest Reserves

consiting of 260,591 acres.

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

1. The Area

In sharp contrast to the Jos Plateau, which rises to elevations ex-

ceeding 5,000 feet to the northwest of Wase, the project area ranges
in elevation from only 600 to 1,000 feet from south to north. These
are the lowlands of Plateau Province. The entire grazing reserve
drains southward into the Benue River. The area is smoothly rolling
with indistinct drainages, many of which have slopes of less than

one percent. Mean annual rainfall in the area ranges from 40 to 50

inches, most of which falls between the first of May and the middle
of October. The dry season extends from mid-October to May and is

marked by dry north winds between November and March.

The area is located within the transition between the Sudan and
Guinea zones. Vegetative types are generally the same throughout
the area, but density increases from north to south.

2. The People and Products

About 80,000 people live in the area with most of the population
located in towns and villages surrounding the project. Less than
one person per square mile is located within the scheme. The people
derive practically all of their livelihood locally from their own
farm and livestock operations. Principal farm crops are sorghum,
millet, rice, groundnuts, cotton, and maize. Fulani livestock owners
also inhabit the area and provide a local supply of beef and dairy
products

.

3. Government

The local governing body includes the Native Authority Council at

Wase, which is under the leadership of the Emir. The Emirate is

subdivided into districts, each with a district head, and each
village, in turn, is under the leadership of a village head.
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4. Land Uses

Grazing is a primary use. There is some farming being carried on
by surrounding villages on a shifting cultivation basis. Small
farms located within the scheme will be removed at the request of

the Emir. Guinea corn and millet are often cultivated on a large

scale, with the first the more extensive of the two. Groundnuts,
cotton and rice are grown on a small scale, mainly as cash crops.

Only the village of Tunga , which is well established, will remain

within the scheme.

There is some wildlife in the project area and hunting occurs.

The forests provide firewood, poles, thatching grass, and some

food for local use.
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5. Wase Program

PROGRAMMED IMPROVEMENTS

1965 - 1966

Description Units No. of Units Total Progammed Costs

i $

Demarcation miles 136 2,140 5,990
Reservoirs cu. yds. 74,054 (9) 5,210 14,590

Sub- total 7,350 20,580

1966 •- 1968

Well, W/Mill each 2 1,800 5,040
Wells only each 2 1,750 4,900
Admin. Site Well each 3 2,250 6,300
Admin. Site W/Store quarters 18 4,100 11,480
Reservoirs cu. yds. 69,000 (9) 4,935 13,820
Demarcation miles 127 1,905 5,330
Clinics, W/Well each 2

Sub-total

3,000 8,400

19,740 55,270

After 1968

Reservoirs cu. yds. 129,000 (16) 12,875 36,050
Well W/Mill each 2 1,800 5,040
Wells Only each 6 5,700 15,960
Trans p. , Fuel, Lube, — 12,500 35,000

Labor - Equipment
Clinic W/Well each 1 1,400 3,920

1968-73 Total Capital Costs

Annual Costs

Maintenance

a. Demarcation - 250 miles
b. Reservoirs
c. We lis /Mi lis
d. Buildings
e. Equipment
f. Transportation, fuel, lube

g- Labor

Personnel

GONN

1968-73 Annual Recurrent Costs

34,275

7,400

3,144

10,544

95,970

1,000 2,800
600 1,680
300 840
500 1,400

1,500 4,200
2,000 5,600
1,500 4,200

20,720

8,805

29,525
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GONN STAFFING REQUIRED FOR THE WASE PROJECT

Position

Livestock Superintendent
Range Management Assistant
Grazing Control Assistant
Fire Control Officer
Storekeeper
Work Supervisor
Mechanic
Vehicle Driver
Engineering Assistant

Total

Number

1

3

4
1

1

1

1

2

1

15

Annual Salaries

h $

660 1,850
594 1,665
624 1,750
156 435
198 555
273 765
225 630
258 720

156 435

3,144 8,805

WASE PROGRAM

Accomplishments through March 31, 1967

Description Units No. of Units

Demarcation miles 162

Reservoirs cu. yds. 76,842 (10)
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6. Management

Establishment of the Wase Grazing Reserve began in the fall, 1965,

involving meetings, authorizations, formation of a plan, and eventual
initiation of boundary demarcation and development work. A base camp

was established at Kadarko with temporary living facilities for the

AID range management advisor. Demarcation has been completed on all

of the south half exterior and interior boundaries and the north half
exterior boundaries. Development work has now been halted pending a

tsetse fly inventory by the Tsetse Fly Section of the Ministry of Animal
and Forest Resources. Gazetting, to offically publish boundaries and

establish the area as a grazing reserve is now in progress. Two forest
reserves - Zok Gaji and Central Wase are a part of the project.

An advisory committee for the scheme held its first meeting in January
1967, involving GONN, NA, and district and village representatives. One
district is involved. Salt is now being provided free of charge to

Fulani stockmen to demonstrate salt value and to obtain statistical data
on herd sizes and locations. No licensing, grazing fee collection or ear

tagging of cattle has been done, though it was anticipated that registration
and tagging would begin next dry season (November 1967)

.

Generally the condition of the area for grazing and watershed, appeared
satisfactory. Original plans were to divide the scheme into four ranges,
each to provide year round grazing. Each range was further sub-divided
into four pastures, A, B, C, and D. Pastures A and B were to be used in

the wet season (A, June through August; B, September through November),
and C and D during the dry season (C, December through February; D, March
through May) , of each year on a deferred grazing system. Current plans
are to use the two southern ranges for the dry season grazing location,
and all the north half consisting of two ranges as the rainy season graz-
ing location. Estimated number of cattle generally utilizing the scheme
area is 19,000 head, plus 6,000 sheep and goats. Assuming that all live-

stock were using the scheme this would require an estimated average dry
season grazing capacity of less than 1.5 acres per animal unit month
(171,000 acres), and a wet season grazing capacity of about 1.0 acres per
animal unit month (126,400 acres). Numbers of livestock actually grazed
within the scheme for the 1966-67 season is not known. Livestock numbers
in the dry season area were determined as 6,000 head in 1966-67.

Indiscriminate burning is a major problem. Firing usually begins in

December and continues through the dry season. Where water is available,
burned areas are grazed as soon as green growth starts. It is estimated
that 50 - 607o of the area is being burned annually.

The water courses are ephemeral, drying up in November and not flowing
again until May. Ground water is found adjacent to the stream channels;
however, it does not maintain a sufficient level to develop shallow
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wells except near the lower extremities of the rivers. Cover is
excellent, with grasses ranging from a height of six feet in the
north to ten feet in the south. Evidence of erosion is slight to
moderate, even in the drainages. There is no specific erosion con-
trol program but the need is recognized and is included in future
plans

.

7. Animal Husbandry

The animal husbandry practices are quite typical to that described
under Land Use Practices for Northern Nigeria. Because the grass
is in excellent condition during the wet season cattle are generally
in good condition by the beginning of the dry season. Cattle are
predominately White Fulani with some mixtures.

8. Tsetse

The Chief Veterinary Tsetse Officer, Ministry of Animal and Forest
Resources reports that G. tachinoides extends into the project on
the southern and eastern edges. This infestation is limited along
the lower reaches of the principal rivers. Infestation may have some
effect on the grazing management of the area. It is contended that
G. morsitans has been held down through human activity,

9. Marketing

A large share of the products of the study area is consumed locally,
and part of the local consumption does not go through market channels,
since many products are consumed by the families who produce them.

In the case of rice, groundnuts and cotton, cash markets exist and
the small amount that is produced finds its way into the larger mar-
kets through Wase, Jos and then on to the larger market centers.

Guinea corn and millet, when marketed, are usually either exchanged
directly for other goods and services in the local market, or sold

for cash which is converted directly into the consumption of other
local goods and services.

Milk and milk products are produced by the Fulani livestock people

and sold locally and in the larger, more distant markets. In 1966,

it was estimated that 334,000 gallons of milk was being produced

annually from the Wase grazing reserve. Milk and milk products sold

locally are distributed directly to the local markets by the Fulani.

That which is distributed in the larger markets is sold and then trans-

ported by lorry to a central processing station, for example, Nigerian

Creameries, Ltd., at Vom.

It is estimated that about 1,300 head of cattle are being marketed

annually from the project area to local and major markets combined.
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YAUTARE PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

The Yautare Project is located in north central Bauchi Province
about seventy miles northeast of the town of Bauchi and immediately
east of the town of Darazo. The project consists of the Yautare
Forest Reserve, covering 53 square miles in the south and Yautare
Grazing Reserve also covering 53 square miles in the north for a
total of 67,800 acres.

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

1

.

Area

The project drains to the east at an average slope of five percent.
Scattered throughout the area are several low ridges and hills. All
of the streams are intermittent. Almost all begin on the project and
all flow into the River Congola, less than twenty miles away. The
gentle slope and the permeable soils combine to make the stream
channels indistinct in most instances. Mean annual rainfall is be-
tween 30 and 40 inches and falls between May and October. The entire
area is generally described as Sudan Savannah.

2. People and Products

The project is completely surrounded by a system of villages, ranging
in size from a few scattered huts to over one hundred. In addition,
throughout the area north of the Forest Reserve and along its peri-

meter, there are scattered rugas (temporary Fulani villages) that

range in size from six to twenty huts. The people derive their live-

lihood from agriculture and livestock. The principal crops grown are

groundnuts, guinea corn, cassava, millet and rama. The Fulani live-

.stock owners in the area provide a limited supply of beef and milk.

3

.

Government

The principal governing body is the Native Authority Council at

Bauchi under the leadership of the Emir of Bauchi. The Native
Authority is subdivided into district and the local dis trictschief

resides at Darazo.

4

.

Land Uses

The project is used primarily for grazing. The harvesting of forest

products is allowed by permit from the Native Authority. Uses under

permit include gathering of firewood, removal of dead wood, cutting

of "farm trees" for construction of farm implements, hunting, cutting

thatching grass and gathering honey.
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Yautare Program

CONSTRUCTION COSTS

1965 - 1966

Item Units No. Units Total Cost

Reservoirs cu. yds. 6,000 (2) i 524 $ 1,470
Demarcation mi. 9 135 380

Subtotal 659 1,850

1966 - 1967

Reservoirs cu. yds. 13,000 (4) L 1,048 $ 2,903
Demarcation mi. 27

Subtotal i

405 1,130

1,453 $ 4,060

1968 - 1973

Reservoirs cu. yds. 12,000 (2) i 1,800 $5,040
We 1 Is -Bui Idings ea. 3 1,500 4,200
a. R/M Qtrs. ea. 1 3,000 8,400
b, R/M Asst. ea. 1 2,000 5,600
c . Guard ea. 1 3,000 8,400
d. Gr. Cont. , Asst. ea. 1 1,000 2,800
e. Clinic ea. 1 600 1,680
f. Treatment Ctr. ea. 1 3,000 8,400
g. Rec. Room ea. 1 600 1,680
h. Horse Stable ea. 1 700 1,960

1968-73 Total Capital Costs i 17,200 $48,160

Annual Costs

Yautare

Maintenance

a. Demarcation 48 mi.

b. Reservoirs
c. Wells
d. Buildings
e. Equipment
f. Transport, fue 1, lube.

g. Labor

Subtotal

Personnel Costs
GONN

1968-73 Annual Recurrent Costs

L 144 $ 403

50 140

130 364
200 560
500 1,400
800 2,240

1,000 2,800

i 2,824 7,907

h 1,453 $4,070

4,277 11,977
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h 660 $1 ,850
660 1 ,850
198 555
312 875
156 435
213 595
198 555
225 630
129 360
156 435

GONN staffing required for the combined Yautare and Udubo Projects

Position Number Annual Salaries

Provincial Range Officer
Livestock Superintendent
Range Management Assistant
Grazing Control Assistant
Fire Control Officer
Clerk/Typist
Storekeeper
Mechanic
Vehicle Driver
Engineering Assistant

Total 11 E2,907 $8,140

or an average of £1,454 ($4,070) per project.

6. Management

Establishment of the ITautare Grazing Reserve was started in 1965. A
trailer base camp with temporary living quarters for the AID range
management advisor is located at Darazo. A written resource manage-
ment plan has been prepared. Initial phase of the development program
was just completed in 1967. Current plans are to inventory livestock
and place them in the correct pasture at the beginning of the 1967-68
grazing season.

Two GONN grazing assistants have been assigned to the project. Only
one district is involved. A problem of moving several resident farmers
to areas outside the reserve boundary has yet to be resolved. Gazetting
is in progress.

Grazing use of the project is designed to meet the needs of settled or
semi-settled livestock raisers. The total area is composed of two

large pastures; the Yautare Forest Reserve on the south, and the Yautare
Grazing Reserve on the north. Objectives are to supply approximately
6 to 8 months of grazing within the scheme, to be supplemented the rest
of the year by grazing on farm lands and adjoining bush and bottom land.

Estimated number of cattle, or equivalent, utilizing the reserve is

5,600 or 33,600 AUM's. Current stocking rate approximates 2 acres/AUM.

A deferred system of grazing is planned. It is estimated that the

grazing season will begin May 15. Livestock are to use the north
pasture each year for three months, then move to the south pasture

for the second half of the season.
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Indiscriminate burning is a problem though the extent of this practice
is not known. Reportedly, it is less prevalent now than previously.
Because of the heavy scrub and tree canopy throughout the scheme,
particular grazing management and controlled burning programs may be

necessary

.

No apparent signs of serious erosion were evident within the project
area.

Wildlife has generally been insignificant within the scheme area

because of the lack of water. Monkey, hyena, antelope, bush hog and

lion have been reported. Elephant and hippopotamus inhabit sites
along the Congo la,

7o Animal Husbandry

The pattern of livestock management on this project varies little
from the general pattern in Northern Nigeria. There is limited
castration practiced resulting in a considerable inbreeding of live-

stock. There is very limited selective breeding. The calves are

deprived of sufficient milk for proper growth by milking the cows
for human food. Sheep follow the cattle herds. Goats roam into
the project from the local settlements.

8. Tsetse

The Yautare Reserve is considered a tsetse free area. The tsetse
fly (G. tachinoids) has been detected in the immediate vicinity of
Darazo on the southwest border and in the vicinity of Lafiya on the

northeast border. These areas will continually be watched and
treated if the infected areas enlarge,

9. Marketing

Darazo is the nearest population center and market area, although
other hamlets and villages in proximity to the project have weekly
markets for the needs of the local people. Bauchi, some 70 miles
south, is the most important market for products leaving the area.
Bauchi is on the railroad and highway and has main market facilities,
including an abatoir . Transportation from the project area (Darazo)
to Bauchi is by tarred road. The number of cattle slaughtered in
Bauchi during the 1963-1964 fiscal year was 23,375, according to the
annual report of the Animal Health Division, Ministry of Animal and
Forest Resources. It is estimated, on the basis of proportionate
cattle populations, that the Darazo District, in which the project
is located, provided about 700 slaughter animals during the same
year

.
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UDUBO PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

The Udubo Project is located in the extreme northern portion of Bauchi

Province, and extends into the western portion of Bornu Province.

The project area encompasses 265 square miles, or 169,000 acres.

The Udubo and Jerwa Forest Reserves, totaling 88 and 14 square miles,
respectively, are included in the project area.

The area of the project drains eastward, at a low gradient, into the

River Dingaya on the east boundary. It is only slightly undulating
and there are no discernible water courses - only a series of small
depressions that retain water » In August and September the river
overflows to an average of four miles wide, forming the Fadama low-

land. No signs of serious erosion were evident. No current erosion
control program is planned.

Average rainfall is 30 inches per year, falling mainly during July,

August and September. Temperatures often exceed 120° F during April,
May and June. As the rains end, the temperatures again rise, with
only slight cooling by the Harmattan which begins in December and

continues through March.

Vegetation is generally described as Sudan Savannah; however, a

unique vegetative aspect of the area lies along the four-mile wide
fadama flooded annually by the River Dingaya. Bordering the fadama

is a thin belt of larger trees with an understory of grasses.
Principal grasses in this belt are the Andropogons with many species
of water loving grasses. Beyond this belt is the Sudan Savannah
with many annual grass species. Perennial grasses are Hyparrhenia
and Andropogons. The population of the project and immediate ad-

jacent area is estimated at about 25,000. It is about equally
divided between Hausa, Fulani and Kanuri. Hausa is the dominant
language.

The project is used primarily for grazing. The harvesting of forest
products is allowed by permit from the Native Authority. Uses
include gathering of firewood, cutting of "farm trees" for con-
struction of farm implements, hunting, cutting thatching grass and
gathering honey.
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM UDUBO PROJECT

Construction Costs

1967

Item Units No. Units Total Cost

Demarcation Mi. 120

1968-73

i 1,800 $ 5,040

Reservoirs
Wells
Buildings

Cu. Yds.
Each
Each

16,000 (3)

7

8

2,400
4,300
14,000

6,720
12,040
39,200

Total Capital Costs t 20,700 $57,960

ANNUAL COSTS

Maintenance

a. Demarcation - 65 mil. 195 550

b. Reservoirs 150 420

c. Wells/mills 80 220

d.

e.

f.

Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, fuel,

lube

400
1,230
1,000

1,120
3,344
2,800

g. Labor 1,200 3,360

Total 4,255 11,914

Personnel Costs

GONN 1,454 4,071

Total Recurrent Costs 5,709 15,985
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GONN STAFFING REQUIRED FOR THE COMBINED YAUTARE AND UDUBO PROJECTS

Position Number

Provincial Range Officer 1 -fc

Livestock Superintendent 1

Range Management Assistant 1

Grazing Control Assistant 2

Fire Control Officer 1

Clerk-typist 1

Storekeeper ^ 1

Mechanic 1

Vehicle Driver 1

Engineering Assistant 1

Total 11 -fc 2,907 $8,140

An average of t 1,454 ($4,070) per project

660 $1,850

660 1,850

198 555

312 875

156 435

213 595

198 555

225 630

129 360

156 435
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Management

Establishment of the Udubo Grazing Reserve began in 1966. A trailer
base camp with temporary living quarters for the AID range manage-
ment advisor is located at Udubo. Surveying of boundary lines and
demarcation is now in progress.

Two GONN grazing assistants have been assigned to the project. Two
districts are involved. Gazetting will not be initiated pending
final determination of the northeast boundary.

Mostly settled owners graze their livestock within the project area.
Objectives of the management program are to provide twelve months
grazing, and at the same time to improve condition of the rangeland.
Heavy year-round use has left only remnants of perennial grasses in
the vicinity of the villages. Soils are light, and the project
presents a strong management challenge.

Estimated numbers of livestock utilizing the scheme area are 16,000
cattle, of which 9,000 graze year long, plus 25,000 sheep and goats,
grazing intermittently. This approximates a total AUM demand of
158,000. The wet season area, composed primarily of annual range in

poor condition approximates 110,000 acres, and the dry season area
of lowland-fadama , 59,000 acres. Projected grazing load equals about 1.4
acres per AUM on the former, and 0.7 acres per AUM on the latter.
However, much of the present problem is the overgrazing of the wet
season area, and the underuti lization of the lowland during the dry
season. In addition, there is considerable trailing of transient
livestock through this region.

The Project is to be divided into four wet season pastures and one
dry season pasture. Grazing season begins about June 15. A
deferred rotation system is planned. Livestock are to use three
of the four wet season pastures each year, with one of the four

being completely deferred. After the wet season, October 15,

livestock are moved to the dry season pastures for the remaining
eight months of the grazing year. Heavy trailing to and from villages
and crop lands presents management problems.

Indiscriminate burning is a problem, though the extent of burning

is not known. Because of the annual vegetation, light soils and exist-

ing overs tory, the effectiveness of a controlled burning program may

be questionable.

Wildlife species reported within the reserve include antelope, deer,

bushbuck, water buffalo, monkey, lion, wildfowl (both bush and water),

and fish. Migration toward the river takes place during the dry

season. Wildlife and fish are actively taken.
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Animal Husbandry

Cattle, sheep, goats, and donkeys use the project. A few camels

were observed near the town of Udubo. Many of the livestock are

owned by the farmers and settled Fulani. These village livestock

trek out to the grazing areas during the day and each night return
to the village. White Fulani is the principal breed of cattle;

Rahajis are next, followed by a mixture of breeds. A few of the

Fulani people herd only sheep operating 100 or so in a band.

The quality of livestock and breeding practices vary little from
other parts of Northern Nigeria. The forage in the fadama area
stays green longer than the upper grass areas and consequently this

forage maintains a relatively high nutritional value into the dry
season. Supplemental feeding of livestock during the dry season
would be of advantage. This would apply in particular to the cattle
held for milking.

Tsetse

The area in the past has been infested with tsetse fly. The Udubo
project was recently cleared of the tsetse fly.

Marketing

Market places within or near the area are Bulkachuwa, Zindiwa, and
Udubo. Many products are also marketed at Azare, Bauchi, and Kano.
Principal crops are Guinea corn, millet, rice, cassava, and ground-
nuts. Cattle, sheep and goats provide the primary meat supply, but
milk and milk products are also important items in the local markets,
Transportation is a problem in getting products out to more distant
markets. Although the area is adjacent to a road, the road is un-
surfaced and is suited to travel by lorry during the dry season only,
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V. EFFECTS TO DATE AS A RESULT OF THE EXISTING PROJECTS

Currently, the five grazing projects are in varying stages of de-

velopment. Three began within the last two years, while during the

same period work was extended and development work completed on the

first two initiated projects.

1 . Vegetation and Livestock Grazing

Grazing has not differed enough on any of the projects since their

initiation to materially change vegetative composition, vigor or

dens ity

.

Estimated numbers of livestock using the grazing schemes were based
on tax figures, or on actual inventory. Tax reports for the Katsina
Project indicate a substantial increase in numbers. Without actual use

information for the other projects, there is no reason not to assume
that livestock numbers have remained about constant.

All, or part, of each of the projects has historically been utilized
during the rainy season. Some areas of several of the projects
(Wase and Udubo) have characteristically been dry season grazing
locations. This general pattern has continued to date, except that
in the Katsina and Sokoto Projects year round grazing, to some extent,
has been established. Reservoir development and a reduction in

burning through education and enforcement has provided water and

forage for dry season grazing where previously it was not practiced.
Period of use varies, use being most concentrated until shortly after
the rainy season then tapering off with some herds remaining all

year. Period of use on those areas grazed as usual has not changed.

Distribution during the heavy rains is no problem because water is

available everywhere. Prior to or following this period, grazing
is more localized to watered areas. The development of watering
facilities in wet season areas is intended to improve distribution
and extend periods of use in pastures. As contrasted to this, dry
season grazing is confined to areas where water is available or to

that developed under the management scheme program.

Based on reported increase in cattle numbers on the Katsina project,
forage utilization would have increased considerably. Because of
little apparent change in livestock numbers to date on the other
projects, utilization can be assumed to have remained about as before.
Qa those schemes where dry season grazing is now taking place,
utilization has increased for this time of year. The extent of
utilization during any period is not known. From brief field obser-
vations, general utilization on the Katsina, Sokoto and Wase projects
appeared to be only light to moderate. Observations on the Yautare
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and Udubo Projects were more difficult because of the more adverse
sites, poorer condition, the existing heavy brush overstory in
Yautare and the dominance of annual grasses in the Udubo Project.
Utilization on these is estimated at moderate to heavy on the wet
season areas. Much of the lowland on the UduboProject was under-
utilized .

Current estimated stocking rates vary by project, but in general
the use ranges from 1.3 to 2.5 acres per AUM, or an average of 1.6
acres per AUM. This stocking has been under deferred or continuous
grazing.

Initiated practices of non-burning, livestock control (trespass)
livestock movements (seasonal use designations), and issuance of
grazing licenses have contributed toward development of an operating
management program. These are necessary to achieve effective ad-
ministration. Probably the most important effect to date has been
the implanted awareness of the necessity for such practices in the
grazing projects, to administrators, advisors, and livestock raisers.

2 . Livestock Production

During a meeting at Wase on April 19, 1967, of the Wase Native
Authority Council, testimony was given that the scheme has resulted
in more milk and butter being produced. More of these products are
available to the villagers. Other testimony was given that more
beef is being produced since the scheme was placed in operation.
One trader said that the cattle he has bought recently from the area
are in better shape and are 50 pounds heavier than before the scheme.

Fulani who have settled in the area as a result of the Wase Project
are getting 10% better calf crops.

The situation in the other projects is similar, particularly the

Katsina Project which has been in operation for several years. The

The Provincial Veterinary Officer at Katsina indicated that since

the beginning of the scheme, the price of cattle has increased as

much as five pounds per head.

A trend is indicated by the improved condition of the cattle follow-

ing water development and control of grazing use. Part of the improved

condition can be attributed to supplementary feeding of protein con-

centrates and salt. A supplementary feeding program is easier to

carry out under more stabilized livestock operations.

A reduction of herd movements with shorter drives has also had an

influence on the improved calf crops.
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Bulls ready for slaughter. Kaduna Abatoir

(slaughterhouse). These cattle were fattened

at Manchok Ranch. June 1967
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3 . Wildlife Habitat

The conditions for wildlife food and cover are good. Wildlife
migrates principally with the availability of water, and the devel-
opment of such within the projects has influenced distribution.
No abundance of wildlife was noted. However, it has been reported
to have increased on all of the projects.

There are considerable increases in fish production as result of
reservoir development. Villages set aside one day each year to

net and divide fish. This is an added source of food.

^ • Soi l and Watershed

Grazing schemes have been in effect for such a short period that a

realistic appraisal of the effects upon soil and moisture is not
possible. Soil conservation reports for Northern Nigeria indicate
serious erosion problems in certain areas, particularly as a result
of cropping, and to some extent uncontrolled grazing. High intensity
rainfall over relatively short periods of time, plus Harmattan Winds
are inducive to accelerated erosion when improper land use has

occurred. For the project areas, the existence of a high degree of

erosion, generally, is not apparent. Doubtless, some sheet erosion
has taken place. Basic data on the extent of past and current
erosion is lacking.

The accumulation of old growth (control of indiscriminate burning)
for dry season grazing has improved the opportunity for less surface
runoff, better infiltration, and less wind damage. While basically
a range development practice, the construction of large reservoirs
has aided in water detention and sediment collection. To some
extent, adverse effects of livestock concentrations have occurred
around watering locations during the dry season.

5. Forestry

Grazing management of the area is resulting in better overall man-
agement of the Forest Reserves. Multiple-use is a major consideration.

Control of burning and control of other practices is being accom-

plished for the benefit of forestry as well as other resources.

Only a start on some of these necessary controls has been made,

however. The management of grazing use is demonstrating that this

use is compatible with the production of fuel wood, poles and other

fores t produc ts

.

6. Social and Educational Effects

Because of the short period since the projects were initiated, very

minor social and educational effects can be noted. It was mentioned,
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however, in conversations with local authorities, that Fulani families

have decided to settle in the areas around the projects. More are
interested in settling but are awaiting observations of further
effects of the projects before doing so. For those who have settled,
it has meant a completely new and better way of family living. The

family is together more of the time, and permanent settlement enables
them to live in more comfortable permanent housing. A request has

been made of the Katsina Native Authority to construct a school at

Runka to provide education for Fulani children and others in adjacent
villages. A village site has been requested in the Sokoto Project.

Local authorities in Wase stated that there had been a noticeable
increase in trade in the local villages recently, primarily due to

the Fulani bringing their milk products to market to exchange for

other goods, such as Guinea corn. The village chief at Kadarko stated
that about thirty people had moved into his village from outlying
villages in order to take advantage of the milk and butter supplies in

the local market.

In Wase, the native authority council has begun a farm settlement pro-

gram on lands adjacent to the project. The program provides a specific
40 acre tract to each family head, for purposes of permanent cropland.
Tliis contrasts with the practice of farming a tract wherever land is

available until its productivity is depleted and then moving to another
tract. This new program will encourage better farming practices to

insure long-lasting productivity, and will also stabilize the settle-
ment of rural people.

7 . Administration

Qualified GONN field administrative counterparts (livestock Superin-
tendent) to the AID range management advisors exist on only two of

the five grazing projects. Native Authority organizations vary in

extent of development, but are composed basically of the field super-
visor (Walkili Fulani) in charge of grazing assistants (Mallam's) and

patrolmen. Few have technical training in resource management.
Advisory councils are in various stages of development and partici-
pation in scheme administration. Written plans for the land manage-
ment program exist for four of the projects, however, some modifica-
tion is necessary to conform to present practice.

Effects of the programs thus far have been to point up important
administrative deficiencies or needs. A number of schemes will be

administered by GONN, while others are or will be NA administered,
with guidance from the central government. Many of the Nigerian
personnel associated with grazing reserves, now being established
under the Grazing Reserve Law, are unfamiliar with public land

management techniques and principles. The following are apparent;
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a. No guidelines exist to aid in the formation and organization of
grazing reserves. Written information on establishment procedures,
necessary administrative structures, administrative procedures, re-
sponsibilities of personnel, the role of advisors, etc., is not now
available. (See chapter on establishment of grazing reserves in
Northern Nigeria in this report.)

b. Within Northern Nigeria adequately trained personnel are lacking
to fill the needs on the projects now under a management program.
Assuming that a number of additional grazing reserves will come into
being within the near future, trained administrative and technical
personnel needs will be high.

Six individuals designated as Range Management Assistants for GONN
are being trained at the Livestock Service Training Center, Mando
Road. One BLM/PASA instructor has been assigned to the school.
Training is designed as a two-year couse, emphasizing range manage-
ment, at the sub-professional level. These six will graduate and be
available for work on grazing reserves in June 1968, and it is planned
to have six available each year thereafter. There are presently nine
people in the United States obtaining formal university training with
the objective of receiving a B.S. degree in range management. These
are to be available for grazing reserve work as livestock superinten-
dents, four in 1969 and five in 1970.

Training by BLM/PASA team members has contributed significantly to

the success of the projects. A great deal of effort has been expended
in providing training at all levels to maintain a continuing program.
Nigerian counterparts, range assistants and NA staff people have

received technical and administrative advice and assistance. Equipment
operator, mechanics and survey personnel have had technical "on the job"

training.

c. No regulations exist for administration and operation of grazing
reserves. There is, presently, a critical need on the existing schemes

for standardized policy guidelines and rules for operation. Regulations

covering grazing applications and licenses, fees, allocation of grazing

privileges, trespass and livestock trailing are needed. Operating

procedure guidelines for such as livestock movements, use of watering

sites, ear tagging, trespass control, and pasture identification are

needed.

d. Office, shop and warehouse facilities have been established at Jos

to function in support of all of the projects. All supplies, equipment,

and mechanic services are channeled from the central location. Consider-

able time has been spent by BLM/PASA in setting up, operating, and improv-

ing the facilities.

e. Considerable equipment has had to be acquired in order to execute

the program. Transportation, office, field housing, and construction

equipment was acquired to initiate the projects and provide for

management.
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VI PROJECTED EFFECTS AND POTENTIAL

I. Vegetation and Livestock Grazing

We believe that the advantages or necessity of utilizing reserves for

grassland grazing will become more and more apparent to livestock
raisers. As a result, the numbers of livestock grazing within a

project will increase, eventually to the point where demand may exceed
forage supplies, even under an intensive management system.

Concentrated grazing of growing season (rainy season) pastures year
after year will lead to eventual deterioration of the forage resources.
Indiscriminate burning, followed by grazing will speed the process.
Capacity for grass production in Northern Nigeria is tremendous. How-

ever, as grazing pressure is increased forage plants have no opportunity
for rest or recovery. Grass vigor and density decreases, and invasion
of unpalatable species and scrub occurs.

Grazing during the dry season, or after the growing season, is the

least harmful to the forage plants. However, at this time grassland
feed values are lowest, and probably demands for grazing will be the

least. Concentrations around water supplies are also heaviest,
though management and control through proper herding can correct much
of the detrimental effects.

As grazing intensity increases beyond a certain point, under the

present system of grazing within the reserves, range condition and
capacity will decline. However, initiation of deferred rotational
grazing will increase capacity to an estimated 0.75 to 0.5 acres per

AUM, or better (primarily on the Katsina, Sokoto and Wase projects,
with initial improvement in condition on the Yautare and Udubo
projects)

.

Fire has played a major role in maintaining the vegetative complex.
Complete halting of burning, coupled with uncontrolled grazing,
would rapidly reduce herbaceous density and increase scrub and tree
cover over the bulk of the project areas.

Opportunity exists for the application of grazing systems to meet
plant requirements by controlling season of use, utilization and
distribution of stock. A system of controlled burning is applicable
to maintain livestock forage values as well as other natural resource
products. Range recovery can be obtained through natural means
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under intensified management. The need for extensive land treatment
such as artificial rangeland seeding does not exist.

2. Animal Husbandry and Livestock Production

Based upon the indicated success of the present program it is en-
visioned that the following results will be obtained:

a. Improved nutrition of livestock
b. Improved calf crops
c. Increased production of beef and mutton
d. Increased production of milk
e. Improved quality of livestock
f. Better control of diseases and parasites

Improved Nutrition : The grazing plan is designed to provide maximum
consumptive use of the forage on a sustained yield basis. Much of

the forage now burned will be grazed in the existing schemes. Through
rotational use of range areas, development of water, and feeding of
supplements the forage can be more fully utilized. At the same time
livestock will be carried at an improved plane of nutrition. The most
important factor in the environment of the animal is feed and water.

Improved calf crops : An improved calf crop will be brought about in

several ways. The calf crop will be directly affected by improved
nutrition. This will largely come through the cow. Cows in good
condition conceive more readily producing more calves. Heifers,
when better fed, mature earlier and produce calves earlier. Many

calves are lost while the herd is traveling. Small and weak calves

often cannot keep up with the herd and die on the trail. Even after
a cow drops a calf, if the cow does not have ample milk the calf

becomes stunted or in some cases may die. Much of the trailing of

cattle will be eliminated when the Fulani cattlemen become settled

under a grazing scheme.

We estimate that within a five year period, if the schemes develop

as planned, the calf crop will increase from 307o to 507o. This is

computed as the percentage of calves that will survive to weaning

age in ratio to mature cows. The potential for increase is much

higher than 50%.

Increased production of beef and mutton : Coupled with an increased

calf crop is an increase in beef productioa ••-" addition to more calves,

better nutrition results in more rapid growth, greater size and

animals of better quality. By rotational use within the grazing

schemes much of the grass not now being utilized during the dry

season can be used. To make this possible in some ranges, it will

be necessary to develop additional water. To provide a balanced
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diet some feeding of supplements will be necessary. This may include
such feeds as cottonseed, groundnut cake, groundnut tops and legume
hay. Sheep can be fed in a similar manner but for increased mutton
production.

Based upon testimony of livestock producers and livestock traders
the grazing schemes have increased beef production of cattle by 50

pounds live weight per head in two years. This is a reasonable
assumption. With a continuing program, the increase should continue
at this same rate of 25 pounds a head per year for the next five years.
Additional increase can be accomplished through improved breeding
practices, but this would not be directly attributable to the grazing
scheme.

Increased production of milk : Aside from improved breeding and disease
control increased milk production for livestock using the schemes can
be attributed to improved nutrition and to the stabilized operation
that the scheme provides. Probably the greatest increase in milk pro-
duction can come about through supplemental feeding. It is estimated
that the use of the scheme alone will result in an increase of five
gallons of salable milk a year per milking cow for the next five year
period. This would be in addition to the increased milk consumed by
the calf.

Improved quality of livestock : The improved quality of livestock can
be attributed to some extent to the grazing schemes. The improved
nutrition will improve the quality as well as quantity of livestock.
Livestock with good nutrition grow out better and become better "doers".
Elimination of long treks with livestock and the stabilization of an
operation will improve the opportunity to carry out a selective
breeding program. The end product will be more beef and milk coupled
with better calf crops. This makes a built-in factor for increased
production beyond the five year period.

Better control of diseases and parasites : The grazing schemes result
in the livestock operators becoming more settled and better able to

treat their cattle for diseases and parasites. The veterinary
centers near the project areas and clinics being constructed within
the projects facilitate disease control. Cattle have less chance
to be exposed to disease as would be the situation when migrating to

other grazing areas. Many cattle have been moving in the dry season
to tsetse areas in the south. Under the grazing schemes they will
operate on the scheme or on adjacent crop lands the year round.
Governmental vaccination and immunization programs will be facili-
tated.

3. Wildlife Habitat

As in the case of the livestock, there will be better distribution
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Typical native horse and rigging. Northern Nigeria.

May 1967
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of year-round water available to wildlife. Rather than migrating to

other areas, they will tend to remain. With increase in grass, there

will be ample food for herbivores such as antelope, gazelles, duikers,

and buffalo. An increase in these animals will, in turn, attract the

carnivorous animals which prey on them. The grass will provide, in

addition to food, good cover for most animals. This would imply a

large increase in all wildlife. However, this will be limited to a

considerable extent, by the application of good wildlife management
practices. With proper fire control, hunters would be deprived of

one of the most effective methods of bagging their prey. Consider-
ing all of these factors, it is estimated that the smaller animals,

such as duiker, wart hog, guinea-fowl, bushfowl, bustards and small
predators, will increase to a considerable extent. The larger animals,
such as antelope, gazelle, and buffalo, will increase to a lesser
extent. Elephants can be expected to be attracted to the permanent
water, but the numbers they attain may be limited by the intensity of

human use of the area.

4. Recreation

Changes in recreational use of these projects are dependent on many
more factors than merely providing space and better facilities for
the people to indulge in such activity. These areas will be used
for recreation only to a limited extent in the immediate future.

5. Soil and Moisture

The projected effects of soil and moisture are closely allied to
those for vegetation and livestock grazing. In fact, there can be
no real separation. The initiation of a complete and sound land

management program will provide for soil conservation needs.

Deterioration will eventually result without the use of a grazing
system designed to allow for plant needs during the growing season.
Coupled with this is the need for control of indiscriminate burning.

Grass must be left to provide dry season forage and improved ground
cover. Periodic controlled burning at the correct time without
immediate grazing also improves the herbaceous ground cover.

Present methods of construction of demarcation lines and their periodic
reconstruction or maintenance may lead to washing and loss of soil if

proper emphasis is not placed on soil conservation. At the present
time most of the demarcation lines are constructed without proper
drainage.

Continuation of a sound land management program will improve and then
maintain a beneficial watershed balance. Reduced runoff means improved
water quality and subsurface flow. On site watershed conditions are
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Bullocks used as beasts of burden and pulling

a somewhat modern cart. Northern Nigeria.

May 1967
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bettered, as are downstream water values, by improved vegetative
conditions

.

6. Forestry

Proper grazing management is compatible with forest management. As

management is intensified, the multiple-use concept will be empha-
sized more. The production of forest products such as fuel, wood,
poles, and lumber is anticipated to continue on a sustained yield
basis.

7

.

Social and Educational Effects

It is anticipated that in time - perhaps ten years - nearly all live-

stock owners using the project areas will be settled adjacent to their
particular project. Although it is not anticipated that the Fulani
will begin sending their children to school immediately upon settle-
ment, this is an aspect of the settlement process which is likely to

develop in perhaps fifteen years. This could result in additional
children being educated each year, as follows:

Project Number

Katsina 200

Sokoto 100

Wase 200
Yautare 50

Udubo 90

Total 640

It was noted earlier that a number of people had begun to settle in

villages nearer the project areas. At the time of this study, it

is too early to determine whether or not it is a trend. It does

seem logical, however, that the prospects of better markets, better
public facilities, etc., would encourage some degree of centraliza-
tion of the population. Should this occur, it would mean not only
more efficient use of existing public facilities, but also it would
make feasible the creation of facilities where none had been available

previously. Of greatest benefit would be facilities such as education,
communications, social, religious and public health.

8. Administration

The grazing reserves program in Northern Nigeria will have a far
reaching effect on future natural resource use and management. The
use of these areas will also have a strong effect on the economy.
Effectiveness of the program will depend to a large degree on the
soundness of administration and the quality of personnel.
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Without basic policy and organizational guidelines for grazing reserves
and without the necessary regulations to operate them, the program
will take a number of ineffective directions. There must be basic
objectives and central guidelines toward a sound, overall land manage-
ment program designed to meet the future resource needs of the country.

In conjunction with administrative outlines must be trained personnel.
Primarily, people technically trained in some phase of natural re-
source management, who can later assume administrative duties, are
required. Presently there is an insufficient number being educated
for the job ahead.

Anticipated Field Level of Graduates Available Each Year

GONN Education Available
Position Title Level 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 Total

Livestock Formal
Superintendent University 4 5 5* 5* 19

Range Manage- Mando Road &
ment Assistant intermediate

level 6 6 6 12* 12* 42

Grazing Control
Assistant None Local training required as needed
* These figures are completely dependent on GONN and AID

making future selection of students.

With an annual enrollment of 12 new students at LSTC , Mando Road,

beginning in September 1967, plus an estimated two per year to allow

for attrition. (see above table)

Estimated requirements per grazing scheme:

Livestock Superintendent 1

Range Management Assistant 1-6
Grazing Control Assistant 2-12

Based on 300 square miles per grazing scheme, there is a potential

for over 400 grazing schemes in Northern Nigeria.
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Bornu Province, Maiduguri area. Dongo Bore Hole

1800 ft. deep, 450 gal/per hour artesian flow. 1,000

cattle per day being watered, plus people, sheep, goats,

and donkeys. May 13, 196 7
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VII PROPOSED PROJECTS

BORNU PROJECT

Description

The study area is located in Bornu Province in the northeastern
portion of Northern Nigeria. It involves 12,000 square miles,
commonly referred to as the "Bornu Bore Hole" area, within which an
extensive water development program was conducted in the natural
basin surrounding Lake Chad. The area encompasses about 24 percent
of Bornu Province.

Topography is generally flat, sloping gently towards Lake Chad.
Many of the drainages never reach the lake, for the water is either
dissipated in broad swamps or is lost through evaporation and
percolation into the soil. Vegetation is of the Sudan Zone with
light tree growth and a fairly continuous cover of grasses. Climate
is semi-arid with wide variations in temperature. Rainfall averages
between 15 and 30 inches from north to south. Average daytime
temperatures range from 85° F. between November and March to over
110° F. between April and June.

Among the most common tribal groups are the Kanuri, Shuwa and
Fulanio All three tribes engage both in agriculture and in live-
stock production. The livestock people are largely nomadic o The
population of the study area is roughly 1,000,000, about one third
of the total for the Province,

The primary uses of land are the growing of crops, livestock grazing
and for residential purposes. Other uses include gathering fire-

wood, cutting "farm trees" for construction of farm implements,
cutting thatching grass, gathering honey and hunting.

Farm products include guinea corn, millet, groundnuts, cassava,

rice, cotton, tobacco, beans and onions. Wheat is also grown in

small areas under irrigation. Livestock and livestock products

include beef, mutton, goat meat, fresh and sour milk, butter and

cheese, and hides.

There are an estimated 2,000,000 cattle in Bornu Province. At least

one fourth or 500,000 of these cattle are in the "Bornu Bore Hole"

area. In this same area there are about 250,000 goats, 200,000

sheep, 1,200 camels, 30,000 horses and 65,000 donkeys, Shuwa or

VTadara are native cattle in this province. Rahaji, White Fulani and

Kuri are also found in this locality, Bornu Ranch, a USAID project,
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is building up a herd of Wadara cattle for breed improvement. In

this area as in other parts of Northern Nigeria, there is consider-
able room for improvement in nutrition, breeding, productivity and
disease and insect control for all livestock. The "Bornu Bore Hole"
area is tsetse free^

The central Bornu Province in the Maidugari area is, historically,
a wet season (June - September) grazing location. Herdsmen gener-
ally vacate after the rains, moving northward toward Lake Chad or
southward to watered grazing sites. Lack of water to fulfill human
and livestock needs during the dry season has been characteristic
of the area.

Beginning in 1958, a concentrated program, with AID financial assist-

ance, of borehole drilling was begun for the purpose of providing
year round water. Approximately 200 successful boreholes were
drilled, many of which were artesian with substantial flows. Later
a problem of corrosion of the steel casing developed which required
re-casing with smaller diameter (1-5/8") plastic pipCo Re-casing
resulted in reducing the original flow to half in most cases.

As a result of making water available during the long dry period,
heavy concentrations of people and livestock have taken place at

most of the operating boreholes. In addition to the use of the
water by nomadic livestock raisers, permanent villages became
established. Concentrations at some holes have been so heavy that

water flow cannot keep pace with demand. Numbers of people, and
livestock, await their turn to water from the outlet, with no
opportunity for empty troughs to fill„ The drillers state that
water head usually lowers with such constant use, but will rebuild
rapidly if temporary non-use is made.

Intensive grazing and the depletion of the grass cover around each
borehole has occurred. With successful development and engineering
techniques, providing adequate water almost anywhere in the region
is no problem. However, controlling further degradation of the
grazing resource has become a major problem.

In 1963, an AID range management advisor was stationed at Maidugari

for the purpose of developing controlled rotational grazing around
artesian wells. A number of surface installations for watering
livestock and for domestic use were completed. Currently, there
are several areas proposed to be set up under a grazing scheme.
Basically, the proposed design is to establish the village-farmland
area adjacent to a borehole; pipe water to demarked pastures away
from the borehole for dry season grazing; and to graze areas at

the greatest distance from the borehole during the wet season.
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Since passage of the Grazing Reserves Law, h^ reserves within Borna
Province have been proposed — three to be under GOM administration
and the remainder as Native Authority projects. Development work on
NA schemes is financed at 50 percent bj the central government. To
date, total area proposed for inclusion approximates 1^33 square miles,
ranging in size from a few square miles to over 2^0 square miles.

Proposed Program

There is a serious problem of improper natural resource use in the
"Bornu Bore Hole" area,. This is considered to be of such a critical
nature that immediate steps should be taken toward correction.

A most logical approach appears to be a new on the ground analysis
to devise a workable action program. A complete land management
project is required -- one which will provide for the best uses of

the resources at hand, but with primary objective of halting and
correcting abuse. Basis for success will be a cooperative program
with sufficient control of people and livestock. All of this will
not be easy to achieve, but it is both feasible and is required.

One of the primary problems, and a primary emphasis, of the manage-
ment program is the grazing of livestock. To better correlate with
similar efforts in Northern Nigeria, it is recommended tha.t the

project be guided under the BLM/PASA program. One natural resources

management technical advisor would be stationed at Ma.idugari.

Immediate assignment of the advisor, with the concepts outlined, is

critical.

Land degradation began shortly after the first boreholes came into

being, and has continued at an accelerated rate ever since. In

another few years valuable forage for grazing will disappear adjacent

to watering sites. Correlation of a borehole area restoration

project now, with the grazing reserve establishment program, is most

timely.

Development of a plan for management should:

1. Be in an area which is representative of the "Bornu Bore Holes"

area., and of its many problems.

2. Be within a reasonable distance of Ma.idugari for simplicity of

organization and administration.

3. Be in an area of sufficient size. This should approximate 300 -

J4OO square miles (2 to 3% of the "Bornu Bore Holes" area).
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4. Be a full land management program, involving primarily soil and
watershed protection, grazing, animal husbandry, forestry and
wildlife. Full consideration needs to be given to other land
uses, particularly farming.

5. Involve adequate survey and analysis to determine the problems
the most feasible uses for the land, location of uses, and how
each fits the pattern of proposed management.

6. Include the application of the technical recommendations out-
lined in this report.

7. Include correlated development, complete review, and acceptance
by GONN and the NA. This should also involve adequate advertise-
ment to the public of the acceptable program.

Success of the project will be dependent upon a number of contin-
gencies, some of which will be adverse to present use. Acceptance
of certain needed changes, and the responsibility of effecting
such changes, by the officials involved will provide the way to an
effective management program. Some, or all, of the following possi-
bilities would have to be accepted:

1. Control of the flow of people and livestock through the area
will be necessary.

2. Reforms in land use may require the forced movement of settled
people.

3. Capping, or control of flow, of boreholes may be required.

4. There must be adequate control of livestock at all times.

5. There must be adequate control of burning.

6. A probable temporary decline in tax revenue may occur.

7. Sufficient personnel, both GONN and NA, must be made available
to operate an effective program.

8. Full government (NA) support must be given to the project.
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BORNU DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (1968-73 PERIOD)

Demarcation - 2U0 miles @ H^ (pounds) i: 3,600
Wells, Artesian Bore-Hole, 17 @ i3,000 ^1,000

Project Cost Sub-Total 5U,600

Buildings

:

a. R/M Officer Quarters - 1 each 3,000
b. R/M Assistant Quarters - 1 each 2,000
c. Gr. Gont. Ass't Qtrs. - 1 each 1,000
d. Guard Qtrs. - 1 site 3,000
e. Clinic - 1 each 600
f. Recreation Room - 1 each 600

g. Horse Stable - 1 each 700

Buildings - Sub-Total 10,900

Equipment Requirements

:

D-U w/dozer - 1 each 1/ 6,000

Equipment Sub-Total 6,000

Capital Costs - Grand Total i 71,^00

($200,200)

1/ Other equipment is available from the current program. This
~ item, plus available equipment, is sufficient to develop the

project.
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BORNU AMUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GOMN Staffing Required

Position No. Positions Annual Salary

Personnel Sub -Total

Total

Livestock Supt. 1 -t 660 b 660
R/M Ass'ts 2 198 396
Grazing Cont. Ass'ts 2 156 312
Fire Control Officer 1 156 156
Work Supervisor 1 273 273
Mechanic 1 225 225
Vehicle Driver 1 129 129

2,151

Annual Maintenance Costs

Demarcation - 120 miles @ 4,3

Wells, artesian bore-hole, 27 @ *100
Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, fuel, lube
Labor

Maintenance Sub-Total

360
2,700

300
800

1,500
1,200

6,860

Annual Recurrent Costs - Grand Total * 9,011

($25,230)
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TMGAZA PROJECT

Description

This project is scheduled to be started July 1, 1970. It is located
in the northwest corner of Sokoto Province. The country of Niger
borders the area to the north and west.

Studies have not been made as to the area that should be included as

a management unit. For preliminary planning purposes the project is

estimated to be 800 square miles in size. It will include the fol-
lowing Native Authority Forest Reserves plus the estimated area of

Grazing Reserve Land.

North Tangaza 17U sq. miles
West Tangaza 296 sq. miles
Karfi Binji 26l sq. miles
Grazing Reserve 69 sq. miles

Total 800 sq. miles

There is an estimated population now using the area of 20,000 cattle,

36,000 sheep and goats and 6OO camels.

The project is below 1,000 feet in elevation. Rainfall at the town
of Sokoto has averaged 23 inches annually from a. 35 year record.
The average rainfall in the project is probably lower. The dry
season extends for approximately seven months on an average. In

Sokoto the mean daily maximum temperature is 9h'^ F. and the annual
mean minimum is 66° F.

The three forest reserve areas are nearly devoid of any year-round
livestock water. Past use has been largely during the wet season,
June through October inclusive. Livestock water is generally avail-
able during this period.

The area lies in the Sudan Zone. Typical vegetation is open scrub
woodland. The most common grass is Penisetum pedicella.tum.

Soils in the area are generally quite sandy. Erosion is quite wide-
spread. Sheet and sheet flood erosion is most common. This is par-
ticularly evident in the heavily grazed areas. Burning further
aggravates this situation although controls are being developed to

prevent man caused fires. Gully erosion is not a major problem
but was observed in localized areas. The loose dry sandy soils are
vulnerable to wind erosion. Soil and watershed protection should
be emphasized in the management plan for the Tangaza project.
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The U. S. Geological Survey report of 1965 for Western Sokoto Province
indicated that the most promising area for flowing boreholes, tapping
the basal Gwandu aquifer, is near Balle and Karfin Sarki. This is in
the area of the project. The chemical of the water is satisfactory
for domestic and livestock use.

The U. S, Geological Survey report also states, in its recommendations,
that flowing artesian water should be conserved for use in the out-
lying villages and cattle grazing areas. This would be for domestic
and livestock use.

Proposed Program

The plan of management should generally follow the plan of manage-
ment for the Sokoto and Katsina. Grazing Schemes. Water would be de-
veloped through wells. It is estimated that one well would service
approximately l6 square miles or 10,2^0 acres. A rotation system
should be developed for grazing use.

As pointed out under the portion of this report on establishment of
grazing reserves, setting up grazing reserves for this project should
be given top priority. This will be the area of the Tangaza Project
outside of the three Forest Reserves.

ITEMIZED ARTESIAN BORE-HOLE DRILLING COSTS

1. Moving equipment, camp and personnel to drill
site, setting up equipment and dismantling on

completion i UOO

2. Drill to depth required (average 700') at

il-lOs per foot 1,050

3. Install API line pipe as well lining, 700'

@ il 700

U. 20' length stainless steel well screen 100

5. Developing, cleaning and testing of well 100

6. Install submersible pump set for testing 100

7. Operation of submersible pumping equipment 50

8. Install surface equipment (pipes, valves,

watering troughs and storage tank) 500

Total ir 3,000
($8,li00)
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TANGAZA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (1968-73 PERIOD )

Demarcation - 38O miles @ il^ (pounds) t ^ yoo
Bore-Holes Artesian ^0 @ i,3 ,000 1^0 ,' 000

(includes surface installations)
Wells

:

a. R/M GR. Control Qtrs. - 1 each 500
b. Guard Qtrs. - 1 each 500
c. Treatment Ctr. - 1 each 500
d. Surface Install. - 3 each 6OO

Project Cost Sub-Total l57,800

Buildings

:

a. R/M Officer Qtrs. - 1 each 3,000
b. R/M Ass't Qtrs. - 1 each 2,000
c. GR. Cont. Ass't - 1 each 1,000
d. Guard Qtrs. - 1 site 3,000
e. Clinic - 1 each -_

.

6OO
f. Treatment Ctr. - 1 each 3,000
g. Recreation Room - 1 each 6OO
h. Horse Stable - 1 each 7OO

Buildings - Sub-Total 13,900

Equipment Required:

1 each B-h w/Dozer 6,000
1 each Grader, Series No. 12 5,000
2 each Tractor (Rubber Tire) and Wagon 2,800
2 each l^ton Truck li,000
2 each ^ton Truck 2,000
2 each ^ton Jeep 2,000
2 each 3/J4-ton Truck 2,U00
1 each House Trailer and Generator 1^650

Equipment Sub-Total 25,8^0

Capital Costs - Grand Total i 197,5^0

($ 553, lUO)
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TMGAZA ANNUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GONN Staffing Required 1970-73

Position No. Positions Annual Salary Total

Provincial Range
Officer 1 i 660 i 660
Livestock Sup't, 1 660 660
R/M Ass'ts. 3 198 ^9h
Grazing Cont. Ass' ts. 6 156 936
Fire Control Offic;er 1 1^6 156
Clerk Typists 1 213 213
Storekeeper 1 198 198
Work Supervisor 1 273 273
Mechanic 1 225 225
Drivers 2 129 258
Engineer Ass '

t

1 156 156

Personnel Sub-Total i U,329

Annual Maintenance Costs 1970-73

Demarcation - 190 miles @ h3

Bore-Holes Artesian 50 @ fclOO

Wells
Buildings
Eouipment
Transportation, Fuel, Lube

Labor

Maintenance Sub-Total

570
5,000

390
350
850

2,500
1,500

i 11,160

Annual Recurrent Costs - i 15,U89

($ U3,369)
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KATCHIA PROJECT

Description

The general area is located approximately 100 miles southeast of
Kadana, lying east of the highway and town of Katchia.. It is in Zaria
Province. The area is within the Southern Guinea vegetative zone.
Topography is relatively flat, at an a.verage elevation of 3^000 feet.
Proposed size is 300 square miles.

Date for initiation of the Katchia grazing scheme is 1970. Final
location will depend upon necessary compromises in land uses, pri-
marily between farming and grazing. There is also a. heavy concentration
of livestock herds trailing through this region.

Proposed Program

The management program will follow the general pattern established on

the existing projects, with use of the technical recommendations out-

lined in this report.
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KATGHIA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (1968-73 PERIOD)

Demarcation - 200 miles @ il^ (pounds)
Reservoirs - 2U each for 168,000 cu. yd.

Wells
a. R/M Gr. Gont. Qtrs. - 1 each
b. Guard Qtrs. - 2 each
c. Treatment Genter - 1 each
d. Ranges - 9 each
e. Surface instal. - U each

Project Gost Sub-Total

i 3,000
2li,000

500
1,000

500

U,500
2,800

t 36,300

Buildings

:

a. R/M Officer Qtrs. - 1 each
b. R/M Ass't. - 1 each
c. Gr. Gont. Ass't. - 1 each
d. Guard Qtrs. - 2 sites
e. Clinic - 1 each
f. Treatment Genter - leach
g. Recreation Room - 1 each
h. Horse Stables - 2 each

Building Sub-Total

3,000
2,000
1,000
6,000

600

3,000
600

1,U00

t 17,600

Equipment Required:

1 each D-7 w/Dozer
1 each U35E Scraper
1 each Grader, Series No. 12
2 each Tractors (Rubber Tire) and Wagons
1 each l5g-ton Truck
2 each 5g-ton Trucks
2 each ^ton Jeeps
2 each 3/U-ton Trucks
1 each Trailer House and Generator

Equipment Sub-Total

Gapital Costs - Grand Total

lii,000

12,500
5,000
2,800
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,1^00

1,650

fc i;i;,350

i 98,250

($ 275,100)
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KATCHIA ANNUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GONN Staffing Required

Position No. Positions Annual Salary

Personnel Sub-Total

Total

Livestock Supt. 1 L 660 L 660
R/M Ass'ts. 3 198 59U
Grazing Cont. Ass'ts. 3 156 U68
Fire Control Officer 1 156 156
Work Supervisor 1 273 273
Mechanics 1 225 225
Vehicle Drivers 2 129 258

t 2,631;

Annual Maintenance Costs

Demarcation - 200 miles @ t 3

Reservoirs
Wells/mills
Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, Lube, Fuel
Labor

Maintenance Sub-Total

600
UOO
260
I4OO

1,U00
3,000
2,600

L 8,660

Annual Recurrent Costs - Grand Total t ll,29li

($ 31,620)
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YOLA PROJECT

Description

The general area is located approximately 260 miles southeast of

Baachi, lying northeast of the town of Yola. It is in Adamawa
Province. The area is within the Sub-Sudan vegetative zone.
Average elevation is 1,000 feet. Proposed size is 200 square
miles.

Date for initiation of the Yola grazing scheme is 1971. Location
will be dependent upon final need and organizational requirements.
The site is a. long distance from existing BLM/PASA headquarters with
adequate living facilities. It is considered that the northern
provinces are of higher priority for establishment of reserves. A
northern province project of similar scope is preferred as a sub-

stitute for this proposal.

Proposed Program

The management program will follow the general pattern established

on the existing projects, with use of the technical recommendations

outlined in this report.
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YOLA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM - 1968-73

Demarcation - 130 miles @ t l5 (pounds) -fc 1,950
Reservoirs - l6 each for 112,000 cu. yd. l6,000
Wells

a. R/M gr. cont. qtrs. - 1 ea. 500
b. Guard qtrs. - 1 ea. 500
c. Treatment Center - 1 ea. 500
d. Ranges - h ea. 2,000
e. Surface Instal. - 7 ea. 1,1|00

Project Cost Sub-Total i 22,8^0

Buildings
a. R/M officer qtrs. - lea. 3,000
b. R/M ass't. qtrs. - 1 ea. 2,000
c. Gr. cont. ass't. - 1 ea. 1,000
d. Guard qtrs. - 1 site 3,000
e. Clinic - 1 ea. --.^ 600
f. Treatment Center - 1 ea. 3,000
g. Recreation Room - 1 ea. 600
h. Horse Stables - 1 ea. 700

Buildings Sub-Total t, 13,900

Equipment Required:

1 ea. D-7 w/Dozer lU,000
1 ea. I;35E Scraper 12,500
1 ea. Grader, series No. 12 5,000
2 ea. Tractors (rubber tire) and wagons 2,800
1 ea. l^ton Truck 2,000
2 ea. ^ton Truck 2,000
1 ea. ^ton Jeep 1,000
2 ea. 3/Ii-ton Truck 2,U00
1 ea. Trailer House and Generator 1,6^0

Equipment Sub-Total i U3,350

Capital Costs -Grand Total fc 80,100

($ 22U,280)
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TOLA MNUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GOM Staffing Required

Position No. Positions Annua1 Salary Total

Provincial Range
Officer 1 •i 660 -ir 660

Livestock Supt. 1 660 660
R/M Ass'ts. 2 198 396
Grazing Gont. Ass'ts. 2 156 312
Fire Control Officer 1 156 156
Clerk Typists 1 213 213
Work Supervisor 1 273 273
Mechanics 1 225 225
Vehicle Drivers 2 129 258
Engineer Ass ' ts. 1 156 156

Personnel Sub-Total i 3,309

Annual Maintenance Costs

Demarcation - 130 miles @ -t 3 (pounds)

Reservoirs
Well/mill
Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, fuel, lube

Labor

Maintenance Sub-Total

390
UOO
160
300

1,200
2,600
2,U00

i 7,U50

Annual Recurrent Costs - Grand Total -i 10,759
($ 30,125)
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FAIINGA PROJECT

Description

The general area is located approximately 380 miles southeast of

Jos, lying east of the town of Serti. It is in Sardauna Province.
The area is within the Derived Sa.vaima.h vegetative zone. Average
elevation is 2,000 feet. Proposed size is 300 square miles.

Date for initiation of the Falinga grazing scheme is 1971. Location
will be dependent upon final need and organizational requirements.
No suitable road exists into the area at present. The site is a

long distance from existing BLM/PASA headquarters with adequate
living facilities. It is considered that the northern provinces
are of higher priority for establishment of reserves. A northern
province project of similar scope is proposed as a. substitute for

this proposal.

Proposed Program

The management program will follow the general pattern established
on the existing projects, with use of the technical recommendations

outlined in this report.
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FALINGA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM - 1968-73

Demarcation - 200 miles @ L 15 (pounds) -h 3^000
Reservoirs - 2ii each for 168,000 cu. yd. 21;, 000
Wells

a. R/M Gr. Cont. Ass't. Qtrs. - 1 ea 500
b. Guard Qtrs. - 2 ea. 1,000
c

.

Treatment Center - 1 ea 500
d. Ranges - 9 ea. 1;,500

e. Surface Instal. - 5 ea. 3,^00
Road Construction (access to project) - 25 miles 25,000

Project Costs Sub-Total t 62,000

Buildings:

a. R/M officer qtrs. - 1 ea. 3,000
b. R/M Ass't qtrs. - 1 ea. 2,000
c. Gr. cont. ass't. - 2 ea. 2,000
d. Guard qtrs. - 2 sites 6,000
e. Clinic - 1 ea. 600
f. Treatment center - 1 ea. 3jOOO

g. Recreation Room - 1 ea. 600
h. Horse Stables - 2 ea. 1,U00

Building Sub-Total i l8,600

Equipment Required

1 ea. D-7 w/Dozer lU,000
1 ea. U35E Scraper 12,500
1 ea. Grader, series No. 12 5jOOO
2 ea. Tractor (rubber tire) and Wagon 2,800
1 ea. l^^ton Truck 2,000
2 ea. ^ton Truck 2,000
2 ea. 5^ ton Jeep 2,000
2 ea. 3/U-ton Truck 2,U00
1 ea. Trailer House and Generator 1,650

Equipment Sub-Total L 1;U,350

Capitol Costs Grand Total 4t-12U,950

($ 3li9,860)
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FALINGA AMUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GOM Staffing Required

Position No. Positions

Provincial Range Officer 1

Livestock Supt. 1

R/M Ass'ts. 3

Grazing Cont. Ass'ts. 3

Fire Control Officer 1

Clerk Typists 1

Storekeeper 1

Work Supervisor 1

Mechanics 1

Vehicle Drivers 2

Personnel Sub-Total

Annual Salary Total

i, 660 h 660
660 660
198 591;

156 1;68

156 156
213 213

198 198

273 273

225 225
129 258

i 3,705

Annual Maintenance Costs

Demarcation - 200 miles @ i 3

Road Maintenance - UO miles @ -ii l5

Reservoirs
Well
Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, fuel, lube

Labor

Maintenance Sub- Total

600
600
Uoo
60

Uoo
1,600
3,200
2,800

i 9,660

Annual Recurrent Costs Grand Total i 13,365

($ 37,U20)
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Temporary Fulani camp. Note burro and chickens.
Chickens are carried from one camp site to another
as the livestock are moved about. The diet of the

Fulani people is largely a gruel of sour milk and
ground grain.
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VIII. ESTABLISHMENT OF GRAZING RESERVES IN NORTHERN NIGERIA

There are 299,000 square miles or 191,360,000 acres in Northern
Nigeria. Of this area there were 26,006 square miles or 16,6)42, 000

acres in Gazetted Forest Reserves and Commercial Forestry Areas as of

the 31st of March, 1965. This is 9.2^ of the total area. An ad-

ditional U,950 square miles were proposed as Forest Reserves as of

that same date. It is estimated that there is at least 100,000,000
acres in Northern Nigeria that can be considered grazing land. This

includes the grazing land in the Forest Reserves.

The Forest Reserves comprise the only major reservation of public
lands for public management purposes. Other laws provide for reserving
lands for public purposes. The Wild Animal Law of I963 provides for
the constituting of a game reserve. These areas have been set aside
as game reserves, the Yankari, the Lame and the Borgu -- all within
existing Forest Reserves.

The Grazing Reserves La.w for Northern Nigeria was passed in 1965.
It is a. law for the constitution, preservation and control of grazing
reserves and for purposes connected therewith. It provides for re-
serving and managing lands a.s a. Government and Native Authority
grazing reserve. The following lands may be constituted as a grazing
reserve

:

(a) Lands at the disposal of Government or native lands;
(b) any lands in respect of which it appears to the Ministry of

Animal and Forest Resources that grazing on such lands should
be protected or reserved or grazing management should be

practiced.

A Native Authority may, by order made with the approval of the

Minister, constitute as a native authority grazing reserve any land
lying within the area of its jurisdiction.

The Grazing Reserve Law provides for notification of intention to

create reserves for the general purposes of Government or for the
particular use and benefit of the public. The notice (Gazetting)
must describe the area proposed for a grazing reserve. The law
provides for the hearing of claims and compensation of valid rights
or claims. Provisions are included for appeal from decisions of
officials. Present procedures in the establishment of Native Auth-
ority and Government grazing reserves involve 23 steps.
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During the period between the dates of the publication of the first
notice and of the order constituting a reserve no right shall be
acquired on the land other than by permit.

The reserve must be described by the outside boundaries. Areas
may be excluded from the reserve in which claims are recognized.
These exclusions may be enclaves within the boundaries of a reserve.

After grazing reserve has been constituted, the Government may
order a government grazing reserve or any part thereof de-reserved,
or in other words, cease to be a reserve or part of a reserve. A
Native Authority may by order, with the approval of the Ministry,
direct that any lands or any part of a NA Grazing Reserve cease
to be a reserve or a part of such reserve.

The law provides for making regulations to carry out the law.

Matters included are: who may use the reserve; numbers and type
of livestock permitted; areas which may be used and times when they
may be used; issuance of grazing permits and prescribing fees;
regulation of management generally and prescribing the activities
which may be carried on therein; and imposition of penalties for

breach of any regulations.

The law in effect provides the authority to manage the land for

grazing and other purposes. It also allows for the land to be re-

classified, excluded from the reserve, and made available for a

higher use. Such other uses may be for cropland, for residential
use or for industrial use if the need in the public interest arises.

Of the estimated 100,000,000 acres of grazing land in Northern
Nigeria there are approximately 90,000,000 acres that are now un-

reserved and are potential grazing reserves.

There have been no grazing reserves constituted as of this date.

Five are proposed as government grazing reserves. Wase Grazing

Reserve in Plateau Province and Yautare in Bauchi are presently

being circulated in gazetting procedure. There are over 600 grazing

reserves presently proposed under the Native Authority. These

involve over 1,000,000 acres and are, in most instances, only in

the proposal stages.

How these reserves are developed and constituted may determine the

ultimate success or failure of a public land management program

for Northern Nigeria. The procedure for review, for settlement of

rights, for appeal and for final approval have been developed in

considerable detail.

It must be recognized that at the beginning the most important part

of establishing grazing reserves is to set them up into manageable

units

.
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Consideration must be given to future uses of the land such as ex-
pansion of cropland areas, watershed values, forestry, recreation,
wildlife, mining, residential and industrial uses. Guidelines should
be developed for analyzing all of these resources in an area. Con-
sideration should be given to include the entire area, that needs to

be included in a management unit. Small tracts adjoining the proposed
reserves that need to be included as part of a management unit should
not be excluded. These exclusions could become problem areas and
detract from the efficient management of the grazing reserves.

Where there is a need for grazing and other land use management, the

fact that the area is infested by tsetse fly should not restrict the

establishment of grazing reserves. Grazing reserves can be managed
to meet all needs in a balanced manner including tsetse fly control
programs. The resource should not be allowed to deteriorate on the
dictate of solving one problem among many.

The grazing reserves must be coordinated with forest reserves in the
development of manageable units. Both the forestry and grazing pro-
grams are administered within the Ministry of Animal and Forest
Resources. This should facilitate coordination.

As the grazing reserve program is undertaken, there will be a need
for regulations covering their administration and operation. Ex-
perience gained from the management and operation of the existing
five grazing schemes can be very helpful in the development of the
needed regulations.

It is not considered necessary that facilities for management be
available at the time of grazing reserve establishment. The establish-
ment will provide a legal basis and will place the area in a position
for management when management is inaugurated.

Assistance in the technical aspects could be of tremendous help to
the Ministry and Native Authority officials. Establishment of

grazing reserves is a new program for Northern Nigeria. Assistance
by personnel who have experience and training in the integration of
land uses for purposes of public land management are needed. Once
guidelines are developed and a pattern established, this assistance
can be phased out. Grazing is now the most important land use of the
non-cropland areas. Personnel providing technical assistance should
have a good background both in experience and training in range
management. They should also be capable of recognizing the value of
resources other than grazing and how these resources fit into a public
land management program.
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PROPOSAL FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
GRAZING RESERVES

It is the team's recommendation that technical assistance be pro-
vided GONN under the BLM/PASA agreement of AID in the establishment
of grazing reserves.

1. A minimum of three resource management specialists should be
provided, beginning January 1, 1968.

2. The specialists must be a part of the ELM team. The program
must be under the overall supervision of the BLM team leader.

3. One of the three specialists should have the technical responsi-
bility for this part of the AID program. He will act as the
principal staff specialist for grazing reserves to the BLM team
leader. He will provide technical supervision and guidance to

the other grazing reserve specialists. He must work closely
with all GONN, NA and other officials who may be involved in the

establishment of grazing reserves.

h. The five existing projects will serve as guides in the develop-
ment of technical criteria as applicable.

5. It is recommended that the principal staff specialist for grazing
reserves be stationed at Kaduna. The other two specialists to

be stationed at Kano and Bauchi. The location of these two field
specialists may need to be reanalyzed as the work load develops.
Consideration should also be given to availability of living
facilities.

6. Nigerian counterparts to the BLM/PASA team would be needed. The

appropriate personnel at the Ministry level, and perhaps the

Principal Forestry or Veterinary Officer at the field level would

provide the needed correlation.

7. The priority for work in establishing grazing reserves should be

determined by the priority given in establishing new grazing pro-

jects. Our recommendation for priority is in the following order:

1. Complete the establishment of grazing reserves on the existing

five projects as needed, 2. Bornu, 3. Tangaza, U. Kachia,

5. and 6. two additional projects, 7. Tsetse-free areas in the

north belt of Provinces based upon resource management needs,

8. Plateau Province, 9. other Provinces as management needs

dictate, including tsetse infested areas.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS - TECHNICAL

1. Vegetation and Livestock Grazing

Conclusion is that there is no reason for delaying initiation of range
management — that is, manipulation of the livestock to satisfy plant
requirements for sustained and maximum production. Range management
is an important, if not the most important, phase of the whole natural
resource management program. Continued existence of available forage
resource is basic. Therefore, when a number of factors are discussed
and practiced in the operation of a grazing scheme, such as demarca-
tion, animal husbandry, range development, burning, etc., it is as
easy, and much more timely, to also include practical range management.
Expectedly, many practices cannot become fully operative over a short
period of time. However, if they are a part of the original scheme,
if they are discussed and explained at the same time as other cor-
related activities, they at least become known and all concerned
have knowledge of such.

a . Grazirig System

A simple system of deferred rotational grazing is recommended. This
should be introduced into all projects now, to implant the correct
concept of what range management really is, and why it is a necessary
part of the project. The importance of control and management of
livestock, in conjunction with any range development, particularly
water development, cannot be over emphasized. Range inanagement is
not difficult nor does it have to be highly intensive to be effective.
Rotational use of growing season pastures 1) insures continuance of
the grass stand by maintaining vigor and allowing for reproduction;
2) increases capacity for grazing over a continuous method; 3) avoids
the detrimental effects of selective grazing; k) aids in keeping
scrub growth down by holding grass vigor high; 5) allows for a burn-
ing program by accumulation of a dense grass stand, for any land
program objective; 6) allows for plant protection following controlled
burning; 7) aids in soil protection by reducing runoff and increasing
groundflow, and 8) aids in maintaining wildlife habitat.

Rotation may be designed to meet the particular needs of the grazing
project area. Basic treatment may include use of a pastiure during
the growing season for two years in a row then rest the third year,
grazing every other year, or grazing only once every several years.
Andropogon gayanus, for instance, deteriorates and is less palatable
when it becomes rank from undergrazingo However, as intensity of
use of a pasture increases, more recovery time is required. Varia-
tion or modification depends primarily on objectives -- that is, what
is to be accomplished in manipulation of the vegetation. Condition
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of the range and controlled burning practices to be followed are two
primary factors.

b . Burning

It is absolutely necessary that indiscriminate, uncontrolled burning
be halted. This is necessary so that dry season or year round grazing
will be available '^ach year. On the other hand, a controlled burning
program on most of the project areas will be necessary to reduce scrub
growth and maintain a grass stand. A three year controlled burning
schedule has been recommended for the Northern Guinea Zone. A shorter
or longer cycle may be necessary in other locations, dependent upon the

existing vegetation.

Management and use of the same number of pastures as are involved

in the burning cycle are the simplest. On the existing projects,

four pasture ranges may be suitable, or these could be re-divided

into any number of units. The following schematic operations could

be applied:
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P?:^^^l^&#t^W^

Indiscriminate burning may be very harmful to

perennial grasses.

Left to right: Edward F. Spang, BLM Leader and
Jack A. Mcintosh, BLM Range Management Advisor.
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Three Pasture Deferred Rotational Grazin«

Treatment

A Graze during wet season
B Graze during the late dry season
C Bum, then graze during the early and mid dry season

(July-Sept)
(April-June)
(Oct-March)

Treatment Pasture
July-Sept

Apr-Jun Grazing Oct-Dec Jan-Mar
Season

Year

A

B

C

^ij:!::.

^://nii: .

Bum /:/ii.

1st

B

C

A

mm/:
Bum ':l\:.MM

2nd

C

A

B

Burn
'7

,
1

1 ,
'

/ . .

/

iiimin
III. Ill: .

\

3rd

m Graze
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Four Pasture Deferred Rotational Grazing

Treatment

A Graze during the wet season
B Graze during the late dry season
G Burn, then graze during the early and mid dry seasons

D Treat as desired (graze when forage is needed, com-
plete or partial rest, controlled burning, etc.)

(July-Sept)
(April-June)
(Oct-March)

Treatment Pasture

A 1

B 2

C 3

D h

Grazing
Season

Graze

Apr-June Jul-Sept Oct-Dec Jan-Mar

^MM.'
^m:

Burn ^///Jj/i
/

,

Graze or defer as needed

Year

1st

B 1

C 2

D 3

A \x

Burn
i { I i

Graze or defer as needed

/ ^ ' y ^'

V~7^
A '////:/

2nd

c 1

D 2

A 3

B U

Burn V/M.
:

^/y/-

Graze or defeir as needed

'(/// '

^"#

3rd

D 1

A 2

B 3

C \x

Graze or defer as needed

mm>
Burn m/y

l;th
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A strong educational approach needs to be taken to emphasize the
needs, and reasons, for grazing systems and controlled burning,
and the procedures to be followed for a certain scheme. These
subjects should be introduced and explained in detail to the N. A.
and grazing council for further dissemination to livestock raisers.
Livestock extension, annual field days, and participation of the
Livestock Services Training Center trainees could be used in
educational training. Use of the cinema van and inexpensive mimeo-
graphed sheets printed both in English and Hausa would be most
beneficial

.

The following time schedule, by growing (wet) season year, for full
implementation of intensive grazing and controlled burning is
recommended:

Katsina 1968
Sokoto 1969
Wase 1970
Yautare 1970
Udubo 1970

Control

Full control of burning, and of livestock numbers and movements will
be necessary. Good progress has been obtained in reducing indiscrim-
inate burning. Control of livestock movements has been started.
These efforts should be continued and intensified.

d. Range Studies

Range management studies need to be implemented so that management
procedures can eventually be evaluated. It is strongly recommended
that help from the experiment station at Shika (Institute for
Agricultural Research, Samaru) be solicited in devising procedures
for condition, trend and utilization, or, for conducting such studies.
Actual use may be difficult to determine, at least at the present
time. However, grazing fee tabulations, or ear tagging will provide
the best figures available, at least for the beginning of the season.

Every effort should be made to initiate range studies. Basic trend
studies should be started on all projects as soon as possible. On
those schemes where sufficient controls exist, other studies should
be started in 1968.

e. Land Treatment

Management should be of the existing vegetation. The present vegeta-

tive cover is adequate to begin management. No range seeding or other

practice is needed at this time. If improvement in condition is

needed, this can in most cases be accomplished with the existing

vegetation.
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2. Livestock Production

a. Feeding of Supplements and Salting

Feeding of protein supplements such as cottonseed and groundnut cake
to livestock during the dry season grazing period should continue to

be encouraged. Providing the supplemental feed to the permitted live-
stock on a. percentage cost basis as an incentive should be continued.
As the livestock owner recognizes the value of supplemental feeding
his percentage cost can be increased. The present practice of en-
couraging additional use of mineralized salt should be continued. The
Native Authorities should plan to establish a. program for providing
supplemental feeds and salt.

During the dry season period more supplemental feeding in such forms
as legume hay or as haulms of groundnuts should be encouraged. Per-
sonnel involved in extension work can assist in this program.

b

.

Improving Livestock Quality

Efforts should be made to improve the quality of livestock. In

general such efforts should be confined to native breeds. More
attention should be given to selection of breeding animals. This

is particularly true in the case of bulls. The best bulls should
be selected for breeding and there should be an exchange of bulls
between herds. Young bulls not needed as breeders should be

castrated as long as all animals are run together. It is recom-
mended that excess older bulls be sold and not kept in the herd.

Non-productive and poor quality cows should be culled and sold for
beef. Increasing the tax on bulls can be used as an incentive to
castrate or sell such bulls. A higher tax should be assessed bulls
over cows and steers.

Local range livestock committees or advisory groups can assist in
the promotion of improving livestock quality. Range management
regulations can be developed to help toward these objectives.

c. Increasing Calf Crops

The type of range management that will increase the number of
calves raised to weaning age should be encouraged. Reducing the
amount of trailing practiced by cattlemen will reduce loss of
calves as the result of long treks. Other practices if followed,
such as stricter culling and improved nutrition of both cow and
calf will increase percent of calves weaned.
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d. Cooperation with Disease and Insect Control Activities

Range management schemes should be coordinated with disease and insect
control programs. Establishment of veterinary centers and clinics
can be of considerable help in protecting the health and well being
of animals. Without disease and insect control range management
programs cannot succeed.

e. Improved Milk Production

Nearly all of the milk comes from range cows. What has been said
in the way of supplemental feeding, improvement of livestock quality,
increased calf crop and disease and insect control will be reflected
as much or more in improved milk production as in improved beef
production. Until farm type dairying is developed, range cattle will
continue to be the prime source of milk and milk production.

f

.

Research and Livestock Management Demonstrations

Information obtained from such institutes as the Shika Station, at

Samaru or the Bornu Ranch should be correlated with animal husbandry
recommendations on the grazing schemes, whenever possible.

3 . Soil and Watershed

Soil and watershed considerations are basic to a proper land manage-
ment program. A complete land management program for forest and/or

grazing reserves will generally provide full soil conservation and

water needs. In certain cases, specific emphasis with specialized

conservation practices may be required. Responsibility for conserva-

tion programs should be with the grazing scheme administration.

a

.

Program Needs

Specifically, there is a need to closely analyze soil and moisture

effects to determine what real problems, if any, exist, and what

additional steps are necessary for correction.

b. Demarcation

Demarcation construction and maintenance requires further study. Pos-

sibilities lie in the use of soil sterilants or some type of natural

vegetation for boundary marking, or improvement in engineering (i.e.,

building up road beds and better drainage).
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Wadara cow. Mando Road, Kaduna, Nigeria. Bornu

ranch is building up a herd of Wadara cattle for

breed improvement. June 1967
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c. Considerations

Probably the greatest immediate threat to soil and moisture resources
is grazing practices outside of grazing reserves near population
sites. Grazing of numerous small herds owned by settled people around
and adjacent to enclaves and villages will or do require considerable
forage supply. As areas of settlement grow, and cattle numbers in-
crease, demand for feed will rise. Unless sufficient managed grazing
areas are allocated, or livestock owners are forced to graze within
controlled reserves, depletion of ground cover and soil resources
will occur. This should be given strong consideration in the establish-
ment and administration of grazing reserves.

4. Establishment of Grazing Reserves

a. Guidelines for Establishment

Improved guidelines should be developed for use in the establishment
of grazing reserves. This is particularly important in the technical
aspects of resource management. The success or failure of a public
land management program can depend on how the land is analyzed and
classified and how the reserves are finally constituted. The
initial analysis should include all of the public land in a given
area in order to obtain the best possible management unit.

b. Technical Assistance

Assistance by specialists who have experience and training in resource
analysis, resource management, and coordination of land uses for

public land management is needed. As a minimum three such specialists

are recommended to be added to the BLM/PASA team by January 1, 1968.

These positions are shown on the chart of personnel requirements. It

is of utmost importance that these positions be filled with well

qualified individuals with experience in land management.

c. Guidelines for Management

Basic policy, necessary administrative organization and personnel

responsibilities must be more fully developed for grazing reserves.

Regulations for management are also needed. Experience gained from the

present five grazing schemes will aid in developing these regulations.

The principal staff member of the "grazing reserve" specialists should

be able to work with officials at all levels and inaugurate new guide-

lines for grazing reserves.

d. Priority for Establishment of Grazing Reserves

The following priorities are recommended: 1) Existing five grazing

scheme projects; 2) the five proposed projects; 3) Tsetse free areas

in the north belt of Provinces; 4) Plateau Province; 5) Other

Provinces as management needs dictate including Tsetse infested areas.
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Grazing scene in Northern Nigeria at end of dry

season. This is a heavily used area. Note

condition of native cattle mostly of White Fulani

breeding. May 1967
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Any lack of management facilities by GONN or the N.A.s should not
restrict the "going ahead" on the establishment of grazing reserves.
Grazing reserves should be established prior to the implementation of
full management. Grazing reserves will provide the legal basis for
the necessary controls required for management.

5 . Administration

The needs for grazing projects and the total land management program
in regards to organization and policy, trained personnel, and regula-
tions have been emphasized. These programs are continuing and an
organization is required to insure their success once the country
assumes the entire responsibility. The following are recommendations
to aid in filling these needs.

a . Organization

The Ministry of Animal and Forest Resources (MAFR) should compile
basic policy, necessary administrative organization, and personnel
responsibilities. Review and recommendation furnished by BLM/PASA
would be desirable.

Close coordination is required between the veterinary medicine program
particularly the tsetse fly program and the range management program.
It is recommended that the entire program objectives of each program
be tolerant of other programs, in the interest of all of the country's
resources. The policy of one program should not necessarily dictate
the objectives of the other.

Use of advisory councils be continued and expanded to all projects.

This is an excellent practice. Role and responsibilities of such

groups should be defined.

Future importance of the grazing reserves program in Northern Nigeria

is very great. It is to the advantage of the country's natural

resource program that other branches of the Ministry, as well as

other Ministries, be fully aware of the program, its objectives and

needs. Full discussion of specific multiple use problems and programs

with the appropriate office, and an annual conference to discuss the program,

are examples of desirable actions.

To improve natural resources management in Northern Nigeria it is

suggested that MAFR be strengthened by some modification. Responsi-

bilities under the Permanent Secretary could be divided between
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Ungrazed grass, forest reserve near Tangaza.

Left to right: Alhaji Isa Anka, Walkili

Fulani, N.A. Range Officer, Sokoto Province;

Alhaji Tijani Malumfashi, Principal Livestock

Superintendent, Northern Nigeria; Alhaji Garba

Gusau, Secretary to Magajin Gari, N. A., Central

Office, Sokoto Province. May 24, 1967
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1) veterinary and animal husbandry affairs, and 2) land resources
management affairs. The chief of land resources management might
best supervise three major divisions devoted to public land reserves -

(1) establishment, (2) development, and (3) management. Each
division would be responsible for all phases of multiple use public
land resources -- grazing, forestry, watershed, minerals, wild life
and recreation. The establishment division would be primarily
responsible for classification and gazetting. Those in the develop-
ment division would be primarily responsible for construction and
maintenance of demarcation lines, range and forestry developments,
soil conservation structures, and other works. The management
division would develop plans and administer the management program
for all uses. Appropriate staffs under each division would be
required. A similar organizational structure would function at
the provincial level.

b. Personnel Training

Existing training programs are excellent and they should be continued
and expanded.

There is need for a second BLM/PASA instructor at the Livestock
Services Training Center, Mando Road, both to improve and to expand
training. There is a particular need for additional courses in the
plant sciences and ecology. Student enrollment in range management
should be increased to a minimum of 12 new students per year.
Present enrollment will only be sufficient for the existing five
demonstration projects and an additional five proposed projects.

All training should be broadened to multiple use natural resources
management education.

The number of students being formally trained in Resource Management

at Universities should be increased to a level of five per year

for the next 5 year period (1968 - 1972).

Recently trained personnel should receive further practical field

training on a grazing scheme with a developed management program.

In the land management profession, the importance of field experience,

coupled with education, cannot be over emphasized.

The Livestock Services Training Center graduates, after one year of

field experience, should be reviewed for additional training at a

formal institution.

Six: of the best qualified Livestock Services Training Center, Mando

Road, graduates should then be selected for intermediate or "diploma
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level" training. Intermediate level graduates should next be con-

sidered for university training.

Initiation of a natural resources management curriculum at Vom or

at Ahmadu Bello University, Sama.ru, is recommended for intermediate
level training. Development of a curriculum at ABU could eventually
lead into a full university degree level.

c. Regulations

The BLM/PASA compile basic necessary regulations and guidelines for
administration and operation of grazing reserves. They will be
submitted to MAFR during 1969, for review and issuance. They should
at least include grazing application and license, allocation of
privileges, fees, livestock trailing and trespass (livestock and
burning)

.

Operational procedure guidelines are needed for marking livestock,
movements of livestock under a grazing system, trespass control,
identification of pastures, and controlled burning.

There should be an attempt to standardize the format used for grazing
applications and licenses (whether GOM, NA, or district issuance).
In cases of adjoining projects, such as Katsina. and Sokoto, as much
correlation as possible should be exercised in issuing licenses and
designating seasons of use — thus livestock control would be

simplified.

A livestock owner registration system, or official grazing fee payment
record, should be initiated. Such should be used for establishing
priority for grazing privileges within reserves. Eventually, most
grazing on wildland areas will probably occur within managed reserves,
and forage supplies will be limited. Priority for use can be given
to those who have grazed their herds within reserves for a period
of time. A firm policy on priority may be a further inducement for
Fulani participation and cooperation. However, priority should not be

extended to imply a perpetual and unalterable right to use in a

reserve.

In those projects where grazing fees for cattle are charged it is

recommended that sheep and goats also be charged a fee at a ratio
of 1 to 10. Thus, the present fee of 1 shilling (li; cents) per
head of cattle would be charged for each 10 sheep or goats or fraction
thereof (for example 11 to 20 sheep would be charged 2 shillings).
This ratio is not based on relative food consumption or relative weight
of cattle to sheep and goats. It is based upon simplicity and the fact
that no gra.zing fees are charged for sheep or goats at the present time.
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Trailing permits should be issued to livestockmen wishing to trail
through a reserve. A fee should be charged, the route of travel
specified, and a time limit designated. Heavy penalty for violation
should be imposed. It is recommended that no designated livestock
trails be established within the present schemes.

Efforts to control trespass burning should be continued and intensi-
fied. Livestock control and trespass is also a very necessary part
of the management program. However, to better accustom the Pulani
to grazing reserves and regulations, it is suggested that penalty
for livestock trespass at least be minimized on new projects under
development. A simple explanation of reasons for regulation, rather
than penalty at this time, may prove to be more beneficial. Patrol-
men, for instance, should be fully advised and trained in this
respect.

Pasture identification, by signing, is needed. A standardized
signing program for grazing reserves is recommended. An easily
identified standard design sign of durable material, for ranges and
pastures, is suggested. This will make pasture identification easier
in the movement of livestock under a grazing system, in controlled
burning schedules, and for other multiple use programs.

6. Social and Educational Factors

The population will be more centralized and intensified adjacent to

and within the projects as time goes on. This will result mainly
from settlement of the Fulani and from an influx from outlying areas

to make use of the new markets. The result will be a greater need

for suitable residential, commercial, and agricultural lands located

where they best fit in with the over -all land-use system. It also

presents a need for planned public facilities. These are important

considerations in the establishment of grazing reserves under the

1965 law.

We recommend that for all future programs, including the establishment

of grazing reserves, the above listed land -use requirements be fully

provided as a part of the project. We further recommend very close

cooperative efforts with other Ministries in planning for and provid-

ing appropriate public facilities.
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7 . Project and Personnel Schedule

Land Management Date Counterpart to

Project Name Assume Operating Management

Sokoto July 1, 1969
Wase July 1, 1969
Katsina July 1, 1970
Yautare July 1, 1970
Udubo July 1, 1970
Bornu
Tangaza
Kachia
Yola or Alternate
Falangi or Alternate

Beginning Date
For New Project

July 1, 1967
July 1, 1970
July 1, 1970
July 1, 1971

July 1, 1971

Several factors were considered in recommending a schedule for beginning
dates for new projects and the date for the GONN counterpart assuming
operating management of a grazing scheme or land management project.

The Nigerian Government must eventually assume full management of its

public land. To realistically achieve this, Nigerian counterparts in

the field need to assume increasing responsibility of operations from

USAID-BLM resource specialist advisors.

a. Personnel Schedule GONN

The availability of trained and experienced Nigerian counterparts is

a definite limiting factor. At the present time there are two

diploma level graduates working for GONN on the existing projects.
No university graduates will be returning to Nigeria until 1969 when
four are scheduled for graduation. In 1970 another five are scheduled
to graduate. It is important that counterparts are available and
properly trained prior to inaugurating a new project. One year's
experience working as an understudy on an existing project after
graduation is considered as a minimum requirement. Transferring
graduates to other work rather than to projects will set back the
scheduling outlined above.

Mr. Abubakar and Mr. Laven should be in a position to assume operating
management of the Sokoto and Wase projects respectively by July 1,

1969. The four 1969 graduates will receive one year's experience on
existing projects. By July 1, 1970, one of them can assume operating
management responsibilities of the Katsina project and another of both
the Udubo and Yautare projects combined. The remaining two 1969

graduates can assist with starting two new projects--Tangaza and Kachia.
The five 1970 graduates can move to two new projects in 1971 and assist
with other existing projects including the Bornu project.
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b. Personnel Schedule AID

The present BLM team has sufficient work load in fulfilling its
responsibilities involved in the existing five projects. To broaden
out faster than the above schedule would jeopardize the success of
the existing projects. An additional range specialist will be needed
by July 1, 1970, in order to assist with existing projects and gain
experience before the two new projects are started in July 1, 1971.

After the counterparts assume operating management, BLM range
specialists will continue to act in an advisory capacity to them
until a phasing out time is determined. At the same time that the
BLM technicians are advising on the older projects they will be work-
ing on the new projects.

c

.

Bornu Project

Considerable range depletion has occurred in the "Bornu Bore Hole"
area. Work here should be undertaken as a direct approach to the
problem areas. A plan of action should be developed with action
initiated as soon as possible. There is a need for grazing and land
use controls. A demonstration project of 400 square miles in the
present "Bornu Bore Hole" area is proposed.

d. Proposed Projects

The proposed Yola project is in Adamawa Province. The proposed
Felingi project is in the Sardauna Province. Both proposals are of
considerable distance from the present work of the BLM/PASA team.
Communications and travel distances would be obstacles in the way of
operating efficiency. Living conditions for BLM technicians would
be poor. It is recommended that alternate projects for the Yola and
Felingi Projects be selected in the northern tier of Provinces. This
would simplify communications and travel and would avoid moving the

location of present BLM personnel. There remain many areas in the

northern part of Northern Nigeria without projects where interest is

high and demonstration of management is required. These should be

given priority over Yola and Felingi. Management would be similar

and costs of development would be comparable.

It is recommended that Tangaza and Kachia Projects be scheduled

No. 7 and 8 respectively.

8 . Personnel Requirements BLM/PASA

The work of the present BLM team should be limited at this time to

the existing five projects to assure their success and eventual

takeover by GONN and NA personnel.
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a. Heavy Equipment Specialist

Two new positions are urgently needed at this time. First is a
second Heavy Equipment Specialist at Jos, A large part of the present
equipment (75 pieces of machinery and equipment) is unuseable because
of lack of repairs. This is due to several factors, 1) insufficient
qualified operators, 2) skilled mechanical help not available from
local sources, 3) insufficient training and h) lack of maintenance
and repair. The fourth factor is a result of the first three. The
present Heavy Equipment Specialist must spend most of his time in
the field. Little time is left to work in the shop at Jos and train
Nigerians. Commercial facilities are not adequate and, even if they
were, this would not allow the eventual takeover of the work by
Nigerians. A second Heavy Equipment Specialist is urgently needed
to fill this gap.

b. Prograin Assistant

The second position needed at this time is a Program Assistant for
the Team Leader. As pointed out, the Soil and Watershed activity -

needs more emphasis. This would be the primary responsibility of
this position. Assistance is also needed for many of the program
details now taking the time of the Team Leader. It would allow the
Team Leader more time for doing supervisory work and giving technical
guidelines to other team members.

c. Fire Protection Specialist or Economist Not Needed at This Time

Setting up a Fire Protection Specialist would be premature at this
time. A strong fire prevention program and educational program to

prevent burning is needed. For the present this can best be con-
ducted by the Ministry, Native Authorities, and the present BLM
technicians.

There is no immediate need for a full time economist on the BLM
team. An economist should be a part of the feasibility team
scheduled for the Fall of 1970.

d. Resource Management Specialists at Maiduguri, Bornu Province

The range management specialist stationed at Maiduguri and working
in Bornu Province is a direct AID employee. It is recommended that
this position should be transferred as soon as possible as part of
the BLM/PASA team. The BLM team should be responsible for all of
the range management technical program of AID in Northern Nigeria.
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e

.

Instructor at the Livestock Services Training Center

The second BLM/PASA instructor needed at the Livestock Services
Training Center, Mando Road, is for providing additional course work
in the plant sciences and in plant ecology. With the expansion of

the range management program training must be accelerated to keep
pace. The lack of sufficient trained personnel is now a limiting
factor to expansion and could become further limiting.

f

.

Resource Management Specialists (Grazing Reserves )

The need for technical assistance in setting up Grazing Reserves has

been pointed out. Three resource management specialists are recom-
mended as the minimum number required. The assistance will involve
developing technical guidelines and procedures. They should act

only in an advisory capacity but must work closely with GONN and

NA officials at the time the Grazing Reserves are being established.

It is of utmost importance that these three positions be filled with
well qualified individuals experienced in land management. This is

particularly true of the principal staff specialist at Kaduna. He

will be working with officials at all levels and at the same time

inaugurating a new phase of the program. Without well qualified

individuals experienced in land management this program should not

be attempted.

g

.

Additional Resource Management Specialist

An additional resource specialist will be needed by July 1, 1972.

This is based upon the expansion to a total of ten projects. This

need is explained under Project Schedule.

h. Consultants

As the technical assistance program in range management progresses

there will be a need to review and assess the program. The progress

made should be analyzed. It is recommended that a three man study

team consisting of three experts in range management, soil and

watershed, and economics be scheduled for the fall of 1970 (Sept-

Dec). This should be a 90 day assignment. In addition to analyzing

what has been done they should recommend on what, if anything, should

be done for the next five years (1973 - 1978). In addition to the

above qualifications the specialists should represent backgrounds in

multiple use resource management, animal husbandry and land classi-

fication-

Techniques and methodology for range studies such as actual livestock

use, forage utilization, vegetative trend, and livestock production

studies must be developed. Such studies are essential to evaluate
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the effectiveness of management and to assist the technicians in

making adjustments to plans. The BLM technicians will be developing
techniques and procedures for such studies. It is recommended that

an expert or consultant in this field be detailed for 90 days to

evaluate the progress and advise on future action.

In addition to evaluating the study program there is a need for

evaluating progress of the Livestock Services Training Center,
Mando Road, as to its range management curricula. The review should
be concerned with the extent to which the school is meeting its

objectives. This evaluation can be combined with the evaluation of
studies and performed by the same individual. A schedule of
September - December 1968 is recommended.

There is provision made for an additional consultant in the Fall of
1969 (September - December) for 90 days, TDY. Consultants can be
very helpful in evaluating overall progress and advising on problems
that may develop. Additional consultants may be added as the need
arises by amending the BLM/PASA.
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Open woodland area in the Northern Guinea zone.

Study team members left to right: Ernest Kemmis,
Carl McCrillis and Gene M. F. Dubois.
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X. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - EXISTING PROJECTS

This portion of the report deals with the benefits attributable to
the existing range management projects, together with the costs
involved in bringing about these benefits.

In computing the benefit-cost ratio, an interest rate is selected
to discount both the benefits and costs to a common time base,
since they are not evenly distributed over the period of analysis.
The interest rate selected for this analysis is 7%, which is based
on the rate paid in Nigeria on long-term development bonds, as
follows

:

Bonds maturing in 1974 yield 57o
•I II .. 1932 M

5;^y^

II II .. 1937 ., 5-3/4%
II 11 1. ]_992 .. 67^

Thus a bond maturing in 25 years yields approximately 67o. The per-
iod of analysis used in this report is 50 years; hence a TU rate is

considered reasonable for a 50-year period.

BENEFITS

The economic returns resulting from the five range management proj-
ects are based on the physical responses outlined in the technical
sections of the report. Five general benefit categories have been
recognized: Livestock and milk production, social and educational,
wildlife habitat and recreation, soil and moisture conservation,
and forestry. Each category will be discussed and analyzed sepa-
rately.

1. Livestock and Milk Production

These benefits are based on the following projected physical

responses within the project areas:

a) An average stocking rate of .75 acres per Animal Unit

Month within 10 years after each project is initiated.

b) A change in basic cattle herd composition, both in

male- female ratios and in age distribution.

c) Lower death rates among all age classes.

d) Better animal production.
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stocking Rates

None of the projects are stocked at the indicated average of .75

acres/AUM at present., This level is not practical before projects
are established, due to lack of permanent water and management
aimed at proper livestock distribution. As soon as livestock can
be properly controlled and water supplies are developed to corre-
spond with range use intended, the five projects should support a

total of about 139,000 animal units. This is anticipated within a

period of 10 years after each project is initiatedo The estimates
by project are as follows:

Project

Katsina
Sokoto
Wase
Yautare
Udubo

Totals

Estimated
Present Use
(Animal Units)

21,000
10,000
19,000
2,000
16,000
68,000

Projected Use
(Animal Units)

36,700
42,700
33,000
7,560

18,000

Percent of
Total

138,760

26,.5

30,.8

23,.8

5,.5

13,.4

100

The total anticipated increase of nearly 71,000 AU ' s could be
achieved either through an increase in the herds presently using
the project areas, or through an influx of other operators from
outside. The projects which have been in existence for some time
have been receiving an influx of operators from outside, but there
appears to be no appreciable increase in average herd size. This
is considered the most probable trend for all projects, since herd
size has traditionally been limited to what a family can manage
through herding without other means of control, such as fencing.
Although sheep and goats are very important in the livestock
industry, market data was insufficient to analyze the probable
effects for this component. Therefore, the entire livestock
analysis is expressed in terms of cattle production.

Herd Composition

The key to obtaining increased benefits from livestock lies not
so much in increasing cattle numbers per se, as in changing the
composition of the basic herd as it now exists. Published reports
vary as to average herd composition, death losses, and slaughter,
but we have been able to construct a reasonable estimate from a

combination of published data and the team's findings while in

Nigeria

.
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For example, most reports agree that the average male-female ratio
in Nigerian cattle herds is about half and half. This was also the
conclusion of the study team after its tours in the field. Other
basic findings are that age classes range up to 14 years, average
calf drop is about 677o of the total number of mature females,
average death loss for all age groups after birth ranges between
15 and 20%, and annual sales involve about 8. 5% of total cattle
numbers. The male-female ratio in sales is about 80-20 and median
age at slaughter is in the 7 to 8 year age class.

Death loss data is most varied in published reports, averaging
about 87o for cattle over one year of age. Werhan, et . al., estimate
as much as 117„ death rate in cattle one year of age and over. We
estimate the death loss at 16% for all age groups after birth.
This appears to be the only logical conclusion when one considers
the relatively low percentage of females being sold, in combination
with the relatively low calving rate.

We have heard much about the Fulani's reluctance to market cattle,
and that high cattle numbers are cherished for status reasons.
Upon close examination of average herd composition, it is our belief
that, while this could be one factor, there are probably other
important reasons why more cattle are not being sold. In most
instances, the Fulani probably have no choice in the matter. It

seems reasonable that virtually all the calf crop must be devoted
to replacing older age classes in face of high death losses, and
very little culling of productive females is possible in the upper
age groups, if the herd is to be maintained.

Much the same reasoning can be applied to the male portion of the

herd, even though this is where the bulk of the market animals are

derived. When small herd size and poor animal condition and high
death rate are taken into account, we can understand the necessity

of maintaining at least 25% of the herd in mature bulls. And if

death losses in males are anything similar to that in females, then

it is reasonable that virtually all of the bull calves must be kept

for replacements.

It is our conclusion, then, that the most probable regional herd

composition is about as illustrated in Figure 1. Table I shows

numbers and percentages by age class of herds before project initi-

ation. We would hasten to add that the Fulani's ability to maintain

such a delicate natural balance in the face of adverse conditions

is an indication of true skill in animal husbandry.

Figure 2 represents the projected effects of the projects on herd

composition. Death rates will decline from the present 16%
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average to about 97o. The absence of trailing will have a great
impact on reducing the death loss for all age classes. Better
range forage and health care will further diminish death losses
from starvation and disease. Increased animal vigor and grazing
conditions will cause average annual calf drop to increase from
the present 677o to 757o of females age 2 and above. Because of
lower death rates, fewer bull replacements will be required, and
because of increased animal health and vigor, mature bull require-
ments to service the herd will be only 157c,, rather than the present
257o of the total herd. The difference can be converted to breeding
cows

.

The combination of all these factors will have the net effect of
producing a surplus of calves over and above replacement needs, and
the Fulani will then have the choice of either marketing calves or
reducing the average age of the female herd by culling off the

higher age groups o This is a choice he presently does not have.
Figure 2 and Table 2 show the calves being marketed at weaning age.
Regardless of how the surplus is handled, increased culling in the
higher female age groups will be made possible through lower death
losses alone. This will have a great impact on the proportion of
mature females offered for slaughter.

Milk is of vital importance to the Fulani, both as their main food
supply and as a commodity for use in exchange for other goods. One
of the study team's chief concerns has been the impact of the proj-
ects on the basic supply of milk for human consumption. The average
annual production has been estimated at 80 gallons per animal by
Arthur D. Little, Inc „

, in their 1966 report entitled "The Prospects
for an Expanding Dairy Industry in Plateau Province." This has been
further borne out by the findings of the study team. We further
believe that the average annual production will increase to at least
100 gallons per animal after the projects are initiated.

For our analysis, we have assumed that the primary source of milk
supply for human consumption comes from females which have lost
their calves, although some "robbing the calf" is known to occur.
From Table I, we see that an estimated total of 3,469 calves are
lost annually from the present regional herd, which will eventually
use the project areas. This is a total of 277,520 gallons annual
surplus for human consumption. From Table II, only 2,180 calves
are estimated to be lost for a surplus of 218,000 gallons. However,
an additional surplus will be available from the additional 20 gal-
lons per cow, for another 394,420 gallons (19,721 x 20). There-
fore, the net increase in marketable milk is estimated at 334,900
gallons. At the present sale price of 2/(28c) per gallon, this
would amount to an annual benefit of t33,490 ($93,772).
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Table; 1

Present Herd Comp(asltion Before Initi at ion of Proiects

Females* Males*

Death
Age Class Percent Number Percent Number Loss Slaughter

- 1 21 15,880 25 15,880 3,i;69 -

1 - 2 17 12,856 20 12,856 14,857 691;

2 - 3 13 9,831 15.

u

9,831 U,163 1,388

3 - U 10 7,562 12 7,562 2,081 2,081

h - 5 9 6,806 11 6,806 1,388 -

5 - 6 7 5,293 7 a,537 1,388 2,081

6 - 7 6 ii,537 5 3,025 69U 1,388

7 - 8 ii 3,025 2 1,512 1,0U1 1,73a

8 - 9 3.5 2,6U7 1 756 3U7 69U

9 - 10 3 2,269 0.6 378 3U7 3ii7

10 - 11 2. 25 1,701 - - 520 3U7

11 - 12 2 1,512 - - 17U -

12 - 13 1. 25 9U5 - - 520 -

13 - Ih

["otal

1 756

75,620

- _

21,163

-

1 63,110 10,75U

rcent of Basic Herd 5U.6^ 15. U^ 16^ 8%

(138,760 AU's)

-/- Net after death losses and slaughter are taken out.

This represents the basic herd as it is maintained.
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Table 2

Proiec ted Herd Composition 10 Years After Pro iect Initiation

Age Class

Females*

Percent Number Percent

Males*

Number
Death
Loss Slaughter

- 1 22 19,721 la 20,139 2,180 21,865

1 - 2 13.1 11,7)43 17.6 8,6U5 l,l451| -

2 - 3 12.3 11,026 16.2 7,957 717 737

3 - h 10 8,961i 10.3 5,060 2,908 2,191

li - 5 9.2 8,2U7 9 U,U21 717 737

5 - 6 7.7 6,902 ii.il 2,161 l,a5i; 2,191

6 - 7 6.9 6,185 1.5 737 737 l,U51i

7 - 8 5.U li,81il - 717 i,U51i

8 - 9 3.8 3,U06 - 717 717

9 - 10 3.5 3,137 - - 358

10 - 11 3 2,689 - - 717

11 - 12 2.3 2,062 - - 717

12 - 13 0.8 717 - 717 717

13 - la

btal

_ _ _ _ 717

1 89,6i|0 li9, 120 12,318 3li,572

Percent of Basic Gk.6%
Herd 0-38,'i6ai U '^

35.w 9% 2$%

-/< Net after death losses and slaughter are taken out.
This represents the basic herd as it is maintained.
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Composition of Northern Nigeria Cottle Herds without Projects
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From Tables I and II, we see that the estimated net increase in
slaughter animals is 23,818. In calculating the net benefits from
sale of cattle, we haveestimated an average increase in live weight
of 150 pounds per animal. Therefore, the animals which are pre-
sently marketed at about a 650 pound average for about -fcr20 per head
will weigh 800 pounds with the projects and sell for about L23.
Since the remaining animals will be primarily young animals, the

average sale price of t23 has been pro-rated on the basis of

relative weight for an average of-fcl5. No sale price data is

available for calves. Annual benefits are calculated as follows

from Tables I and H:

Present Sales

10,754 animals (a L20 = ($602,224) -i215,080

Projected Sales

12,707 animals (3^23 = ($818,330) -L292,261

21,865 calves (a il5 = ($918,330 ) i.327,975

Total 34,572 ($1,736,660) 1.-620,236

Less Present Sales

Net Annual Benefit

($602,224 ) i.215,080

($1,134,436) L405,156

Total Benefits from Milk and Beef:

Milk ($93,772) t33,490

Beef ($1,134,436) t405,156

Total ($1,228,208 ) L438,646

The total annual benefits calculated above will not be achieved

fully until about 10 years after each project is initiated, but

will be level for the remaining 40 years of the period of analysis

Therefore, the benefits are discounted as follows:

lo Present worth, income increasing from in first

year to L438,646 in the 10th year - -

$3,405,248 (LI, 216, 160)
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2. Present worth, L438,646 level annuity, 11th to 50th
year $7,740,171 (t.2, 764, 347 )

3„ Total $11,145,419 (-t,3,980,507)

Since the nature of the physical responses is similar for all pro-

jects, the total discounted benefits are prorated back to each
project on the basis of the number of cattle each will carry by
the end of ten years. This is shown as follows:

Project

Katsina
Sokoto
Wase
Yautare
Udube

Total

Percent of Totail

Cattle

26.5
30.8
23.8
5.5

13.4

Discounted Beef & Milk Benefits

100

$ 2,953,535
3,432,789
2,652,611

612,998
1,493,486

$11,145,419

ai, 054, 834)
(tl, 225, 996)

( 947,361)

( 218,928)

( 533,388 )

(t3, 980, 507)

2. Education Benefits

One very important anticipated effect, as pointed out earlier,

is settlement of the Fulani and the education of Fulani children.
There will be an increase in enrollment for 10 years when it will
level off. The expenses incurred will begin with the first year.
Assuming an average of seven years of education per child, the
benefits would begin to show up in the eighth year and level off
in the 18th year. The benefits of education are varied and diffi-
cult to measure in strict monetary terms „ Besides increased earn-

ings to the individual, the community benefits from the increased
capacity of these people to serve in public activities. The
typical Fulani livestock man grosses about $140 (t50) per year in

income. From the annual salaries of various positions listed in

the GONN staffing requirements, it can be seen that a person with
a seventh grade education can earn at least $420 (tl50) . An
incremental income of $280 (i^lOO) annually per graduate is there-
fore used in analyzing the educational benefits of the projects.
There will be incremental costs of providing additional facili-
ties, and these are estimated at $140 (t50) per student annually.
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Educational Benefits, Katsina Project :

Additional graduates, 20 in 7th year to 180 in the

16th year, and 200 in the 17th year.

Incremental Income--increasing from $5,600 (t2000)
in the 8th year to $50,400 (tlS.OOO) in the 17th

year $ 97,000 (L35,000)

Increasing from $56,000 (L20,000) in the 17th

year to $1,792,000 (L640,000) in 50th year 2,334,000 (L834,000 )

Present Value $2,431,000 (L869,000)

Incremental Expenses
Increasing from $2,800 (Ll,000) in the first

year to $25,000 (L9,000) in the 9th year $ 83,000 (L30,000)

Increasing from $28,000 (£10,000) in the

tenth year to $196,000 (t70,000) in the

17th year 286,000 (tl02,000)

Level at $196,000 (L70,000) thereafter to

the 50th year 733,000 (£262,000 )

Present Value $1,102,000 (£394,000)

Net discounted educational benefits $1,329,000 (£475,000)
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Educational Benefits, Sokoto Project :

Additional graduates, 10 in 7th year to 70 in the 16th year and

100 in the 17th year.

Incremental income:
Increasing from $2,800 (Ll,000)in the 8th
year to $25,000 (t9,000)in the 17th year $ 48,000 (tl8,000)

Increasing from $28,000 (tlO,OOq) in the

18th year to $896,000 (L320,000) in the

50th year 1,167,000 (L417,000 )

Present Value $1,215,000 (L435,000)

Incremental expenses

:

Increasing from $1,400 (L50Q) in the first
year to $12,000 (L4,500) in the 9th year $ 42,000 (tl5,000)

Increasing from $14,000 (15,000) in the

10th year to $98,000 (L35,000) in the

17th year 143,000 (L51,000)

Level at $98,000 (L35,000) thereafter to

the 50th year 366,000 (£131,000 )

Present value $ 551,000 (L197,000)

Net discounted educational benefits $ 664,000 (L237,000)

Educational Benefits, Wase Project :

(See Katsina) $1,329,000 (L475,000)
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Educational Benefits, Yautare Proiect :

Additional graduates, 5 in the 7th year to 45 in the 16th year and

50 in the 17th year.

Incremental Income
Increasing from $1,400 (1500) in the 8th

year to $12,600 (IA,500) in the 17th year $ 24,000 (L9,000)

Increasing from $14,000 (L5,000) in the

18th year to $448,000 (L160,000) in the

50th year 584,000 (L208,000 )

Present Value $ 608,000 (L217,000)

Incremental Income
increasing from $700 (L250) in the first

year to $6,300 (L2,250) in the 9th year $ 21,000 (£8,000)

Increasing from $7,000 (L2,500) in the

10th year to $49,000 (L17,500) in the

17th year 71,000 (t26,000)

Level at $49,000 (L17,500) thereafter to

the 50th year 184,000 (L65,000 )

Present Value $ 275,000 (L98,000)

Net discounted educational benefits $ 333,000 (£119,000)
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Educational Benefits, Udubo Project :

Additional graduates, 9 in the 7th year to 81 in the 16th year and
90 in the 17th year.

Incremental income:
Increasing from $2,500 (£900) in the 8th year
to $22,700 (L8,100) in the 17th year $ 44,000 (tl6,000)

Increasing from $25,000 (£9,000) in the
18th year to $806,400 (L288,000) in the

50th year 1,050,000 (L375,000 )

Present Value $1,094,000 (t391,000)

Incremental Expenses

:

Increasing from $12,600 (L4,500) in the
first year to $11,300 (£4,000) in the

9th year 37,000 (L14,000)

Increasing from $126,000 (tA5,000) in
the 10th year to $88,200 (L31,000) in

the 17th year 129,000 (146,000)

Level at $88,200 (L31,500) thereafter to

the 50th year 330.000 (E118,000 )

Present Value $ 496,000 (£178,000)

Net discounted educational benefits $ 598,000 (£213,000)
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3. Wildlife Habitat and Recreation

It is difficult to determine to what extent wildlife provides food
for the villagers, but it has been noted as an important source of
food in most outlying areas. However, as noted in the technical
portion of the report, under wildlife, decreased burning will elimi-
nate one very successful method of hunting. It is therefore doubtful
that the projected increase in wildlife population will have much
affect on the present kill by hunters, and no large benefit of this
nature can be credited to the projects.

Wildlife is notably scarce in this part of Africa, hence Nigeria
is not presently noted by big game hunters and other recreationists
for its wildlife opportunities. The type of management practices
envisioned for these projects holds potential for restoring wildlife
populations and perhaps generating some interest in the future, as far

as recreation is concerned, both by local people and world travel-
ers. Several reservoirs within project areas are producing fish
that are used for food. This could become a valuable food source for

local inhabitants. One item which should be noted is the potential
fisheries resource provided by reservoirs within the projects. These
reservoirs will support quite a large fish population.

4. Soil and Moisture Conservation

The on-site benefits of soil and moisture conservation are so closely

related to other affects of the proposed management practices that

they cannot be separated. On-site benefits are, therefore, included

in the other benefits calculated in this analysis.

Off-site benefits, particularly in water quality, are known to occur.

Increased water quality improves fish habitat, general public health,

and reduces stream bank erosion.

5. Forestry

Although one objective of the management program particularly pro-

vides for forest management, no net increase in wood products is

anticipated. Rather, present levels will be maintained and protec-

tion against insects and diseases will be a part of the program.
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Total Discounted Benefits

Project Beef and Milk Educational

Katsina $ 2,953,535 $ 1,329,000

Sokoto 3,432,789 664,000

Wase 2,652,611 1,329,000

Yautare 612,998 333,000

Udubo 1,493,486 598,000

Total $11,145,419 $ 4,253,000

(L3, 980, 507) (£1,519,000)

Total

$ 4,282,535 LI, 529, 834

4,096,789 1,462,996

3,981,611 1,422,361

945,998 337,928

2,091,486 746,388

$15,398,419 £5,499,507
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COSTS

This section deals with the costs incurred in developing, managing,
and maintaining the projects. Some, such as development costs, occur
in the early stages of the project and do not recur. Others, such as
maintenance costs, are recurrent annually, and are therefore, treated
separately. All costs are discounted to present worth for purposes
of benefit-cost analysis.

1. Development Costs

Development costs include investment in equipment and supplies and
costs of constructing various developments within the projects, such
as reservoirs, buildings, and demarcation lines.

Expenditures for equipment and supplies to date total $890,600
(L318,000) as recorded by USAID (see page 38 for itemized list).
The account is not kept by project; therefore, the total is prorated
to individual projects based on acreage, as shown below:

Table 2

Project Percent Total Ac res Prorated Cost

Katsina 26 $231,600 (t82,700)
Sokoto 30 267,200 (£95,400)
Wase 23 204,800 (L73,100)
Yautare 5 44 , 500 (L15,900)
Udubo 16 142,500 (L50,900)

For all practical purposes, these items were purchased to initiate
development of the five projects and the costs are considered as

having been incurred in the first year of the respective projects.
Equipment and supply costs are anticipated later in the development
stage, however. By letter dated November 30, 1966, BLM/PASA team

leader transmitted a proposed range management program for the 1968-

1973 period in which additional equipment and supply needs were
listed. These items are for the purpose of completing project de-

velopment, and the costs are considered as being incurred in the

sixth year of each project, discounted as follows:

Table 4

6 Yr. Factor
^roiect Cost at 7% Present Worth

Katsina $13,700 (IA,900) .6663 $ 9,100 (£3,200)

Sokoto 19,900 (L7,100) .6663 13,300 (£4,800)
Wase 19,900 (£7,100) .6663 13,300 (£4,800)
Yautare 19,900 (£7,100) .6663 13,300 (£4,800)
Udubo 19,900 (£7,100) .6663 13,300 (£4,800)
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The second part of development costs is the various construction
costs as shown by project in the following:

Construction Costs

KATSINA PROJECT

Accomplishments through March 31, 1967

258 Miles of Demarcation Lines; 18 reservoirs - 150,000 cu. yds, each
;

2 Wells

Actual Costs

1962-1963 $ 5,100
1963-1964 30,700
1964-1965 40,600
1965-1966 39,500
1966-1967 7,000

Description Units No. of Units Programmed Costs

1967-1968
Wells Each 2 $1,100

1968-1973
Reservoirs Cubic Yd. 112,000 47,000
Wells Each 8 12,900
Transp. , Fuel

,

lube, labor 2500/yr 35,000
Guard Quarters Site 2 17,000
Clinic Each 1 1,700
Horse Stables Each 3 5,900

Subtotal $119,500
(IA2,600)
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SOKOTO PROJECT Actual Costs

1962-1963
$ 19,600

1963-1964 18,200
1964-1965 27,700
1965-1966 6,700
1966-1967 8,100

Description Units No. of Units Programmed Costs

1967-1968
Demarcation Miles 25 $ 1,000
Reservoirs Cu. Yds. 10,000 (1) 4,200
Calf Pasture Acres 80 1,100

Well & windmill Each 1 690

Windmill Each 1 400

Subtotal $ 7,300
(12,700)

1968-1973

Demarcation Miles 180 $ 10,400

Reservoirs Cu.Yds. 252 ,000 (34) 105,800

Wells Each 12 26,000

Transp. ,Fuel,Labo r 2, 500/year 35,000

Range Mgt.Ofc. Qtrs., each 1 8,400

Range Mgt.Asst. Q trs . each 1 5,600

Grazing Control
Asst's Qrts. each 1 2,800

Guard Qtrs. Site 4 33,600

Clinic Each 1 1,700

Treatment Center Each 2 16,800

Recreation Room Each 1 1,700

Horse Stables Each 4 7,300

Subtotal $255,600
(L91,300)
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WASE PROJECT

Description

1965-1966

Units No. of Units Total Programmed
Costs

Demarcation
Reservoirs

Miles 136

Cu.Yds. 74,054 (9)

Subtotal

$ 6,000
14,600

$ 20,600
(£7,300)

1966-1968

Well, W/Mill Each 2 $ 5,000
Wells only Each 2 5,000
Admin. Site Well Each 3 6,200
Admin. Site W/Store Quarters 18 11,500
Reservoirs Cu.Yds. 69,000 (9) 13,700
Demarcation Miles 127 5,300
Clinics W/Well Each 2 8,400

Subtotal $ 55,100

ai9,700)

After 1968

Reservoirs Cu.Yds.
Well W/Mill Each
Wells only Each
Trans p. Fue 1 , Lube , Labor
Clinic W/Well Each

129,000 (16)
2

6

Subtotal

$ 36,100
5,000
16,000
35,000
3,900

$ 96,000
(134,300)
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YAUTARE PROJECT

Description Units No. of Units Programmed Costs

1965-1966

Reservoirs
Demarcation

Cu.Yds.
Miles

6,000 (2)

9

Subtotal

$ 1,400
300

$ 1,700
(t600)

1966-1967

Reservoirs
Demarcation

Cu.Yds. 13,000 (4)

Miles 27

Subtotal

$ 2,800
1,100

$ 3,900
(tl,400)

1968-1973

Reservoirs Cu.Yds. 12,000 (2) $ 5,000

Wells Each 3 4,200

Buildings
a. R/M Qtrs. Each 8,400

b. R/M Asst. Each 5,600

c. Guard Each 8,400

d. Gr. Cont, Asst. Each 2,800

e. Clinic Each 1,700

f. Treatment Cntr.Each 8,400

g- Recreation Room Each 1,700

h. Horse Stable Each 2,000

Subtotal $48,200
(117,200)
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UDUBO PROJECT

Description Units No . of Units

1967

Demarcation Miles 120

1968-1973

Reservoirs
Trans p. , Fuel,

Lube, Labor
Wells
Buildings

Cu.Yds.

Each
Each

32,000 (8)

7

8

Subtotal

Programmed Costs

$ 5,000

13,400

28,000
12,000
39,200

$92,600
(L33,100)

The following table shows the above construction costs discounted

at 7 percent by project for each project:

Table 5

Discounted Construction Costs

Project
Year KATSINA

$ 5,100

SOKOTO

$ 19,600

WASE

$ 20,600

YAUTARE

$ 1,800

UDUBO

1 $ 5,000
2 28,700 17,000 25,800 3,800 10,900
3 35,500 24,200 24,100 8,400 10,100
4 32,200 5,500 7,200 7,900 9,500
5 5,300 6,200 6,700 7,300 8,800
6 800 5,300 6,300 6,900 8,300
7 5,900 21,600 5,900 6,400 -

8 52,600 73,000 36,900 - 22,700
9 5,100 18,900 - - -

10 5,800 17,700 - - -

11 4,500

$180,500

16,500

$225,500

- - -

$133,500 $42,500 $75,300
(L64,400) (£80,600) (£47,700) (tl5,300) (L27,00(
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The sum of the total equipment and supply purchases and the dis-
counted construction costs comprise the development costs or initial
investment in the projects. These projects are shown in the following
table: „ , , ,

Tab le 6

Total Development Costs

Project Initial Present Worth Dicounted
Purchase after 6 year Construction

Purchases

$ 9,100

Costs Total

Katsina $231,600 $180,500 $421,200 (L150,300)
Soke to 267,200 13,300 225,500 506,000 (L180,800)
Wase 204,800 13,300 133,500 351,600 (£125,600)
Yautare 44,500 13,300 42,500 100,300 (L 36,000)
Udubo 142,500 13,300 75,300 231,100 (t 82,700)

2 . Annual Management and Maintenance Costs

Management costs include salary and operating costs of a full time

staff as required for each project, and include salaries of both GONN
and AID technicians.

The following table shows the GONN staff requirements for each of the

projects
Table 7

GONN Staffing Requ irements
Yautare &

Katssina Sokoto Wase Udijbo <;ombined

Position No. Salary No. Salary No. Salary No. Sal<iry

Provincial Range Ofcr. 1 $ 1,850 1 $ 1,850 $ $ 1 ,850

Livestock Supt. 1 1,850 1 1,850 1 1,850 1 ,850

Range Mgt. Asst. 3 1,665 3 1,665 3 1,665 555

Grazing Control Asst. 6 2,620 6 2,620 4 1,750 875

Fire Control Ofcr. 1 435 1 435 1 435 435

Clerk Typist 1 595 1 595 595

Storekeeper 1 555 1 555 1 555 555

Work Supervisor 1 765 1 765 1 765

Mechanic 1 630 1 630 1 630 630

Vehicle Driver 2 720 2 720 2 720 360

Engineering Asst. I 435 J,
435 1 435 - 435

Total (rounded^ 19 $12,100 19 $12,100 13 $ 8,800 11 $ 8 ,200

(t4,300) (L4,300) (L3,100) (t3 ,000)
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It is not proper to charge the salaries and operation of AID tech-
nicians against only the five existing projects. Since their purpose
here is to assist in developing GONN expertise in the principles of
resource management in general, the work they do is considered to

affect not only the management results on the existing projects, but
on all future projects throughout Northern Nigeria, as well. Also,
whether these technicians are physically located in Nigeria for a

period of 5, 10 or 20 years, it is expected that the effects of their
assistance will go far beyond- -perhaps 50 years or more. For the

purposes of this report, therefore, it is assumed that the present
project areas constitute not more than 10% of that which will eventu-
ally be under the type of management now being introduced by AID
technicians. It is further assumed that the effects of their assis-
tance will extend for a period of 50 years, although their presence
in Nigeria will undoubtedly be only a small fraction of that duration.
Therefore, 10% of the indicated AID personnel requirements for a 10-

year period will be allocated equally to the five projects, but will
be amortized over the full 50-year period.

Present worth of total salaries for 10 years $1,787,000 (£638,000)
Present worth of total international travel 935,000 (L334,000)
We estimate that each technician will travel
1,500 miles per month for 8 months and 1,000
miles per month for 4 months for a total of
16,000 miles per year. At .10(9d) this comes
to $1,600 (1500) per year per man.
We estimate that each man will travel 15 days
per month for 8 months , 10 days per month for

3 months and 5 days per month for one month
for a total of 155 days per year. At $10(t38s)
per day, this comes to $1,550 (£550) per year
per man.

$l,600(t570)+$l,550(t550) = $3. 150(Ll,120)xl4 men * 44,100 (tl5,800)
Present worth of total international travel
and per diem 310,000 (Llll,000 )

$3,032,000 (£1,083,000)
$3,032,000 (LI, 083, 000) amortized over 50 years
at 7% 7,500 (£2,700)
$7,500 (12,700) -^ 5 projects = $1,500 (£500) per year per project

The second portion of annual, or recurring costs is the cost of
maintaining the projects, which includes the following equipment
needed for maintenance work:
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Tables

Heavy Equipment

5 D-7 w/dozer $196,000 (t70,000)
5 Grader, series #12 70,000 (L25,000)

10 Rubber tired tractors .

and wagons 39,000 (tl4,000)
5 Trailer house and generator 21,000 (L7,500)

Total heavy equipment $326,000 (tll6,500)

Light Vehicles

10 1% ton trucks $ 56,000 (£20,000)
10 \ ton jeeps 28,000 (110,000)
10 3/4 ton trucks 34,000 (U2,000)

Total light vehicles $118,000 (L42,000)

The replacement interval for all heavy equipment will average about
10 years and that for light vehicles about every five years. Because
of the relative short replacement intervals, the amortization rate
should be something less than 7%. To be consistent with interest
paid on long-term development bonds in Nigeria, the heavy equipment
is amortized at 5% and the light vehicles are amortized at 4-3/47o.
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Table 9

Heavy Equipment (10 year amortization (? 57o)

$326,000 (ill6,500)x .07950 = $25,900 (fc9,300)

Light Vehicles (5 year amortization @4-3/47o)

$118,000 (i42,000 X .18188 = $21,000 (^7,600)

The above figures are prorated among the projects
according to acreage as follows:

Table 10

Total Annual
7o Total Heavy Light Cost of

Proiect Acres Equipment Vehicles Equipment

Katsina 26 $6,700 $5,500 $12,200

Sokoto 30 7,800 6,300 14,100

Wase 23 6,000 4,800 10,800

Yautare 5 1,300 1,000 2,300

Udubo 16 4,100 3,400 7,500
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The costs for annual maintenance are shown as follows

Table 11

Demarcation

Reservoirs

Wei Is /mil Is

Buildings

Fences

Equipment

Transportation,
fuel, lube

Labor

Total

Annual Project Maintenance

UjKatsina Sokoto Wase Yautare dubo

$1,900 $3,400 $2,800 $ 400 $ 550

1,100 1,700 1,700 140 420

600 900 900 360 220

1,400 1,400 1,400 560 1,120

300 140

4,200 4,200 4,200 1,400 3,600

5,600 5,600 5,600 2,240 4,200

4,200 4,200 4,200 2,800 3,400

$19,300 $21,500 $20,800 $7,900 $13,500

-L- 6,900 -t 7,600 t; 7,400 ^2,800 t 4,800

Thus total maintenance equals the sum of the present worth of
heavy equipment replacement costs, the present worth of light
vehicle replacement costs, and the present worth of the annual
maintenance.
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Table 12

Suppl(emental Feed Costs

Proiect

Cattle
Numbers

Annual*
Requirements
(Long ton) $22

Annual Cost (3

.40 (-^8) per ton

Katsina 36,500 1467 $32,800

Sokoto 42,700 1716 38,400

Wase 33,000 1326 29,700

Yautare 7,500 301 6,800

Udubo 18,800 755 16,900

Total 138,500 5565 $124,600

(i44,400)

*Long ton - 2240 lbs. Requirements are 1 lb. /day
for 90 days, cottonseed meal.
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Table 15

Total Costs by Pro ject--Discounted

Development Total Maintenance
Project Costs (rounded) Costs, discounted

Katsina $421,000 $744,000
Sokoto 506,000 837,000
Wase 352,000 684,000
Yautare 100,000 216,000
Udubo 231,000 416,000

Total

$1,165,000 (t416,000)
1,343,000 (480,000)
1,036,000 ( 370,000)
316,000 ( 113,000)
647,000 ( 230,000)

Table 16

Summary, Benefits and Costs, Existing Projects

Benefit -

Project Benefits Costs Cost Ratio

Katsina $4,283,000 $1,165,000 3.68
Sokoto 4,097,000 1,343,000 3.05
Wase 3,982,000 1,036,000 3.84
Yautare 946,000 316,000 3.00
Udubo 2,091,000 647,000 3.24

Total $15,399,000 $4,507,000 3.42
(L5, 499, 000) (LI, 609, 000)
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Recommendations

This report and others before it make reference to the fact that the
Fulani are interested in the size of their herds for status purposes,
and sell livestock only when a need for cash arises or as animals
become diseased or too weak to trek. Another reason given is that
greater herd size has been their only defense against disease and
other death losses.

Much of the disease and hardship caused by trekking will be overcome
for those who are permitted on the project areas. Productivity will
increase, but numbers will be limited for management purposes; hence
users will be faced with the decision to either market their increase
or move part of it off the project areas. We expect many users to
increase their marketing in order to keep within their permitted use;
however, the tendency to be self-sufficient and not sell except for

the need for cash will continue to be a problem.

We therefore recommend that consideration be given to maintaining a

grazing fee which relates to the annual livestock benefit (but not
total benefits) which can be derived from each project. The purpose
of this recommendation is twofold. First, it would provide an im-

petus to the user to manage his herd, use the resources wisely, and

try to produce a more desirable product. Second, it would provide
an appropriate source of government revenue for financing a portion
of project costs. As the arrangement now exists, the financial burden

is probably in proportion to the benefits derived, since initiating a

production, marketing, consuming process must largely be a public

effort. And as the projects advance, benefits other than livestock

will become more pronounced.

If such an arrangement were to be undertaken and a higher fee is

indicated, it should not be imposed in the immediate future. Much

of the success of these projects hinges on being able to encourage

livestock people to use the project areas. It is necessary that

they be given sufficient time to learn what is involved and to wit-

ness the effects of development and management. This is in the public

interest, and the cost at this stage must be borne accordingly. No

predetermined date or method can be suggested for implementing a

fee system, for it will depend on local conditions.

It should be kept in mind as a necessary and useful part of future

programs. The greatest share of the benefits projected in this

analysis is based on the assumption that the annual increase in live-

stock production will be marketed. Both the economic and financial

feasibility of the projects would, be seriously impaired if this

proves not to be the case.
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Expenditures for Equipment and Supplies to June 1967

3 D-4 Caterpillar tractors w/dozers
7 D-7 Caterpillar tractors w/dozers
6 435E Scrapers
2 Gurrie Scrapers
5 Motor graders
5 Tractors
5 1-1/2 ton trucks
6 5 -ton trucks
2 Truck tractors
3 Low-boy trailers
4 Rome plow harrows
1 Truck w/mounted drill
5 One-half ton pickups
5 One-half ton jeeps

20 Windmills
2 Range seed drills

40 10x15 metal buildings
455 Tons salt

1,416 Rolls barbed wire
69 Tons fertilizer

10,275 Pounds grass seed

1,520 Feet plastic pipe w/fittings
Surveying and drafting equipment
Misc. tools and parts

t 18 ,000

98 ,000

35 ,400

3 ,800

25 ,000

7 ,000
6 ,300

26 ,000
11 ,500

7 ,500

4 ,300

4 ,000
6 ,200

5 ,000

6 ,000

1 ,800

6 ,400

13 ,800

5 ,700

2 ,200

6 ,300

2 ,200

1 ,000

16 ,300

t 319 ,700

( $ 890 ,600 )

Equipment and Supplies Needed to Complete Projects

4 Tractors, rubber tired
4 Wagons , heavy duty
4 One-half ton trucks
4 One-half ton jeeps
9 3/4 ton trucks

Misc. tools and supplies

4,800
800

4,000
4,000
10,800
8,900

h 33,300
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XI ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS PROPOSED PROJECTS

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, BORNU PROJECT

Benefits

The objective of the Bornu Project will be to arrest depletion of
the range resource and restore it to an annual sustained yield at
least equal to the productivity level prior to depletion.

Although it is difficult at this point to determine what the original
carrying capacity was, we are assuming it was similar to that in
western Bornu Province -- about 2 acres per AUM. Over the past 10

years, we estimate a total depletion of about 25% and accelerating.
Twenty years from now, the area could be nothing more than waste-
land.

With an intensive management program such as suggested in this

report, it would take about twenty years to restore the range to

its original carrying capacity. Restoration will be slow due to

vegetative conditions, low rainfall, and continued need for grazing.

The benefits from the proposed project can be measured by computing
returns which might be anticipated without the project and sub-

tracting them from the benefits which would accrue with the project.

Returns Without the Project

The carrying capacity is now estimated to be about 2.7 acres per

AUM, or about 8,000 head year long for the 400 sq. mi. project.

However, we expect the stocking to increase to 10,660 head based on a

full 2 acres per AUM capacity. Since we are assuming no net regional

increase in cattle numbers with the initiation of the projects, the

full 10,660 is analyzed as the existing herd, no matter where the

use is now. The basic herd composition described in the analysis of

the five existing projects will be applied to the 10,660 head dealt

with here. Therefore, without the projects, the basic herd will

have these characteristics:

Females - 5,820
Males - 4,840
Calves - 2,452 (annual)

Calf deaths - 270 "

Sales - 960

Initially, annual returns without the project would be as follows:

Milk - 270 x 80 gal. = 21,600 gal.

21,600 gal. (3 2/=$ 6,048 (t 2,160)

Livestock - 960 @ t 20 = 53,760 (19,200)

Total Annual Revenue: $59,808 (•t2 1,360)
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However, the area is deteriorating rapidly, and would be little more
than wasteland after 20 years if nothing is done. Therefore, the

present worth of an annuity decreasing from ^21,360 to zero in 20

years is tl43,500, which is the total present value of returns without
the project. Between the 20th and 50th year the returns would be nil.

Returns with the Project

Returns with the project will occur in two stages. The first stage
as the 20-year period from the time the project is initiated until a

carrying capacity of 2 acres per AUM is reached. During this period
the annual returns will increase at a rate of 57o per year, beginning
with an annual return of 4,21,360 and increasing to t55,600 in the 20th
year. The 20th year return is computed as follows:

Bas ic He rd

Females . 6,886
Males - 3,774
Calves - 3,091
Calf dea ths - 155

Sales - 2,665

Milk revenue: 3,091 x 20 gal. (surplus) = 61,820 gal.

155 X 100 gal = 15,500 gal.

Total Surplus Milk = 77,320 gal.

77,320 gal. (? 2/per gal. =$21,650 (L7,732)

Livestock sales:
Calves - 1,680 @^:15 = 70,560 (t25,200)
All other - 985 (? i23 = 63,434 ( 22,655)

Total Revenue, 20th Year =$155,644 (i55,587

The present value of returns during the first stage is 1.358,700.

During the second stage, from the 20th to t he 50th year, annual returns
will be level at -fc55,600 and its present value is -fcl78,300.

Total Livestock and Milk Benefits

1st stage discounted returns $1,004,360 (i358,700)
2nd " " " 449,240 ( 178,300)

Total returns with project$l,503,600 (i537,000)
Less returns without project 401,800 ( 143,500)

Benefits attributable to project $1,101,800 (i393,500)
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Education Benefits

These are the same as indicated in the Katsina analysis, $1,329,000
(t475,000), since about the same number of people will be involved.

Total Benefits, Bornu Project

Livestock and milk $1,101,800 (£393,500)
Education 1,329,000 ( 475,000 )

Total $2,430,800 (L868,500)

The above analysis does not include benefits to be received from

watershed, forestry, wildlife, recreation, and social and education-

al affects. Although not expressed here in dollars, considerable
impact in these areas is anticipated, as mentioned in the analysis

of the existing projects.
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BORNU DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (1968-73 PERIOD )

Equipment Requirements

D-4 w/dozer - 1 each 1/ L 6,000

Equipment sub-total L 6,000

Demarcation - 240 miles (? L15 (pounds) L 3,600

Wells - artesian bore-hole, 17 (? 13,000 31,000

Project cost sub-total L54,600

Buildings

R/M officer quarters 1 each £3,000
R/M assistant quarters 1 each 2,000
Gr. Cont. Ass't quarters 1 each 1,000
Guard quarters 1 site ^ 3,000
Clinic 1 each 600

Recreation room 1 each 600
Horse stable 1 each 700

Buildings sub-total tl0,900

Total construction costs ($183,500) £65,500

\J Other equipment is available from the current program. This
item, plus available equipment, is sufficient to develop the
project

.
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BORNU ANNUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GONN Staffing Required

Position No. Positions Annual Salary Total

Livestock supt. 1 h 660 t 660

R/M assistants 2 198 396

Grazing Cont. Ass'ts 2 156 312

Fire Control Officer 1 156 156

Work Supervisor 1 273 273

Mechanic 1 225 225

Vehicle Driver 1 129 129

Personnel sub-total t2 ,151

rounded to $ 6,200 (t2 ,^00)

Annual Maintenance Costs

Demarcation - 120 miles (? L3

Wells, artesian bore-hole, 27 (§ tlOO

Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, fuel, lube

Labor

Maintenance sub- total

rounded to $19,200

360
2 ,700

300
800

1 ,500

1 ,200

t6 ,860

(16 ,900)
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Costs

Equipment for development $16,800 (L 6,000)

Development costs

1st year = $36,700 (tl3,100) x 1.000 - 36,700 (L13,100)
2nd year = 36,700 ( 13,100) x .9346 = 34,300 ( 12,200)
3rd year = 36,700 ( 13,100) x .8734 = 32,100 ( 11,500)
4th year = 36,700 ( 13,100) x .8163 = 30,000 ( 10,700)
5th year = 36,700 ( 13,100 ) x .7629 = 28,000 ( 10,000)

$183,500 (t65,500)

Annual costs

a. Staff = $6,000 (1.2,100)

b. Maintenance = $19,200 (L6,900)
c. Supplemental feed = $9,600 (£3,400)
d. Amortization, existing bore-holes = $4,500 (tl,600) —

'

Total $39,300 (tl4,000) increasing from zero to 10th year $110,000
Level thereafter 301,000

Total costs $589,000
(£210,000)

Benefit-Cost Summary

Total Benefits $2,430,800 (t 868,500)

Total Costs 589,000 (t 210,000)

Benefit-Cost Ratio 4.14

1/ 17 existing bore-holes (? $8,400 (13,000) amortized
equal $4,500 (tl,600) per year.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - TANGAZA PROJECT

Benefits

Livestock and Milk Production

The estimated present livestock use in the area is 20,000 animal units
on a six month basis, or an equivalent of 10,000 year- long. The
estimated potential is two acres per animal unit month, or about 21,000
animal units year-long ten years after the project is initiated. The

same herd composition percentages discussed previously in the analysis
of the existing projects apply to this area; therefore the livestock
and milk benefits are calculated at the same percentage relationship
as the total herd for the Tangaza Project bears to the total for the

five existing projects - 157o. Thus, total discounted livestock and

milk benefits for this project are estimated at $1,683,800 (£601,000).

Educational Benefits

Same as for Katsina - $1,329,000 (IA75,000)

Total Benefits, Tangaza Project

Livestock and milk $1,683,800 (I 601,000)

Education 1,329,000 ( 475,000 )

Total $3,012,800 (£1,076,000)
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TANGAZA ANNUAL PROGRAM COSTS

GONN Staffing Required 1970-73

Position No. Positions Annual Salary Total

Provincial Range Officer 1 L 660 L 660
Livestock superintendent 1 660 660

R/M assistants 3 198 594

Grazing Cont . assistantIs 6 156 936

Fire Control Officer 1 156 156

Clerk Typists 1 213 213

Storekeeper 1 198 198

Work Supervisor 1 273 273

Mechanic 1 225 225

Drivers 2 129 258
Engineer Ass 't. 1 156 156

Personnel sub-total iA ,329

rounded to $12,100 (4 ,300)

Annual Maintenance Costs 1970-73

Demarcation - 190 miles (? L3

Bore-holes, artesian 50 (a tlOO
Wells
Buildings
Equipment
Transportation, fuel, lube

Labor

Maintenance sub-total

Annual recurrent costs

rounded to $31,400

570

5,000
390
350
850

2,500
1,500

Lll,160

(11,200)

tl5,489

($43,369)
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L 6,,000

5,,000

2,,800

4,,000
2,,000

2,,000

2 ,400

1 ,650

t 25 ,850

( 25:,800)

5 ,700

150 ,000

TANGAZA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (1968-73 Period)

Equipment Required

1 each D/4 w/dozer
1 each Grader, series No. 12

2 each Tractor (rubber tire) and wagon
2 each 1^ ton Truck
2 each % ton Truck
2 each \ ton Jeep
2 each 3/4 ton Truck
1 each House trailer and generator

Equipment sub-total
Rounded

Demarcation - 380 miles (3 tl5 (pounds)

Bore -holes Artesian 50 (3 L3,000
(includes surface installations)

Wells

R/M Gr. Control Qtrs. 1 each 500

Guard Qtrs

.

1 each 500

Treatment Center 1 each 500

Surface Install. 3 each 600

Project cost sub-total tl57,800

Buildings

R/M Officer Quarters 1 each

R/M Ass't quarters 1 each

Gr. Cont. assistant 1 each

Guard quarters 1 site

Clinic 1 each

Treatment Center 1 each

Recreation room 1 each

Horse stable 1 each

Buildings sub-total

Capital Costs - Grand Total

3 ,000

2 ,000

1 ,000

3 ,000

600

3 ,000

600

700

13 ,900

tl97 ,550

($553 ,140)
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Costs

Equipment costs for development

Development costs

$ 72,200 (L25,800)

1st year - $96,160 (t34,340) x 1st yr . factor = 96,160 ^34,340)
2nd year - 96,160 ( 34,340) x 2nd yr

.

factor
3rd year - 96,160 ( 34,340) x 3rd yr

.

factor

4th year - 96,160 ( 34,340) x 4th yr. factor

5th year - 96,160 ( 34,340 ) x 5th yr

.

factor

$480,800 (L171,700)

Annual costs

Staff
Maintenance
Supplements

$12,100 (L 4,300)
31,400 ( 11,200)
18,900 ( 6,800 )

Total $62,400 (L22,300)
increasing from zero to 10th year
Level thereafter

Total costs

89,850 ( 32,090)
83,970 ( 29,990)
73,480 ( 28,030)
73,360 ( 26,200)

$ 173,000
423,000

$1,090,000 (L389,000)

Benefit-Cost Summary

Total Benefits

Total Costs

Benefit-Cost Ratio

$3,012,800 (£1,076,000)

1,090,000 ( 389,000)

2.77
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

KATCHIA, YOLA, FILINGA

Although the study team did not inspect these three areas, enough

was learned from technicians and others familiar with the areas to

project the economic feasibility. These three areas should have

the potential to yield an average benefit-cost ratio of at least

3.42, the over-all ratio of the existing projects.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS - Summary

The economic analysis shows the current program to be highly success-
ful based on projected results. The greatest proportion of the money
benefits will accrue to the livestock producer using the projects, and

our analysis shows that he would be in a favorable position financial-
ly to pay his share of the project costs.

Even with such a favorable financial outlook, however, we are of the

opinion that the livestock Fulani should not be looked to as an
additional revenue source for a considerable period of time, and

certainly not to the extent required to pay off all project costs
indicated in this report. Grazing fees have only recently been in-

troduced, and at very minimal rates of one schilling per head. We
repeat that the success of the projects is highly dependent on
acceptance by the Fulani of the terms and conditions of project
management. Their cautious ways dictate the rate at which projects
become full-scale operations. We are certain that if a fee of the
magnitude required for repayment were imposed before ten years, or
perhaps 15 years, livestock benefits resulting from the projects
would be jeopardized.

In addition, it is extremely important that the livestock operators
should never, even in future years, be required to support total
project costs. This is because of the multiple use benefits of the
projects. Any repayment plan which placed the full burden on the
livestock operator would be totally unrealistic.

We are of the opinion that the above situation should in no way de-
tract from the favorable financial outlook indicated by the economic
analysis. The effort to establish and stimulate a livestock industry
in Nigeria is, and should be, a public responsibility at this point,
and the costs of the project, at least initially, can be borne by
the public at large.
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Well and hand pump used for livestock watering

and domestic purposes.
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APPENDIX B

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF STUDY TEAM

Jean M. F. Dubois - Evaluation Analyst

Education: University of California, Berkeley, California, AB Degree
in Wildlife Conservation. Employed by Bureau of Land Management,
San Francisco, California, February 1950 as a Land Examiner. Worked in
various field offices in California prior to transfer to the Washington,
D. C. Office in 1959. Presently Appraisal Specialist, Branch of Lands
Resources, Division of Lands and Minerals, Standards and Technology.

Carl P. McCrillis - Range Management Specialist

Education: University of Idaho. BS Degree in Forestry with major
in Range Management - 1952. Experience prior to graduation: seasonal
employment with U.S. Forest Service and California Division of Forestry
in forestry and range management work. Employed by Bureau of Land
Management as Range Conservationist in 1952. Stationed in Prineville
and Lakeview districts of Oregon. Assistant District Manager, Burns,
Oregon; Range Conservationist, Oregon State Office; Range Conservationist,
Portland Service Center; and currently Range Management Specialist and
Staff Leader, Denver Service Center - for a total of 14 years government
service in land resource management. Also, spent two years as overseas
representative for an agricultural equipment manufacturer in Latin
America.

Ernest L. Kemmis - Land Use Economist

Education: Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, with BS
Degree in Agricultural Economics in 1961. Served in the military, U.S.

Army in 1955-1957. Employed by the Bureau of Land Management as Land
Examiner, Billings, Montana in 1961; in Malta, Montana, 1963, and as an

Economist in Denver, Colorado, 1964-1965. Present position as Economist
Planner, Montana State Office, Billings, Montana. He has carried out

special assignments with the Bureau of Land Management, including
appraisal team member of the Lower Colorado River Occupancy Survey,

Yuma, Arizona, in 1962.

Howard R. DeLano - Animal Husbandry Specialist & Study Team Leader

Education: Oregon State University with degree in Forestry, minor in

Range Management - 1939. Seasonally employed prior to graduation with
the U.S. Forest Service. Employed by Grazing Service, predecessor to

Bureau of Land Management, in August, 1939 as Range Examiner. Nineteen

years of field experience with the BLM in Baker, Vale and Burns, Oregon.

District Manager, Burns, 1953 to 1958. Chief, Soil & Moisture, Area 1,

Oregon, Washington and California, 1958 to 1961. Chief, Range Management,

Oregon State Office 1961 to present. Has operated a small herd of regist-

ered Hereford cattle, 1948 to present time.
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APPENDIX C

ITINERARY OF STUDY TEAM

April 5 to June 14, 1967

April 5 & 6 Lagos , Nigeria

April 7-16 Kaduna , Nigeria

April 17 - 21 To Jos with visit to Wase Project and
Katchia

April 22 At Kaduna

April 23 - 27 To Gusau with visit to Sokoto Project
To Katsina with visit to Katsina Project

April 28 To Zaria and visit to Shika Station,
Ahmadu Bello University

April 29 to May 7 At Kaduna

May 8 to 15 To Bauchi and Azare with visit to Yautare
and Udubo Projects. Maiduguri with visit
to Bornu "Borehole" areas. Return to
Kaduna via Kano

May 16 - 22 At Kaduna

May 23 - 25 To Sokoto with visit to Tangaza area

May 26 - June 13 At Kaduna

June 14 Return to United States
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APPENDIX D

Contacts Made by BLM Study Team in Nigeria April 5 - June 13, 1967

Michael H. B. Adler - AID
Mission Director

Clarence S. Gulick - AID
Assistant Director Program

Walt W. Nixon - AID
Food and Agriculture Officer

Everett R. Holbrook - AID
Chief, Livestock Branch

Grant Framstad - AID
Agriculture Program Assistant

Charles A. S lunders - AID
Agriculture Education Advisor

Gene Swanson - AID
Agriculture Advisor

William B. Wheeler - AID
Development Loan Officer

Lester A. Robb - AID
Water Resource Engineer

Ken Kopf - AID
Agronomy Advisor

Donald Wadsworth - AID
Agriculture Engineer Advisor

Roy Beck - AID
Cooperative Advisor

John Finley - AID
Extension Advisor

Joe Scoville - Contract

CSNRD

William A. Rex, Jr. - AID
Assistant Director (North Nigeria)

Harold M. Jones - AID
Area Agriculture Auvisor

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Lagos

Kaduna

Kaduna
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L. L. Larson - AID
Livestock Advisor

Everett L. Headrick - AID
Agriculture Program Assistant

George Sealey - AID
Chief, Joint Admin. Services

Edward Keifer - AID
Agriculture Marketing/Processing Advisor

John 0. Schnautz - AID
Vet. Advisor

H. E. Carver - AID
Vet. Pathology Poultry

Wayne Q. Wenburg - AID
Agronomy Advisor

Chase Tibbets - USGS
Ground Water Geologist

Kaduna

Kaduna

Ka duna

Kaduna

Kaduna

Kaduna

Maidugari

Maidugari

BLM/PASA

Edward F. Spang
Team Leader

Jack A. Mcintosh
Range Mgt . Advisor

Rex Hendryx
Range Mgt. Advisor

Kelly Hammond
Range Mgt . Advisor

Virgil Hart
Range Mgt. Instructor
Livestock Services Training Center

Clarence Tieszen
Heavy Equip. Advisor

Ka duna

Jos

Gusau

Bauchi

Ka duna

Jos

Government of Northern Nigeria (GONN)

Ministry of Animal and Forest Resources

Bukar Shaib
Permanent Secretary Ka duna
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Dennis A, W. Walker
Chief, Veterinary Officer

M. J, R. Maclennan
Chief, Veterinary Tsetse Officer

P. E. Glover
Asst. Chief, Veterinary Tsetse

Officer

Kaduna

Kaduna

Kaduna

Alhaji Abu Mawashi
Chief, Animal Husbandry Officer Kaduna

Mai Ian I. Smaila
Chief, Conservator of Forests Kaduna

Alhaji Tijjani Malamfashi
Principal Livestock Superintendent
Range Management Kaduna

Malam Ddanusa Bida
Principal Livestock Superintendent
Grazing Reserves Kaduna

Ste. D. Nelson
Provincial Secretary Sokoto

M, 0. Anne
Provincial Veterinary Officer Sokoto

T. M. Hurley
Provincial Veterinary Officer Sokoto

Fred Lund
Provincial Vet. Officer
Plateau Province Jos

Joop Thuring
Acting, PVO
Bornu Province

Ma 11am Danruivata
PVO
Bauchi Province

Maidugari

Bauchi

John L. Laven
Livestock Superintendent Jos
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Abubakar Z. Bida
Livestock Superintendent

Mai lam Balarbe
Technical Officer

Mai lam Tonko
Technical Officer

Native Authority Governments

Sultan of Sokoto

Gusau

Katsina

Gusau

Sokoto

Alhaji A. Daji
Chairman,
Sokoto/Katsina Joint Grazing
Committee

Ahaji I. Damale Kaita
Vice Chairman
Sokoto/Katsina Joint Grazing
Committee

Alhaji Is a Anka
Walkili Fulani

Moh Inuwa Dutsi
Walkili Gulani

Alhaji Garba Gusau
Secretary to Magajin Gari

Emir of Wase

Emir of Zaria

Emir of Katsina

Others

Ron Collins
Well Driller
Bellankony Company

Peter Kurtz
Well Driller
Bellakony

Alhaji Saider Danagui

Cattle Buyer

Sokoto

Katsina

Sokoto

Katsina

Sokoto

Wase

Zaria

Katsina

Maidugari

Maidugari

Gusau
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Principal Contacts Made by BLM Study Team In the United States

Agency for International Development
Bureau for Africa

Francis Jones
Deputy Chief, Agriculture Division

James Emerson
Agricultural Specialist

Rex Henry
Livestock Advisor (TDY)

Owen Cylke
Office of Capital Development and Finance

James Haimes
Office of Capital Development and Finance

Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management

John Crow
Associate Director

Jerry O'Callaghan
Chief, Legislation and Cooperative Relations

Glen Fulcher
Chief, Range Management Staff

Byron Denny
International Cooperation Officer

Harold Ramsbacher
Economist, Office of Assistant Director, Resource

Management

William Luscher
Assistant Chief, Range Management Staff
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C 19

THE GRAZING RESERVES LAW, 1965

Arrangement of Sections

Section Part I—PRELIMINARY
L Short title.

2. Interpretation.

Part II—GOVERNMENT GRAZING RESERVES

3. Land which may be constituted reserves.

4. Notification of intention to create reserves and appointment of reserve settlement

officers.

5. Duties of reserve settlement officer.

6. Inquiries.

7. Reserve settlement officer to have judicial powers.

8. Reserve settlement officer may sever or join claims.

9. Publication of judgment on completion of the inquiry.

10. Appeals from judgment of reserve settlement officer.

11. Rights may be extinguished or modified by Minister.

12. Order constituting the grazing reserve.

13. Reserve may be made to exclude areas over which claims are admitted.

14. Minister may close rights of way and watercourse.

15. Extinguishment of rights.

16. Extinguishment of rights by non-use.

17. Rights in reserves may not be alienated without consent of Minister.

1 8. No new rights to be acquired in land to be constituted a reserve except with approval.

19. Restriction of entry to reserve.

20. Powers of native to grant land absolutely to Government.

21. Power to de-reserve.

22. Regulations.

Part III—NATIVE AUTHORITY GRAZING RESERVES

23. Constitution of native authority grazing reserves.

24. Action precedent to the constitution of a native authority grazing reserve.

25. Order constituting native authority grazing reserve.

26. Approval of Minister.

27. Power of native authority to revise or modify order.

28. Extinguishment of rights in native authority grazing reserve.

29. Control of alienation of rights in native authority grazing reserve.

30. Restriction of entry to native authority grazing reserve.

31. Power to de-reserve.

32. Management of native authority grazing reserves.

33. Rules.
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A BELL
FOR

Title. A Law for the Constitution, Preservation and Control of

Grazing Reserves and for Purposes connected therewith

Date of
[ ]

commence-
ment.

Enactment. BE IT ENACTED by the Legislature of Northern Nigeria :

—

Part I—PRELIMINARY
Short title. 1. This Law may be cited as the Grazing Reserves Law, 1965.
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2. In this Law

—

interpreta-

tion.

"enclave" means an area completely surrounded by a grazing

reserve and excluded from that grazing reserve in accordance with

this Law;
"grazing reserve" means any area constituted a grazing reserve

under this Law;
"lands at the disposal of the Government" means any lands which

the Government or the Minister of Land and Survey has acquired

or may acquire by agreement or otherwise and includes lands leased

to the Government or the Minister of Land and Survey;

"Minister" means the Minister to whom has been assigned under

section 37 of the Constitution of Northern Nigeria responsibility

for Animal and Forest Resources

;

"native community" means any group of persons occupying any

lands in accordance with and subject to native law and custom

;

"native lands" means lands declared to be native lands by the Land ^^.-^°' ^^

Tenure Law, 1962;

"Provincial Commissioner" means the Provincial Commissioner

of the province within which the area or the native authority in

question is situated and in the case of Kaduna means the Adminis-

trator of Kaduna.

Part II—GOVERNMENT GRAZING RESERVES
3. The following lands may in accordance with section 12 and Land which

subject to sections 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 be constituted as a Government constituted

grazing reserve

—

reserves.

(a) lands at the disposal of Government or native lands

;

{h) any lands in respect of which it appears to the Minister that

grazing on such lands should be protected or reserved or

grazing management should be practised.

4. Before any lands are constituted a Government grazing reserve
•IJ"^^^^""

a notice shall be published by the Minister in the Northern Nigeria ^^'^ '''^^"

Gazette

—

'"'"' °^
,

v.> u</w vvv.
reserve settJe-

(a) specifying as nearly as may be the situation and limits of the

lands

;

(6) declaring whether the lands are at the disposal of the Govern-

ment or are native lands or are lands coming within paragraph

{h) of section 3

;

(c) declaring that it is intended to constitute such lands a Govern-

ment grazing reserve, either for the general purposes of

Government or for the particular use and benefit, wholly or

ment ofiicers.
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Duties of
reserve

settlement
officer.

in part, of any class of persons or for the benefit of any native

connmunity or native authority;

{d) appointing an officer (hereinafter referred to as tlie reserve

settlement officer) to inquire into and determine the existence,

nature and extent of any rights claimed by or alleged to exist

in favour of any persons or communities or brought to the

knowledge of the said officer affecting the lands or any other

rights in or over the lands.

5. Upon publication of the notice referred to in section 4, the

reserve settlement officer shall

—

{a) cause the particulars of the lands which it is proposed to

constitute a Government grazing reserve to be made known
in the district or districts in which the lands are situated by

causing a notice thereof to be read and interpreted in the local

vernacular native language in every native court in the said

district or districts and also by, as far as he considers essential,

informing in writing the chiefs of the communities dwelling on,

and the native authorities having jurisdiction over, such lands;

(b) fix and, in the manner aforesaid, make known a period within

which and a place to or at which any person or community

claiming any right or rights in or over or affecting the lands

which it is proposed to constitute a Government grazing

reserve shall either send in a written statement of claims to him

or appear before him and state orally the nature and extent of

their alleged rights.

Inquiries. 6. (1) As soon as possible after the expiration of the period

referred to in section 5 the reserve settlement officer shall—

(a) inquire into and determine the limits of the lands specified in

the notice referred to in section 5 ; and

(6) determine the nature and extent of any claims or alleged rights

affecting the lands which have been preferred or brought to his

notice.

(2) The reserve settlement officer shall keep a record in writing of

—

{a) all such claims and alleged rights

;

{b) all objections which may be made to such claims or alleged

rights; and

{c) any evidence in support of or in opposition to any claim or

alleged right.
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7. For the purposes of an inquiry under section 6 the reserve J^ttfem'nt

settlement officer shall have all the powers conferred upon a District °^"ai*°
*""

Judge. P""*"-

8. The reserve settlement officer may at any time during the settfem'nt
officer may
sever or join
claims.

inquiry referred to in section 6 join any number of claims or sever any

claims joined and in his judgment may give a decision which may join

any number of claims or sever any claims which were formerly joined.

9. (1) Upon the completion of the inquiry referred to in section 6, ?|d^n°on^
the reserve settlement officer shall— completion of

the inquiry.

(a) deliver his judgment, describing the limits of the lands

specified in the notice referred to in section 5 and setting forth,

with all such particulars as may be necessary to define their

nature, duration, incidence and extent, all claims and alleged

rights preferred or brought to his knowledge in respect of the

lands and admitting or rejecting the same wholly or in part, and

shall file it at the Land Registry in the Ministry of Land and

Survey; and

{b) publish a notice in the Northern Nigeria Gazette Specifying the

land which it is intended to reserve, the privileges conceded in

respect of such land and stating the special conditions intended

to govern the reservation thereof.

(2) The notice referred to in subsection (1) shall be made known
so far as may be practicable to every person who, and the head of any

community which, preferred any claim or in respect of which any claim

was brought to the knowledge of the reserve settlement officer.

10. (1) Any person who has made a claim on his own behalf, or Appeals

where a claim has been made on beh alf of a community that person or the judgment of

representative of that community may, within three months of the date reserve

of delivery of the judgment, appeal to a District Judge against that officer,

portion of the reserve settlement officer's judgment which affects his

claim or the claim made on behalf of the community which he repre-

sents.

(2) An appeal shall lie to the High Court from a decision of a

District Judge on appeal against thejudgment of the reserve settlement

officer within thirty days of the date of the decision appealed against.

11. (1) Where the reserve settlement officer has admitted wholly
^'^^'fj^^^

or in part any right or claim and in the opinion of the Minister the guished or

exercise of such right or claim or any part thereof—
M^'^'^t^ r

^^

{a) would stultify the objects of any grazing reserve

;
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{b) would seriously hinder the efficient working of any grazing

reserve ; or

(c) would do serious damage to any grazing reserve, the Minister

may

—

{i) extinguish any such rights or claims, other than rights or

claims in respect of land, with appropriate monetary

compensation; or

(m) confine or restrict any rights or claims to certain areas

either within or without the grazing reserve or the exercise

of such rights to certain times of the year ; or

(m) adopt wholly or in part any one or any combination of the

above methods of dealing with the matter ; and

the Minister of Land and Survey may extinguish any such

rights or claims in respect of land with appropriate monetary

compensation.

(2) Any person claiming compensation under the provisions of

subsection (1) may, if dissatisfied with the compensation awarded,

apply to the High Court for the determination of the matter.

Order 12. (1) The Governor may make an order constituting the lands
constituting

jj^ respect of which an inquiry under section 6 has been held a Govern-
the grazing *^. ^

. '
. . . , r ii

reserve. ment grazmg reserve at the expiration or a period of not less than

three months from the date of publication of the notice published in

accordance with section 9:

Provided that no such order shall be made until the expiration of

the time within which an appeal against the judgment of the reserve

settlement officer may be filed or, if such an appeal has been filed,

until such appeal has been determined.

(2) An order under this section shall, subject to the provisions of

subsection (3), set forth

—

(a) the limits of the lands which constitute the reserve;

(b) all rights affecting the same as set forth in the judgment of the

reserve settlement officer or established by the court upon

appeal from such judgment; and

(c) such additional rights as the Governor shall consider it just

and equitable to allow notwithstanding that such rights have

not been allowed in the judgment of the reserve settlement

officer.

(3) An order under this section shall not include therein such

rights as may have been allowed by the reserve settlement officer but

which have been subsequently modified or extinguished as provided

by this Law and where the boundaries of the reserve have been modi-
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fied as provided by this Law the order shall set forth the boundaries

as subsequently determined.

(4) An order under this section shall in addition to being published

in the Northern Nigeria Gazette be made known in the same manner

as was the judgment of the reserve settlement officer.

(5) From the date of the publication of an order under this section

in the Northern Nigeria Gazette such lands shall be a Government

grazing reserve.

(6) Any order made under this section may be revised or modified

by the Governor by order and such revision or modification may be

given retrospective effect.

(7) In any revision or modification made by the Governor under

subsection (6) the Governor may, after such inquiry, if any, as he shall

think fit—

{a) exercise the powers conferred upon the Minister or the Minister

of Land and Survey by section 1 1 ; and

{b) add such additional rights as he shall consider it just and

equitable to allow notwithstanding that such rights had not

been allowed in the judgment of the reserve settlement officer.

13. If the reserve settlement officer has admitted wholly or in Reserve may
be made to

part any rights on any area which in the opinion of the Minister could exclude areas

be excised from the reserve without materially altering or stultifying
'^Jj^JJ"

the objects of the reserve the Governor may by order so amend the

boundaries of the reserve that such areas are excluded from the reserve

or he may create such excluded areas or enclaves within the boundaries

of the reserve:

Provided that in altering the external boundaries of the reserve

the Governor shall not include any area which lies outside the original

boundaries set out in the notice of the proposed reserve published in

accordance with the provisions of section 4.

14. In any Government grazing reserve the Minister may close
^^^"hto'of

any right of way or watercourse where in his opinion another right of way andJO J r o
^

watercourse.

way or watercourse equally convenient already exists or is provided.

15. Subject to any right to compensation, every right in or over Extinguish-

land in respect of which no claim shall have been made to the reserve rights,

settlement officer, or of which no knowledge shall have been acquired

by that officer before delivery of his judgment, shall be extinguished.
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Extinguish-
ment of
rights by
non-use.

16. If any right within a Government grazing reserve shall not

have been exercised for a period of ten years it shall be deemed to have

been extinguished.

Rights in

reserves may
not be
alienated
without
consent of
Minister.

17. No person shall alienate any right affecting land included in

a Government grazing reserve, which has been established before the

reserve settlement officer or before a court under section 10, by sale

mortgage or transfer without the consent of the Minister first had and
obtained and any such sale, mortgage or transfer effected without such

consent shall be null and void.

No new rijjhts

to be acquired
in land to be
constituted a
reserve except
with approval.

18. During the period between the dates of the publication by a

Minister of the notice of his intention to create a Government grazing

reserve in accordance with section 4 and of the order of the Governor
constituting the reserve under section 12

—

{a) no right shiU be acquired in or over the land comprised

within such notice otherwise than by succession or under a

grant or contract in writing entered into with the approval of

the Minister;

{b) no new house shall be built; and

{c) no new lands for farming or cultivation shall be cleared.

Kestriction

of entry to

reserve.

19. No person, other than a Government officer on duty, shall

enter any Government grazing reserve unless he is authorised so to do

under this Law or regulations made hereunder.

Powers of
native to ({rant

land absolutely
to Government.

20. Any native, and the chief or head of any native community on

behalf of such community, notwithstanding any native law or custom

to the contrary, shall be entitled to enter into any agreement to grant

and convey absolutely to the Government any lands and any rights in

and over any lands, owned by him or them which it is proposed to

constitute a Government grazing reserve under the provisions of this

Law.

Power to

de-reserve.
21. The Governor may by order direct that from a date named

therein any lands or any part thereof constituted a Government grazing

reserve under section 12 shall cease to be a Government grazing reserve

or a part of such reserve and thereupon from such date such lands shall

cease to be a Government grazing reserve or a part of such reserve so,

however, that the rights, if any, which may have been extinguished

therein shall not revive in consequence of such cessation.
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22. The Governor may make regulations for all or any of the Regulations,

following matters in respect of a Government grazing reserve

—

(a) prescribing the persons who may use the grazing reserve and

the number and type of stock which may be permitted therein

;

{h) prescribing the parts of the grazing reserve which may be

used and the times when they may be used

;

(c) providing for the issue of grazing permits to persons using

the grazing reserve and prescribing the fees for such grazing

permits;

{d) regulating the management generally of the grazing reserve

and prescribing the activities which may be carried on therein;

{e) regulating the conditions of entry to the grazing reserve;

(/) imposing penalties not exceeding two hundred pounds or

imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, for a breach of

any regulation made under this section; and

{g) generally for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this

Law.

Part III-NATIVE AUTHORITY GRAZING RESERVES
23. (1) A native authority may, by order made with the approval Constitution

of the Minister, constitute as a native authority grazing reserve any
autho'riw

land lying within the area of its jurisdiction. grazing
reserves.

(2) The native authority shall pay appropriate monetary compensa-

tion to any person whose right has been extinguished by an order made
under subsection (1).

(3) Any person claiming compensation under the provisions of

subsection (2) may, if dissatisfied with the compensation awarded,

apply to the High Court for the determination of the matter.

24. (1) No lands shall be constituted a native authority grazing ^^''''°3g„(
,„

reserve under section 23 unless and until

—

the constitu-
tion of a native,,. . . Ill !_• • authority graz-

\a) the mtention to constitute such lands a native authority grazing ing reserve,

reserve has been announced by the native authority in a

manner approved by the Provincial Commissioner ; and

{b) the existence, nature and extent of any rights claimed by or

alleged to exist in favour of any persons or communities

affecting the lands which it is proposed to constitute a native

authority grazing reserve has been inquired into and deter-

mined by or under the direction of the native authority.
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(2) The announcement referred to in subsection (1) shall require

all claimants to put forward their claims within three months.

(3) Subject to any right to compensation, all claims not put

forward within three months of the announcement referred to in

subsection (1) shall be invalid.

(4) If the inquiry made in accordance with paragraph (b) of sub-

section (1) discloses the existence of any rights in any area which in the

opinion of the Minister could be excluded in whole or in part from the

reserve without materially altering or stultifying the objects of the

reserve, the Minister may so amend the boundaries of the reserve that

such areas are excluded from the reserve or he may create such excluded

areas as enclaves within the boundaries of the reserve:

Provided that in altering the external boundaries of the reserve the

M'nister shall not include any area which lies outside the boundaries of

the proposed reserve as announced in accordance with paragraph (a) of

subsection (1).

(5) At any time either before or after an order has been made under

ssction 23, the Provincial Commissioner, after reference to the Minister,

may cause a further inquiry to be held by or under the direction of the

native authority or by any other person for the better determination of

the rights affecting the land which it is proposed to constitute or which

has been constituted a native authority grazing reserve.

Order
constituting
native
authority
grazing
reserve.

Approval of
Minister.

Power of
native
authority to
revise or
modify order.

25. Every order under section 23 constituting a native authority

grazmg reserve shall be published in the Northern Nigeria Gazette and

shall set forth the limits, situation and approximate area of the lands

which constitute the native authority grazing reserve and all rights

affecting the same as determined under the provisions of section 24.

26. No order under section 23 constituting a native authority

grazing reserve shall be published in the Northern Nigeria Gazette or be

of any effect unless and until it has received the approval in writing of the

Minister, which approval may be granted or withheld or granted on

such conditions as the Minister may in his absolute discretion consider

necessary.

27. (1) A native authority may by order revise or modify any order

made by it under section 23 so that the rights affecting the lands set

forth in the order constituting the reserve shall accord with the deter-

minations of any further inquiry held under the provisions of subsection

(5) of section 24 and any rights which become invalid by subsection (3)

of section 24 may be revived by an order under this section.
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(2) The provisions of section 26 shall apply to an order made under

this section in like manner as they apply to an order under section 23.

28. Every right in or over land within an area constituted a native mem^f'ri^'hts

authority grazing reserve under section 23, other than the rights set
a"thorit^

forth in the order constituting such reserve, shall be extinguished f^^l
upon the coming into operation of the order, save as provided in section

24.

29. No person shall alienate any right in or over land within an area
^f"na°io°^of

constituted a native authority grazing reserve under section 23 by sale,
nfj^'g'"

mortgage or transfer without the consent of the native authority which authority

. . . . .
grazing

constituted such native authority grazing reserve or within whose reserve,

jurisdiction it is situated and any such sale, mortgage or transfer effected

without such consent shall be null and void.

30. No person, other than a Government officer on duty or an
fn^ry'tonati'4

officer of the native authority which constituted the reserve shall enter authority

. .
grazing

any native authority grazing reserve unless he is authorised to do so reserve,

under this Law or rules made hereunder.

31. A native authority may by order made with the approval of the Power to

Minister direct that from a date named therein any lands or any part

thereof constituted a native authority grazing reserve under section 23

shall cease to be a native authority grazing reserve or a part of such

reserve and thereupon from such date such lands shall cease to be a

native authority grazing reserve or a part of such reserve

:

Provided that the rights, if any, which may have been extinguished

therein shall not revive in consequence of such cessation.

32. (1) The protection, control and management of a native Manage-

authority grazing reserve shall be undertaken by the native authority
J^^"^

constituting it, or within whose jurisdiction it is situated, subject to the authority

supervision and c6ntrol of the Provincial Commissioner, exercised
f^jg^fg

with the advice of the Minister.

(2) Such protection, control and management may, upon a

notification to that effect being published by the Minister in the

Northern Nigeria Gazette, be placed temporarily under the guidance

and direction of the Chief Animal Husbandry Officer of the Ministry of

Animal and Forest Resources either at the request of the native authority

concerned, or upon the instructions of the Minister if he is of the opinion

that such a step is necessary or expedient for ensuring the proper and

sufficient protection, control and management of such native authority

grazing reserve.
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(3) Any native authority grazing reserve placed temporarily under
the guidance and direction of the Chief Animal Husbandry Officer in

pursuance of the provisions of subsection (2) shall be protected,

controlled and managed on behalf, and for the benefit, of the native

authority concerned.

R"'«3. 33. A native authority with the approval of the Minister may make
rules for all or any of the following matters in respect of a native

authority grazing reserve

—

{a) prescribing the persons who may use the grazing reserve and

the number and type of stock which may be permitted therein

;

(i) prescribing the parts of the grazing reserve which may be used

and the times when they may be used

;

(c) providing for the issue of grazing permits to persons using the

grazing reserve and prescribing the fees for such grazing

permits

;

{d) regulating the management generally of the grazing reserve and

prescribing the activities that may be carried on therein;

{e) regulating the conditions of entry to the grazing reserve

;

(/) imposing penalties not exceeding two hundred pounds or

imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, for a breach of

any rule made under this section ; and

is) generally for giving effect to the objects and purposes for which

the grazing reserve was established.

Objects and Reasons

This Bill introduces a Law to provide for the establishment and control of grazing

reserves.

Part II deals with the establishment of Government grazing reserves, and clause 4

requires the Minister to publish a notice of the intention to create a grazing reserve in the

Northern Nigeria Gazette together with details of such reserve and appointing a reserve

settlement officer. Clause 6 empowers the reserve settlement officer to inquire into and

determine the limits of the lands to be made a grazing reserve and determine the nature

and extent of such reserve. Clause 9 provides for the reserve settlement officer to deliver

and publish a judgement describing the limits of the lands to be made a grazing reserve

and setting forth all claims in respect of such lands. Clause 10 gives a right of appeal from
the judgment of the reserve settlement officer to the District Court and thence to the

High Court. Clause 11 empowers the Minister of Land and Survey in certain circums-

tances to extinguish or restrict any right in lands to be constituted a grazing reserve and
empowers the Minister to extinguish or restrict other rights. Clause 12 empowers the

Governor to constitute lands, in respect of which an inquiry under section 6 has been
made, as a Government grazing reserve. Clause 21 gives power to the Governor to

de-reserve any grazing reserve by order. Clause 22 enables the Governor to make
regulations for Government grazing reserves.
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Part III deals with native authority grazing reserves, and clause 23 empowers native

authorities with the approval of the Minister to constitute grazing reserves by order.

Clause 23 provides that the native authority before constituting a grazing reserve must
announce its intention of doing so in a manner approved by the Provincial Commissioner
aiid must inquire into and determine all rights claimed in the lands which it is proposed to

constitute a grazing reserve. Clause 25 requires every order by a native authority

constituting a grazing reserve to set forth the limits, situation and approximate area of the

reserve and clause 26 requires the approval of the Minister to be given to such order.

Clause 27 deals with the powers of a native authority to revise or modify such order and
clause 31 deals with the powers of a native authority to de-reserve. Clause 32 deals with

the management of native authority grazing reserves and provides that in certain

circumstances such reserves may be placed under the control of the Chief Animal
Husbandry Officer of the Ministry of Animal and Forest Resources. Clause 33 enables

a native authority with the approval of the Minister to make rules for a native authority

grazing reserve.

I. M. Lewis,

A ttorney-General,

Northern Nigeria

Attorney-General's Chambers,
Kaduna, 1st February, 1965
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